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Abstract
This thesis addresses three issues faced by firms and policy-makers when deciding how to price
products and properly incentivize consumers. In the first part of the thesis, we focus on a firm
attempting to dynamically adjust prices to maximize profits when facing uncertain demand, as for
example airlines selling flights or hotels booking rooms. In particular, we develop a robust sampling-
based optimization framework that minimizes the worst-case regret and dynamically adjusts the
price according to the realization of demand. We propose a tractable optimization model that uses
direct demand samples, where the confidence level of this solution can be obtained from the number
of samples used. We further demonstrate the applicability of this approach with a series of numerical
experiments and a case study using airline ticketing data.
In the second part of the thesis, we propose a model for the adoption of solar photovoltaic
technology by residential consumers. Using this model, we develop a framework for policy makers
to find optimal subsidy levels in order to achieve a desired adoption target. The technology adoption
process follows a discrete choice model, which is reinforced by network effects such as information
spread and learning-by-doing. We validate the model through an empirical study of the German
solar market, where we estimate the model parameters, generate adoption forecasts and demonstrate
how to solve the policy design problem. We use this framework to show that the current policies
in Germany could be improved by higher subsidies in the near future and a faster phase-out of the
subsidy program.
In the third part of the thesis, we model the interaction between a government and an industry
player in a two-period game setting under uncertain demand. We show how the timing of decisions
will affect the production levels and the cost of the subsidy program. In particular, we show that
when the government commits to a fixed policy, it signals to the supplier to produce more in the
beginning of the horizon. Consequently, a flexible policy is on average more expensive for the
government than a committed policy.
Thesis Supervisor: Georgia Perakis
Title: William F. Pounds Professor of Management
Professor of Operations Research and Operations Management
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"How much should a company charge for its product?" This pricing question is critical to managers
across many industries and the answer is almost never trivial. In some cases this is an internal
concern for the firm. Sometimes the government is the one asking this question, as it tries to promote
emerging technologies using price incentives for consumers. The overarching goal of this thesis is
to address issues faced by firms and policy-makers when deciding how much customers should pay
for a product. We develop answers to this core question of pricing in three different applications.
In the first part of the thesis, Chapter 2, we focus on the pricing problem of the firm manager
when facing uncertain demand. In this setting, a firm offers multiple products to be sold over a fixed
time horizon. We develop an approach to dynamically price these products that combines ideas from
data-driven and robust optimization to address the uncertain and dynamic aspects of the problem.
Each product sold consumes one or more resources, possibly sharing the same resources among
different products. The firm is given a fixed initial inventory of these resources and cannot replenish
this inventory during the selling season. We assume there is uncertainty about the demand seen
by the firm for each product. The firm wants to determine a robust and dynamic pricing strategy
that maximizes revenue over the time horizon. While the traditional robust optimization models
are tractable, they give rise to static policies and are often too conservative. At the same time,
stochastic optimization models suffer from tractability and data estimation issues. Our approach
tries to establish a compromise between these conflicting modeling objectives.
The main contribution of Chapter 2 is the exploration of closed-loop pricing policies for dif-
ferent robust objectives, such as MaxMin, MinMax Regret and MaxMin Ratio. We introduce a
sampling based optimization approach that can solve this problem in a tractable way, with a con-
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fidence level and a robustness level based on the number of samples used. We will show how this
methodology can be used for data-driven pricing or adapted for a random sampling optimization
approach when limited information is known about the demand uncertainty. Finally, we compare
the revenue performance of the different models using numerical simulations and a case study us-
ing real airline data collected from a flight booking website. We then explore the behavior of each
model under different sample sizes and sampling distributions.
In the second part, Chapter 3, we explore the role of governments who design price incentives
for consumers to adopt new technologies, in this case for solar photovoltaic technology. The first
goal is to establish a framework for policy makers to design long-term subsidy policies while con-
sidering the dynamics of the technological adoption process. The second goal is to perform an
empirical study using this framework. We collected real market data about the sales of solar panels
in Germany and fitted the data to the model we developed, obtaining market forecasts and potential
policy recommendations.
Unlike traditional sources of electricity generation, a rooftop solar panel is a clean generation
source that can be installed in small scales directly at the consumers' household.This lowers trans-
mission costs and losses, as well as offsetts the electricity demand during peak hours. On the other
hand, these panels are expensive and will require subsidizing consumers until the technology itself
and its distribution channels are mature. This can only happen once a large consumer base has
already been established. With the objective of jump-starting this consumer base, governments pro-
pose a target adoption level to be reached within a given time frame. Current approaches to subsidy
design can be short-sighted, as they do not take into consideration the dynamics of cost improve-
ments and information spread that is inherit to the adoption of a new technology. In this chapter, we
develop a modeling framework for policy-makers to find the optimal subsidy levels that will achieve
the given target while incorporating these network effects.
Furthermore, we validate our model through an empirical study of the German solar market,
where model parameters are estimated. We then use this model to generate adoption forecasts and
demonstrate how to solve the policy design problem. Through this study we are able to show that
the current policies in Germany are not efficient. In particular, it suggests that their subsidies should
be higher in the near future and the gradual phase-out of the subsidies should occur faster.
In the third part of the thesis, Chapter 4, we look at how governments and firms interact with
each other to determine prices and production levels for new products. In particular, the goal is to
understand the effect of the government's inability to commit to certain policies and how this can
16
lead to under-production from the private sector.
In order to establish this comparison, we first model a two-period system where the government
chooses a set of rebates for this time horizon and commits to it. Industry then responds by building
up production capacity. In the other model, we assume government has the ability to change the
rebate level during the second period after the first demand is realized. On the other hand, the
industry player is already committed to a capacity investment at the beginning of the time horizon.
The resulting effect is that the industry player, forecasting a potential decrease in subsidy levels,
will under-invest in the previous stage. This leads to a worse outcome for the entire system.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we cover the dynamic pricing
problem. In Chapter 3, we develop the subsidy design problem applied to the German solar market.
In Chapter 4, we develop the subsidy problem with strategic industry response, where we address
the issue of policy commitment versus flexibility. Each of these chapters contains an appendix
section with notation used in the chapter and the proofs developed within the chapter. In Chapter 5,
we summarize some of the key conclusions of this thesis.
17
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Chapter 2
Dynamic Pricing
2.1 Introduction
In many industries, managers are faced with the challenge of selling a fixed amount of inventory
within a specific time horizon. Moreover, the firm offers an array of different products which will
consume a shared set of resources. Examples include the case of airlines selling flight tickets, hotels
trying to book rooms and retail stores selling products for the current season. All these cases share
a common trait: a fixed initial inventory that cannot be replenished within the selling horizon. The
firm's goal is to set prices at each stage of the given selling horizon that will maximize revenues
while facing an uncertain demand.
As in most real-life applications, the intrinsic randomness of the firm's demand is an important
factor that must be taken into account. Decisions based on deterministic forecasts of demand can
expose the firm to severe revenue losses or fail to capture potential revenues. In the pricing problem,
demand is usually modeled as a function of the prices set by the firm. To model uncertainty in
demand, we represent some parameters of this function as random. These random parameters can
be modeled assuming a fixed distribution, as in the stochastic optimization literature, or using the
distribution-free framework of robust optimization. In the stochastic optimization approach, demand
uncertainty is given by a certain probability distribution and the firm's objective is to find prices that
maximize its expected revenue. A disadvantage of this approach is that it requires full knowledge
of the demand distribution, often requiring the uncertainty to be independent across time periods.
Note that the dynamic programming formulation used to solve the stochastic optimization model
will have a serious dimensionality problem if there are many types of resources or if demands are
correlated. On the other hand, in the robust optimization approach, one does not assume a known
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distribution for the demand uncertainty, but assumes only that it lies within a bounded uncertainty
set. The goal in this case is to find a pricing policy that robustly maximizes the revenue within this
uncertainty set, without further assumptions about the distribution or correlation of demands across
time periods. Nevertheless, as a drawback, the robust solution is often regarded as too conservative
and the robust optimization literature has mainly focused on static problems (open-loop policy).
The dynamic models that search for closed-loop policies, i.e. which account for previously realized
uncertainty and adjust the pricing decisions, can easily become intractable. Our goal in this chapter
is to come up with an approach that can tackle these two issues, by developing a framework for
finding non-conservative and adjustable robust pricing policies.
In order to achieve this goal, we are going to develop pricing optimization models that are based
on sampled scenarios of demand. At first, using the assumption that we have access to historical
samples of demand, we will develop a data-driven robust approach to pricing. Furthermore, in the
case these samples are not available, we will develop a framework to generate random scenario
samples using mild assumptions on the demand distribution and still obtain a sampling based robust
solution. We will also provide theoretical bounds on the number of samples required to obtain a
given confidence level about our solutions and develop numerical examples to demonstrate how to
apply this methodology in a practical setting and to obtain managerial insights about these pricing
models.
2.1.1 Literature Review
A good introduction to the field of revenue management and dynamic pricing would include the
overview papers of (Elmaghraby and Keskinocak 2003), (Bitran and Caldentey 2003) and the book
by (Talluri and van Ryzin 2004). The revenue management literature in general assumes a fixed set
of pre-determined prices and tries to allocate capacity for different price levels. This problem can
be traced back to (Littlewood 1972), who first tackled the network capacity control problem. The
complexity of solving these large network models led to the development of numerous heuristics.
(Belobaba 1987; Belobaba 1992) later developed heuristics such as EMSR-a and EMSR-b which
performed very well in practice for solving the capacity control problem. (Talluri and van Ryzin
1998) further developed the concept of bid-price controls. (Bertsimas and Popescu 2003) solved this
problem by approximating the revenue-to-go function and (Bertsimas and de Boer 2005) introduced
an algorithm based on stochastic gradient. (Akan and Ata 2009) recently developed a martingale
characterization of bid-price controls. On the other hand, the dynamic pricing literature attempts
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to solve a similar problem, but does not assume fixed prices, rather it assumes that we can choose
different prices at each period. In that case, we also assume that the aggregate demand seen by the
firm is a function of the price.
Most of the revenue management and pricing literature uses the stochastic optimization frame-
work, which makes distributional assumptions on the demand model and often doesn't capture
correlation of the demand uncertainty across time periods. Avoiding such problems, there are two
different approaches prominent in the literature that will be most relevant for our research: data-
driven and robust optimization. So far, these approaches have been studied separately and the
modeling choice usually depends on the type of information provided to the firm about the demand
uncertainty.
The operations management literature has explored sampling based optimization as a form of
data-driven nonparametric approach to solving stochastic optimization problems with unknown dis-
tributions. In this case, we use past historical data, which are sample evaluations coming from
the true demand distribution. In revenue management, this approach has been pioneered by (van
Ryzin and McGill 2000) who introduced an adaptive algorithm for booking limits. (Bertsimas and
de Boer 2005) and (van Ryzin and Vulcano 2008) developed a stochastic gradient algorithm to
solve a revenue management problem using the scenario samples. Another typical form of data-
driven approach is known as Sample Average Approximation (SAA), when the scenario evaluations
are averaged to approximate the expectation of the objective function. (Kleywegt, Shapiro, and
Homem-de Mello 2001) deal with a discrete stochastic optimization model and show that the SAA
solution converges almost surely to the optimal solution of the original problem when the number
of samples goes to infinity and derive a bound on the number of samples required to obtain at most
a certain difference between the SAA solution and the optimal value, under some confidence level.
(Zhan and Shen 2005) apply the SAA framework for the single period price-setting newsvendor
problem. (Levi, Roundy, and Shmoys 2007) also apply the SAA framework to the newsvendor
problem (single and multi-period) and establish bounds on the number of samples required to guar-
antee with some probability that the expected cost of the sample-based policies approximates the
expected optimal cost and (Levi, Perakis, and Uichanco 2010), using the assumption that the de-
mand distribution is log-concave, develop a better bound on the number of samples to obtain a
similar guarantee as in (Levi, Roundy, and Shmoys 2007). More specifically in the dynamic pric-
ing literature, the data-driven approach has been used by (Rusmevichientong, Van Roy, and Glynn
2006), to develop a non-parametric data-driven approach to pricing, and also more recently by
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(Eren and Maglaras 2009). (Besbes and Zeevi 2008) assume there is no prior data and develop an
approach that requires an exploration phase to obtain data and an exploitation phase to generate
revenue. Other relevant work on the subject of revenue management with demand learning is by
(Araman and Caldentey 2009) and by (Farias and Van Roy 2009).
The fairly recent field of robust optimization proposes distribution-free modeling ideas for mak-
ing decision models under uncertainty. This area was initiated by (Soyster 1973) and it was further
developed by (Ben-Tal and Nemirovski 1998; Ben-Tal and Nemirovski 1999; Ben-Tal and Ne-
mirovski 2000), (Goldfarb and Iyengar 2003) and (Bertsimas and Sim 2004). A robust policy can be
defined in different ways. In this chapter we will explore three different types of robust models: the
MaxMin, the MinMax Regret (or alternatively MinMax Absolute Regret) and the MaxMin Ratio (or
alternatively MaxMin Relative Regret or MaxMin Competitive Ratio). In inventory management,
the MaxMin robust approach can be seen in (Scarf 1958), (Gallego and Moon 1993), (Ben-Tal,
Goryashko, Guslitzer, and Nemirovski 2004), (Bertsimas and Thiele 2006). The following papers
by (Adida and Perakis 2005; Nguyen and Perakis 2005; Perakis and Sood 2006; Thiele 2006; Bir-
bil, Frenk, Gromicho, and Zhang 2006) are examples of the MaxMin robust approach applied to the
dynamic pricing problem. This approach is usually appropriate for risk-averse managers, but it can
give quite conservative solutions. For this reason we will explore the regret based models, which
were originally proposed by (Savage 1951). (Lim and Shanthikumar 2007) and (Lim, Shanthiku-
mar, and Watewai 2008) approach this problem from a different angle, where the pricing policies
are protected against a family of distributions bounded by a relative entropy measure. In the broader
operations management literature, (Yue, Chen, and M.-C. 2006) and (Perakis and Roels 2008) use
the MinMax Absolute Regret for the newsvendor problem. A comparison of MaxMin and MinMax
Absolute Regret for revenue management can be found in (Roels and Perakis 2007). An alternative
approach is the relative regret measure, also known as the competitive ratio. In revenue manage-
ment and pricing, (Ball and Queyranne 2006) and (Lan, Gao, Ball, and Karaesmen 2006) use this
MaxMin Ratio approach.
Irrespective of the demand uncertainty models described above, multi-period decision models
can also be categorized between (i) closed-loop policies, where policies use feedback from the ac-
tual state of the system at each stage, and (ii) open-loop policies, where the entire policy is defined
statically at the beginning of the time horizon. The initial robust framework discussed in the papers
above does not allow for adaptability in the optimal policy. This open-loop robust framework has
been applied to the dynamic pricing problem in (Perakis and Sood 2006), (Nguyen and Perakis
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2005), (Adida and Perakis 2005) and (Thiele 2006). Moving towards closed-loop solutions, (Ben-
Tal, Goryashko, Guslitzer, and Nemirovski 2004) first introduced adaptability to robust optimization
problems. (Ben-Tal, Golany, Nemirovski, and Vial 2005) propose an application of adjustable ro-
bust optimization in a supply chain problem. More specifically, they advocate for the use of affinely
adjustable policies. Recent work by (Bertsimas, Iancu, and Parrilo 2009) was able to show that
optimality can actually be achieved by affine policies for a particular class of one-dimensional mul-
tistage robust problems. Unfortunately this is not our case, therefore we must admit that the affine
policies we are using will only achieve an approximation to the fully closed-loop policy. (Zhang
2006) develops a numerical study of the affinely adjustable robust model for the pricing problem
using an MIP formulation. In this chapter, we present a model that introduces an affinely adjustable
approach to the dynamic pricing problem and uses sampling based approach to solve the robust
problem.
As mentioned by (Caramanis 2006), the sampling approach to the adaptable robust problem
puts aside the non-convexities created by the influence of the realized uncertainties in the policy
decisions. The natural question that arises is how many scenarios do we need to have any confidence
guarantees on our model's solution. To answer this question, (Calafiore and Campi 2005; Calafiore
and Campi 2006) define the concept of an E-level robust solution and provide a theoretical bound
on the sample size necessary to obtain this solution. The bound was later improved in (Campi
and Garatti 2008) and (Calafiore 2009), which is provably the tightest possible bound for a class
of robust problems defined as "fully-supported" problems. Recently (Pagnoncelli, Ahmed, and
Shapiro 2009) suggested how to use this framework to solve chance constrained problems.
As for the numerical experiments, we will compare the out-of-sample revenues of our sampling-
based pricing models by using Monte Carlo-based performance measures. (Chiralaksanakul and
Morton 2004) and (Bayraksan and Morton 2006) proposed Monte Carlo-based procedures to access
the quality of stochastic programs, building sampling-based confidence intervals for the optimality
gap of the solution. To compare our pricing models, we will conduct paired tests and use similar
concepts of sampling based confidence intervals around the average and worst-case difference in
revenues.
2.1.2 Contributions
The main goal of this chapter is to solve the multi-item dynamic pricing problem in a practical way.
In particular, we develop a methodology that is easy to implement, uses directly available data in
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the price optimization model, and at the same time is justified from a theoretical point of view. We
accomplish this by using a sampling based optimization approach, which allows for a wide range
of modeling complexity such as adjustable pricing policies, nonlinear demand functions, network
effects, overbooking and salvage value. The solution concept that motivates our model is the robust
pricing problem. Nevertheless this problem becomes intractable as we introduce all the modeling
components mentioned before. We show in this chapter how this new combined robust sampling
based framework is tractable, performs very well in numerical experiments and is theoretically
grounded as a good approximation to the original robust problem, depending on the number of
samples used.
More specifically, most robust approaches to the pricing problem use an open-loop model, where
the information obtained by observing past demand is not used in the pricing decision of future
periods. A key challenge, when introducing adjustability to dynamic pricing, is that the model
easily turns into a non-convex problem, which is intractable to solve even when using traditional
robust optimization techniques. Instead we propose a sampling based approach where we solve
the problem using only a given set of demand scenarios. The new problem becomes a convex
program and can be efficiently solved. The question that arises from this approach is how many
samples do we need in order to have a performance guarantee on our sampling based solution. To
answer this question, we define a notion of E-robustness and show the sample size needed to achieve
an c-robust solution with some confidence level. Nevertheless, this type of data-driven approach
uses the assumption that we have a large set of historical data available, which comes from the
true underlying distribution of the uncertainty. This assumption can be quite restrictive in many
real applications, for example when releasing a new product. For these cases, we introduce a new
concept of random scenario sampling, where we use an artificial distribution over the uncertainty set
to generate random sample points and apply the sampling based optimization framework. We are
able to show bounds on the sample size required for the random sampling solution using a relatively
mild assumption on the unknown underlying distribution, which we refer to as a bounded likelihood
ratio assumption.
Although fairly general, the bounded likelihood ratio assumption can be seen as too abstract
and hard to quantify in a practical setting. For this reason we further developed a method to obtain
this likelihood ratio measure using more commonly used assumptions, which can be more easily
verified by the firm. More specifically, using the assumption that the uncertain parameter of the
demand follows a log-concave distribution, independent across products and time periods and with
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a known standard deviation, we obtain the likelihood ratio bound on the true unknown distribution,
relative to a uniform random sampling distribution. Therefore we can use the bound developed
before to determine the sample size that needs to be generated to obtain any level of robustness for
the pricing problem.
The random scenario sampling framework we introduce is a rather powerful concept, given that
we are now able to use a data-driven methodology to solve a robust problem without any actual
historical data. Data-driven and robust optimization have been generally considered two separate
fields, since they use very different initial assumptions of information about the problem. The bridge
we develop between data-driven optimization and robust optimization has not been widely explored.
We start with an intractable robust model and illustrate how to solve a close approximation to the
robust solution using only randomly generated scenarios.
Another contribution of this work comes from the numerical experiments, where we study the
simulated revenue performance of our dynamic pricing models. Our first experiment will provide
empirical evidence that the sample size bound we present in this chapter is in fact tight for our
dynamic pricing problem. In the other experiments, we will compare the performance of the robust
pricing models, using three different types of robust objectives (MaxMin, MinMax Regret, MaxMin
Ratio) and a Sample Average Approximation (SAA) model, which is more common in the stochastic
optimization literature. When compared to the SAA benchmark, the robust models will usually
obtain a smaller average revenue but will do significantly better in the lower revenue cases. On
the other hand, when the number of samples provided are small, the robust models have shown to
perform just as well as the SAA on average, while still maintaining a less volatile revenue outcome.
Comparing between the robust models, we show that the traditional robust (MaxMin) is usually
dominated by the regret based models, both in average and worst-case revenue. The two regret-
based models (MinMax Regret and MaxMin Ratio) have a relatively similar performance, but the
first one tends to be more robust and conservative than the second.
We also show in this chapter how to apply our methodology in practice, using a case study with
actual airline data. Without considering competition effects, we will show how our robust pricing
models might achieve significant improvements in the revenues per flight.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the modeling
approach that we will consider and discuss the implementation issues. In Section 3, we show the
simulated performance of the proposed models and interpret the numerical results. In Section 4, we
develop an airline case study. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude with a summary of the discussions
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mentioned before and give possible directions for future work.
The appendices provide supplementary content to the reader that were omitted from the chapter
for conciseness. Appendix A provides a summary of the notation used. Appendices B-F display
the proofs of our theoretical results in Section 2. Appendices G-J provide information about the
numerical experiments displayed Section 3, as well as additional experiments.
2.2 The Model
Before introducing the general model we propose in this chapter, we motivate the problem with the
following example. Suppose a firm sells only one product over a two period horizon, with a limited
inventory of C. Moreover, suppose the firm has a set of N historical data samples of demand and
prices for each period of the sales horizon. We will assume for this example the demand is a linear
function of the price plus J, which is a random noise component: Demandt = at - btPricet + 3 t.
After estimating the demand function parameters (ai, a2, bi, b2 ) using the N data points, we are left
with a set of estimation errors ot(1) ---, t for each time period t = 1, 2. A typical robust pricing
approach would define an uncertainty set from which these errors are coming from and choose
prices that maximize the worst case revenue scenarios within that set. It is not clear how one should
define this uncertainty set given a pool of uncertainty samples and the resulting problem can also
become too hard to solve, as we will show later in this section. The direct use of the uncertainty
samples P) in the price optimization is what characterizes a sampling based optimization model,
which we advocate for in this chapter. Our goal, as seen in the following model, is to find a pricing
strategy that robustly maximizes the firm's revenue with respect to the N given observations of
demand uncertainty:
max min p1(a1 - b1p1 + 6 ) +p2(as - b2P2 +
P1,P2>0 i=1,...,N
s.t. (ai - bip1 + 6(')) + (a2 - b2P2 + of )) < C, Vi = 1, ...,I N
Note that the given uncertainty samples 6(') will approximate the uncertainty set from the traditional
robust optimization approach. The major theoretical challenge now is to determine how many
samples are needed for the sampling based model to approximate the original robust problem.
On the modeling aspect of the problem, one of the main problems with the solution concept
presented above is that this MaxMin robust approach can often be too conservative. For this reason,
we will propose other types of robust modeling. Another problem in this example is that the second
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period price P2 does not depend on the uncertainty realized on the first period 61, which is what we
call an open-loop model. Ideally, the second period pricing policy should be a function of the new
information obtained in the first period, P2 (6 i), which is known as a closed-loop model.
After the motivating example illustrated above, we proceed to generalize the problem to include
components such as network effects, salvage/overbooking inventory and nonlinear demand models.
Throughout this section we develop a solution approach that mitigates the modeling issues described
before. Further on, in Section 2.1, we will address the theoretical issue of the number of samples
required. We refer the reader to Appendix A for a summary of the notation that will be used in this
chapter.
To address the network component of pricing problems, we consider the firm to have n products
(eg. itineraries) and m resources (eg. flight legs). The m x n incidence matrix M determines which
resources are consumed by each product sold. Also let T be the length of the time horizon. Define
pj,t as the price of product j at time t and the demand function as dj,t. We admit that the demand
djt can be a function of the prices of all the products at any time period. For the sake of clarity, we
will use demand functions that are affected only by the current product price dj,t(pj,t). This means
that a certain product's demand will not be affected by the prices of the other products or by the past
prices. It is important to note that the modeling techniques and the results presented in this chapter
can be easily implemented with cross product/time effects (which also allow us to use demand
models with reference prices). We are only restricting ourselves to effects of the current price to
avoid complicating the notation. The firm's goal is to set a pricing policy for each product that
robustly maximizes the revenue of the firm, t=1 E 1 pj,tdj,t(pj,t). For technical reasons, which
are discussed later, we require that the demand function satisfies the following convexity/concavity
assumption.
Assumption 2.2.1 Let dj,t (pj,t) be the nominal demand as a non-increasing function of the price
pj,t for a given set of demand parameters. We further assume that dj,t(pj,t) is convex in pj,t and
1 = 1 pj,t dj,t (pj, t) is strictly concave in p.
For example, suppose we assume a linear demand function, d,t (pj,t) = aj,t - bj,tpj,t, where aj,t
and byt are scalars. The intuition behind Assumption 1 is that we want the space of pricing strategies
to be a closed convex set and the objective function to be strictly concave, giving rise to a unique
optimal solution. Examples of demand functions that satisfy Assumption 2.2.1, besides the linear
demand function, which are common in the revenue management literature are the iso-elastic de-
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mand dj,t(pj,t) = a(pj,t)-b for b E [0, 1], and the logarithmic demand dj,t(pj,t) = -a log(pj,t/b).
In the numerical experiment of Appendix H, we will illustrate our framework using the logarithmic
demand model.
Without considering demand uncertainty, the objective is to find the optimal set of prices that
maximizes the sum of the revenues for the entire horizon. The prices are nonnegative and the total
demand seen by the firm for a given resource 1 should be less than its total capacity Ci or else
the firm will pay an overbooking fee og for every unit of resource sold above capacity of resource
1. For every unit of capacity not sold, the firm will get a salvage value of gl. We require that
ol > gl for all resources 1 = 1, ... , m to guarantee the concavity of the objective function. In most
practical applications, the salvage value is small and the overbooking fee is large, which makes this
assumption very easy to justify. Define wi as the difference between the number of units sold and
the capacity in each resource 1, while w+ = max(wl, 0) and w- = min(wl, 0).
To capture the variability in demand, given the nominal demand function dj,t(pj,t), define
dj,t (pj,t, og,) as the actual demand for product j at time t, which is realized for some uncer-
tain parameter J,t. For example, suppose we have a linear nominal demand function given by
dj,t = aj,t - by,tpj,t. Then introducing an additive uncertainty we would have: dj,t(pj,t, oj,t) =
aj,t - bj,tpj,t + oj,t. In the literature, it is mostly common to use additive or multiplicative uncer-
tainty. In our framework, we admit any sort of dependence of the demand function on the uncertain
parameters.
In general, 3 = (J1,1, . .A,) is a random vector with one component 6 j,t for each product j
and each period t (it can be easily generalized for multiple uncertain components in each product
or time period). We assume that 3 is drawn from an unknown probability distribution Q, with
support on the set U, which we call the uncertainty set. We do not make any assumptions about the
independence of 3 across time or products, as opposed to most stochastic optimization approaches.
Although not required in our general framework, we will use an independence assumption when
giving an example of how to apply the random sampling approach (see Corollary 2.2.1).
In our framework, we assume there is a finite set of pricing decision variables s, which lie within
the strategy space S and define the prices pj,t (s, 3) for each product at each period. We assume that
S is a finite dimensional and compact set. In the case of static pricing (open-loop policies), s is a
vector of fixed prices decided before hand, independent of the realizations of demand. When using
adjustable policies (closed-loop), the actual price at time t must naturally be a function only of the
uncertainty up to time t - 1. For conciseness, we will express the actual realized prices as pj,t(s, 3)
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for both cases, while pj,t(s, 6) is actually independent of 6 in open-loop policies and in closed-loop
policies a function of 6j,1, ..., 6j,t_1, including all products j. Also to avoid redundancy in notation,
define dy,t(s, 6) = dj,t(pj,t(s, 6), 6o,t). In other words, the policy s and the uncertainty 6 determine
the prices of all products at time t, therefore also determining the realized demand. Define the
net leftover inventory of resource 1 as a function of the pricing policy and the realized uncertainty:
,iI (s, 6) = ET iE 1 M,j djt(s, 6) - C1.
As stated before, our goal is to find a pricing policy that will give a robust performance for all
possible realizations of demand. One can think of the robust pricing problem defined as a game
played between the firm and nature. The firm chooses a pricing policy s and nature chooses the
deviations 6 E U that will minimize the firm's revenue. The firm seeks to find the best robust policy
under the constraints that the pricing policy yields nonnegative prices and that the total demand
must be less than or equal the capacity (although relaxed by overbooking fees and salvage value).
To express the different types of robust objectives explored in this chapter, define hobi (s, 6) as the
objective function realization for a given pricing strategy s and uncertainty 6. The index obj can be
replaced with one of three types of robust objectives that we consider in this work: the MaxMin,
the MinMax Regret and the MaxMin Ratio.
T n m
hMaxMin(8, 6) = >3> Pj't(, 6)djt(8, 6) - >- o1'i (s, 6)+ + gI'ii (s, 6)
t=1 j=1 1
T n m
haegret (s, 6) = >33pj (s, 6) ,t(s, 6) - >3o zi(s, 6)+ +g ii (s, 6)-
t=1 j=1 1=1
T n m
-max >3>3y 3,tdj,t(y, 6 t) - >3 1'Jj(y, 6)+ + grJ 1(y, 6)-
- t=1 j=1 1=1
T n m
>3 EpPt (s, 6)ji,t(s, 6) - >3oil(s, 6)+ + gi'i(s, 6)
hRatio(s, 6) = t1 j=1
T n
- ~t=1 j=1=1
In the first robust concept, MaxMin, we try to find a pricing policy that gives us the best revenue
for all possible realizations of the uncertainty 6 in the set U. More specifically, the actual revenue
realized for some policy s and deviation 6 is given by U(s, 6) = Ef_1 Z _1py,t(s, 3)jt=(s, 6) -
Z1 1 o ib, (s, 6)+ + g,'tbj (s, 6)-. Then for the MaxMin case, the objective function is simply given
by hMaxMin (s, 6) = H(s, 6). As a drawback, the MaxMin approach often finds conservative pric-
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ing policies. To avoid this issue, we also explore a robust approach called the MinMax Regret, also
known as absolute regret. In this case, the firm wants to minimize the regret it will have from using
a certain policy relative to the best possible revenue in hindsight, i.e. after observing the realization
of demand. In other words, define the optimal hindsight revenue H* (6) as the optimal revenue the
firm could achieve, if it knew the demand uncertainty beforehand:
m
fl*(J) = max Et=1 E' 1 yj,tdj,t(y, 6) - oiwj- + giw-
1=1
s.t. ZI z- 1Mi,jldp(y, 6) <; Ci + wi, Vi = 1, ... , m (2.1)
y > 0
The model above for the hindsight revenue 11* (6) is a deterministic convex optimization problem,
which can be efficiently computed for any given 6 (either in closed form or using an optimization
package). Note that the capacity constraint can always be satisfied with equality in the optimal
solution, since left-over capacity can be shifted to w, while improving the objective function because
of the salvage value, gl > 0. Therefore, at optimality, the left-over capacity variable from the
hindsight model above will have wj = l; (y, 6).
Define the absolute regret as the difference between the hindsight revenue and the actual rev-
enue: H* (6) - FI(s, 6). To be consistent with the MaxMin formulation, we can define the objective
function for the MinMax Regret as hRe9ret (s, 6) = H(s, 6) - H*(6), which is the negative of the re-
gret. We will continue calling this MinMax Regret, since it is a more common term in the literature
(although this would be more precisely named MaxMin Negative Regret). Finally, the MaxMin
Ratio, which is also known as the relative regret or competitive ratio, tries to bound the ratio be-
tween the actual revenue and the hindsight revenue. The objective function for the MaxMin Ratio
can be concisely written hRato(s, 6) U7(s,)
Consider the following model which we call the robust pricing model. We will go into details of
the different modeling techniques later in this section, but they all fall within the following general
framework:
max z
sES,z fz < ho6 (s, 6) (2.2)
s.t. Yo V E U
1 p(s,6 ) 0
The inputs to the general robust model are: the structure of the pricing policy pt(s, 6), parameterized
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by the decision variables s; the demand functions dt(pt, 6t) for any given price pt and uncertainty
6t; the objective function hobi (s, 6) and the uncertainty set U (which we will later replace with
uncertainty samples from U, as we can see in Section 2.1). The outputs are the set of pricing
decisions s and the variable z, which is a dummy variable used to capture the robust objective value
of the pricing policy.
To introduce adjustability in our model, we must find a pricing policy that is a function of the
previous realized uncertainties. On the other hand, searching over all possible functions is a rather
hard task. An approach used in the literature to introduce adaptability to the robust model is the
affinely adjustable robust optimization, where the search is limited to policies that are linear on
the control variables. For example, define the price p using the variables u as the deterministic
component of the price and v as the effect that past demand uncertainty should have on current
prices. In this case s = (u, v). Then a typical pricing policy can be defined as:
m n t-1
Pj't (u, v, 3)=uj't + E Vjj1't Y E3 !h, 6'Stl (2.3)
1=1 fY=1 t'=1
This policy (2.3) will be used in our numerical experiments in Section 3. In this policy example
n t-1
above, we have an adjustable variable for each resource, where the summation E S M"Apo
Y=1 t'=1
contains a lot of the inventory information necessary for our adjustable policy. As an intuition for
choosing this type of policy, observe that when using additive uncertainty the sum of past uncer-
n t-1
tainties 3 1 Mi,og, is the amount of sales realized above or below the deterministic level
f=1 t'=1
expected up to time t - 1 for the resource 1. If the firm has sold more than expected, we should have
an incentive to raise prices, given the reduced amount of inventory left. On the other hand, if uncer-
tainties are negatively correlated across time, a series of low demands could induce a higher demand
in the future, possibly giving the incentive to raise prices. Notice how static policies can be overly
conservative because they cannot adjust the prices according to the different levels of the inventory,
while the adjustable policies are more flexible. In the example above, we chose a pricing policy
that is linear on 6. In some situations, we might rather capture the effect of past deviations in other
forms, for instance 62 or l1, depending on the structure of the demand function and the uncertainty
set. In the framework we propose, pricing policies can be any function of previous realizations of
6, as long as the function is linear in the pricing decision variables for any given 6.
Assumption 2.2.2 Let pt(s, 1, ... , o -1 ) be the pricing policy at time t for a given set of pricing
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decision variables s and uncertainties realized up to time t. We will restrict ourselves to policies
that are linear on s for any given 6. Nevertheless the dependence on 6 can be nonlinear We also
assume that s is restricted by the strategy space S, which is a finite dimensional, compact and
convex set.
The reason for Assumption 2 can be easily illustrated in the pricing policy in (2.3). When
introducing this policy as an equality in the optimization model (2.2), we must guarantee that it
defines a convex set in p, u and v for any given 6. This convexity will hold if the pricing policy is
linear on the decision variables (u, v), as stated in Assumption 2.
Furthermore, the set S defined above captures only the constraints in the strategy space that
do not depend on the uncertainty. In general, we expect S to be a box set, with upper and lower
bounds for the pricing variables. The finite dimensionality and compactness of set S are introduced
to guarantee the existence of a solution to the optimization problem.
Note that using adjustable policies, the inequality z < hobi (p(u, v, 6), 6), which defines the
objective function, is neither concave nor convex with respect to the deviations 6. In Appendix B,
we illustrate this with a simple instance of the adjustable MaxMin model. Because of this lack
of convexity or concavity, the traditional robust optimization methods (i.e. solve the exact robust
problem using duality arguments or simply searching over the boundary of uncertainty set) will
be intractable. Note the example in Appendix B uses a simple linear demand model and simple
objective function and it is not necessary to show that more complicated modeling will generally
not resolve the convexity issue. In the next section we introduce the sampling based approach that
we advocate for solving the robust pricing problem.
2.2.1 Sampling based optimization
Ideally, we would like to solve the exact robust pricing problem, but as we have seen in the previous
section this can easily become intractable. Instead, assume that we are given N possible uncertainty
scenarios P(), ..., 6 (N), where each realization P) is a vector containing a value for each time period
and product. We use the given sampled scenarios to approximate the uncertainty set, replacing the
continuum of constraints in (2.2) by a finite number of constraints. It is only natural to question how
good is the solution to the sampling-based problem relative to the original robust problem that was
proposed in the previous section. In order to discuss this issue, we will explore in this section the
theoretical framework needed to analyze the robustness of a sampling-based solution. For clarity
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purposes, we again refer the user to Appendix A for a summary of the notation used in this section
to formulate the theoretical results. Define the following model as the sampling based counterpart
of the robust pricing model:
max z
seS,z fz < hobi(s,6o(i)) (2.4)
s.t. Vi = 1...N
p(s, 0)) > 0
The idea of using sampled uncertainty scenarios, or data points, in stochastic optimization models
is often called sampling or scenario based optimization. Note that from Assumptions 1 and 2, the
constraints in (2.4) define a convex set in (s, z) for any fixed vector 6. Therefore the scenario based
problem is a convex optimization problem and can be solved by any nonlinear optimization solver.
It is easy to argue that the exact robust problem that we initially stated in (2.2) has an optimal
solution (for a proof under more concise notation, see Appendix C). Also, from Assumption 1, it
follows that for any fixed uncertainty 6, there exist a unique optimal solution to the exact robust
pricing problem. It remains to show how good is the approximation of the scenario based model
relative to the exact robust model. Depending on what type of demand information and historical
data that is initially provided to the firm, we propose two solution approaches: the Data-Driven and
the Random Scenario Sampling. The first approach, Data-Driven, assumes we are given a large pool
of uncertainty data drawn from the true underlying distribution, for example, from historical data.
The second approach, Random Scenario Sampling, assumes that we don't have enough, if any, data
points from the true distribution, but instead we have a sampling distribution which can be used to
generate random data points.
Suppose we are given a large sample set of historical data of prices and demands. There are
many ways to estimate the parameters of the demand function using such data. As an example, in
the numerical study of Section 4, we used linear regression on the price-demand data to estimate a
linear demand model. To be consistent with our distribution-free approach, we should not rely on
hypothesis tests that use a normality assumption about the error. If such assumption can be made
about the estimation errors in the first place, then it could potentially be explored in the optimization
model. In this case, we use the linear regression simply as a tool to obtain estimates of the demand
parameters we need, even if we cannot validate the fit with statistical testing. The estimation error
obtained is the sample deviations 6 in our model. Under the assumption that the data points come
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from the true underlying distribution, we will show a performance guarantee on how robust is the
sampling based solution relative to the exact solution.
Define the set of decision variables x = (s, z), such that it lies within the domain x E X, where
X = S x R . Define c with the same dimension as x such that c = (0, ..., 0, 1). Also define the equiv-
alent constraint function as a scalar valued f such that: f(x, 6) = max {z - hobi (s, 6), -p(s, 6) }.
Since each constraint in the definition of J (x, 6) above is convex in x for any given 6, the
maximum between them is still convex in x. Moreover, f (x, 6) < 0 is equivalent to the constraint
set defined before in (2.2). Then problem (2.2) can be concisely defined as the following model
(2.5):
maxc'x, s.t.f(x, 6) 5 0, V6 E U (2.5)
xEX
Since we cannot solve the problem with a continuum of constraints, we solve the problem for a
finite sample of deviations () from the uncertainty set U, where i = 1,..., N. Then the concise
version of the sampled problem (2.4) can be defined as the following model (2.6):
max c' sx,  ( P)) < 0, Vi = 1...N (2.6)
xEX
The following definition is required to develop the concept of E-robustness which we will use
throughout the chapter.
Definition 2.2.1 For a given pricing policy x and a distribution Q of the uncertainty 6, define the
probability of violation VQ (x) as:
VQ(x) = PQ{6 : f(x, 6) > 0}.
Note that the probability of violation corresponds to a measure on the actual uncertainty realization
6, which has an underlying unknown distribution Q. In other words, for the MaxMin case, given
the pricing policy x = (s, z), VQ (x) is the probability that the actual realization of demand gives
the firm a revenue lower than z, which we computed as the worst-case revenue, or that it violates
non-negativity constraints. In reality, the constraints are "naturally" enforced. The firm won't set a
negative price, so if such a deviation occurs, the constraints will be enforced at a cost to the firm's
revenue. Therefore, it is easy to understand any violation as an unexpected loss in revenue. We can
now define the concept of e-robust feasibility.
Definition 2.2.2 We say x is c-level robustly feasible (or simply E-robust) if VQ (x) < c.
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Note that the given set of scenario samples is itself a random object and it comes from the probability
space of all possible sampling outcomes of size N. For a given level E E (0, 1), a "good" sample is
one such that the solution .vN = (SN, ZN) to the sampling based optimization model will give us an
E-robust solution, i.e., the probability of nature giving the firm some revenue below our estimated
zN is smaller than c. Define the confidence level (1 - #) as the probability of sampling a "good"
set of scenario samples. Alternatively, # is known as the "risk of failure", which is the probability
of drawing a "bad" sample. Our goal is to determine the relationship between the confidence level
(1 - #), the robust level E and the number of samples used N.
Before we introduce the main result, there is one last concept that needs to be explained. Sup-
pose that we do not have samples obtained from the true distribution Q, i.e. we do not have enough
historical data. Instead we are given the nominal demand parameters and the uncertainty set U. We
would like to be able to draw samples from another chosen distribution P and run the sampling
based pricing model (2.6). In order to make a statement about the confidence level of the solution
and the sample size, we must make an assumption about how close P is to the true distribution Q.
Definition 2.2.3 Bounded Likelihood Ratio: We say that the distribution Q is bounded by P with
factor k if for every subset A of the sample space: P Q(A) kPp(A).
In other words, the true unknown distribution Q does not have concentrations of mass that are unpre-
dicted by the distribution P from which we draw the samples. If k = 1 then the two distributions are
the same, except for a set of probability 0, and therefore the scenario samples come from the true
distribution (which is usually the case in data-driven problems). Note that the assumption above
will be satisfied under a more restrictive, but perhaps more common, assumption for continuous
distributions of Bounded Likelihood Ratio dP ()< k.dP-p(x) -
At first glance, it seems hard for a manager to pick a bound k on the likelihood ratio that would
work for his uncertainty set and sampling distribution without any knowledge of the true underlying
distribution. In the following Theorem 2.2.1, we show how one can derive this ratio k from the
standard deviation o-, when the true uncertainty distribution belongs to the family of log-concave
distributions with bounded support and is independent across products and time periods. In this
case, the standard deviation of the demand, which is a very familiar statistic to most managers,
should be somehow obtained by the firm. Similar theorems could also be obtained by using other
statistics about the volatility of the demand. Also note that the family of log-concave distributions,
as defined by distributions where the log of the density function is concave, is a rather extensive fam-
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ily, which includes uniform, normal, logistic, extreme-value, chi-square, chi, exponential, laplace,
among others. For further reference, a deeper understanding of log-concave distributions and their
properties can be seen in (Bagnoli and Bergstrom 1989) and (Bobkov 1999).
Theorem 2.2.1 Assume that the deviations 6j,t for each product j = 1, ..., n and time period t =
1, ..., T are independent and bounded in a box-shaped uncertainty set: 6 j,t E [ib, ub]. We do not
know the true distribution of 6j,t, but we assume it belongs in the family of log-concave distributions.
Furthermore, the standard deviation of 6j,t is known to be -. We randomly sample points from a
uniform distribution supported over the uncertainty set, with density ub Ib for each Jj,t.
The true distribution has a likelihood ratio bound k = [(ub - ib) e .
If the distribution of 6 is symmetric, the bound will be k = [(ub - 1b) .nT
For a proof of Theorem 2.2.1, see Appendix D. The following theorem develops a bound on the
probability that the solution of the sampled problem is not c-robust, i.e. probability of drawing a
"bad" sample.
Theorem 2.2.2 Given the following scenarios of uncertainty 3(1), ... , 6 (N), drawn from an artificial
distribution P, which bounds the true uncertainty distribution Q by a factor of k (see Definition 3
and Theorem 1). Let n, be the dimension of the strategy space X, x N be the solution of (2.6) using
the N sample points, and E be the robust level parameter Then define a "risk of failure " parameter
#(N, E) as:
3(N,e) _ (1- e/k)N-nx
Then with probability greater than (1 - #(N, E)), the solution found using this method is E-level
robustly feasible, i.e.,
P((6(l),,76(N) VQ(XN) c) (1 - #(N, c))
In other words, the level 3(N, E) is a bound on the probability of getting a "bad" sample of size
N for a robust level e. Then 1 - (N, c) is the confidence level that our solution is E-robust. As a
corollary of Theorem 2.2.2, we can obtain a direct sample size bound for a desired confidence level
# and robust level e.
Corollary 2.2.1 If the sample size N follows:
N > N(e, #) = (2k/c) ln(1/0) + 2nx + (2nxk/c) ln(2k/e)
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Then with probability greater than 1 - # the solution to the sampled problem will be e -level robustly
feasible.
The bound in Corollary 2.2.1 is not necessarily the tightest value of N that will satisfy Theorem
2.2.2 for a given # and c. Numerically solving for N the equation # = (N) (I - c/k)N-n might
give a smaller sample size requirement. On the other hand, Corollary 2.2.1 offers a direct calculation
and insight about the relationship between the sample size and the confidence/robust level of the
sampled solution. Note that N(e, #) goes to infinity as either E or # go to zero, which is rather
intuitive. On the other hand the dependence on 3 is of the form ln(1/#) which means that the
confidence parameter # can be pushed down towards zero without significant impact on the number
of samples required. For implementation purposes, it allows us to keep a good level of confidence
# and design N based on the E-level of robustness desired.
For proof of Theorem 2.2.2, see Appendix E. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof
of (Calafiore and Campi 2006) (Theorem 1), but the latter could not be directly applied in our case
since we generalized the input data to allow for the random sampling approach. Instead, we had to
carefully introduce the bounded likelihood ratio assumption to connect the true distribution to the
sampling distribution. Corollary 2.2.1 can be derived using algebraic manipulations by solving for
N the expression # < (N)(i - c/k)N-nx.
Note that this result can be quite useful in practice, specially if there is a small amount of data
or no data samples at all. It is common for managers to assume the demand to lie within a certain
range. If they can further make an assessment of the volatility of demand (standard deviation), we
can apply this result. From Theorem 2.2.1, we obtain a likelihood ratio bound k, which directly
implies the number of samples required to be drawn for a given confidence and robustness level,
according to Theorem 2.2.2. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result that gives a robust
sampling size bound when using an artificial sampling procedure and such limited knowledge of the
true distribution (log-concavity, range and standard deviation).
In more recent literature, (Campi and Garatti 2008) developed a better bound for the case where
the samples come from the true distribution, which we call the data-driven case (k = 1). In fact they
prove that this new bound is the tightest possible bound, since it holds with equality for the special
case of fully-supported problems. They also show how the new bound will always provide a smaller
sample size requirement than the one developed in Theorem 2.2.2. On the other hand, we have not
been able to generalize this result for the case of random scenario sampling with artificial distribu-
tions (k > 1), which is a much more complicated problem. In Appendix F, we present the result
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from Campi and Garatti (2008) and in the subsection Appendix F. 1 we demonstrate numerically that
this bound is actually tight for an instance of the dynamic pricing problem. As shown in (Campi and
Garatti 2008), the sample size bound in Corollary 2.2.1, when k = 1, requires significantly more
samples for the same # and e levels than Corollary F. 1 in the appendix.
In order to apply these confidence bounds to our pricing problem, we only need to know the
likelihood bound k, which is either data provided by the firm or calculated in a similar manner as in
Theorem 2.2.1, and the dimension of the strategy space n2, in other words, the number of decision
variables in the optimization model. The latter will depend on the functional form of the pricing
policy chosen. For example, in the case of static pricing, the number of decision variables is the
number of time periods T times the number of products n (one fixed price per product/period) plus
one for the robust objective variable: m2 = Tn + 1. For the pricing policy suggested in (2.3), which
we use in Section 3, n, = 1 + Tn + (T - 1)rnn. For instance, in the airline case study of Section
4, we deal with a 3-period single product adjustable model, therefore n. = 6.
2.3 Numerical Results
In this section we present simulation results using the models described before. All optimization
problems discussed below were solved using AMPL modeling language. The experiments were
made on a server using a single core of 2.8GHz Intel Xeon processor with 32GB of memory.
The first experiment, in Section 3.1, is designed to compare the out-of-sample performance of
the multiple pricing models discussed in Section 2 in order to obtain managerial insights on the
effects of the models on the resulting pricing policies. In Section 3.2, we observe the performance
of the different models when the sampling distribution is not the same as the true underlying distri-
bution.
More specifically, we will compare the following models: MaxMin, MinMax Regret, MaxMin
Ratio, and Sample Average Approximation. A summary of all the optimization models used in
this section is available in Appendix G. Note that we are introducing here the Sample Average
Approximation (SAA) approach only as a benchmark to our robust models and we will explain it in
detail later in this section and present the optimization model in Appendix G.
In Appendix H, we display the out-of-sample revenues between the static and the adjustable
policies. This experiment illustrates why we have not dedicated much time discussing the static
models in this chapter, as it is clearly dominated by the adjustable counterpart. For this reason, all
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other experiments in this chapter use adjustable policies. In Appendix I we demonstrate an applica-
tion of the model using a network model with multiple products and resources and in Appendix J we
demonstrate the application of a nonlinear demand model. The qualitative conclusions of these two
cases (network and nonlinear demand) do not differ from the single product, linear demand models
of Section 3.1 and 3.2. To avoid redundancy, we will not dedicate much time to these examples.
2.3.1 Using true distribution sampling: data-driven approach
In order to isolate the differences between the models, we will reduce the problem to a single product
case (n - m = 1) and linear demand functions with additive uncertainty. The reader should note
that this is used here for simplicity of notation only and the use of other demand and uncertainty
models can be easily incorporated.
Define the MaxMin model as in the optimization problem formulated in (G.1), in Appendix
G. For the regret-based models, we can solve the hindsight revenue 1I* (()) from (G.2) for each
data point P) of the uncertainty sample by solving a simple convex optimization problem. The
MinMax Regret is defined in (G.3) by subtracting the term II*(3(i)) from the right hand side in the
objective constraint (the first constraint). Similarly, the MaxMin Ratio is defined by dividing the
right hand side by the term II* (()), as in the optimization problem (G.4).
Robust optimization is often criticized for generating very conservative policies. In other words,
it provides good performance in the worst-case revenue (or regret/competitive ratio), but bad overall
average performance. For this reason, we will compare the solution of our robust models with a
more traditional stochastic optimization framework, where we want to maximize the expected value
of the revenue. If we define the pricing decision as a function of the previous realized uncertainty,
we have an adjustable stochastic optimization problem, which is the same as the adjustable robust
models above, except that the objective approximates the expected value of the revenue by taking
N T n
the average of each revenue point: pj,t(at - bpj,t + ()) - oi+ + giwi-.
i=1 t=1 j=1 l=1
This solution concept is what we refer to as Sample Average Approximation (SAA) and we detailed
the optimization model (G.5).
In Figure 2-1, we observe the out-of-sample revenue performance of our four proposed models
with different sample sizes varying from 5 to 200. The revenue 'boxplots' displayed throughout
this section can be explained as follows: The middle line indicates the median; The boxes contain
50% of the observed points (25% quantile to the 75% quantile); The lines extending from the boxes
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Figure 2-1: Example of out-of-sample revenue distribution for single product case. Sample sizes
vary from 5 to 200 samples.
display the range of the remaining upper 25% and lower 25% of the revenue distribution. Not much
can be concluded from this particular instances' revenue snapshot, but it illustrates how the revenue
outcomes can be quite different between models when sample sizes are too small. The intrinsic
volatility of the revenues creates too much noise for us to make precise qualitative judgements
between the different models. This issue can be fixed by performing paired tests between different
models, which compares the difference in revenues between models taken at each data sample. In
these paired tests, the intrinsic volatility of revenues is reduced by the difference operator, which
allows us to compare the models' performances.
Using the paired comparisons, we will measure the average difference in revenues and construct
an empirical confidence interval in order to draw conclusions about which model performs better
on the average revenue.
Another useful statistic to measure robust models is known as Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR),
which is also known in finance as mean shortfall. Taken at a given quantile a, the CVaRa is the ex-
pected value of a random variable conditional that the variable is below it's a quantile. This statistic
is as a way to measure the tail of a distribution and determine how bad things can go when they go
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wrong. Since we are not looking at one particular revenue distribution, but instead the difference
between two revenues, it is only natural to look at the positive tail of the distribution, when the
second comparing model is at risk. In a slight abuse of notation, define for the positive side of the
distribution, a > 50%, the CVaRa to be the expected value of a variable conditional on it being
above the a quantile.
For a < 50%, CVaRa(X) = E [XIX < a]
For a > 50%, CVaRa(X) = E [XIX > a]
Another important issue to be observed is how the different models behave when provided
small sample sizes versus large sample size. For this reason, we will perform the experiments in the
following order, starting with N = 5 and increasing until N = 200:
1. Take a sample of size N uncertainty data points;
2. Optimize for different models to obtain pricing policies;
3. Measure out-of-sample revenues for 2000 new samples, keeping track of pairwise differences
in revenues;
4. Record statistics of average difference and CVaR of the difference in revenues for each pair
of models;
5. Repeat from steps 1-4 for 1000 iterations to build confidence intervals for the average differ-
ence and CVaR of the difference;
6. Increase the sample size N and repeat 1-5.
In the first test we compare the revenues of the SAA and the MaxMin Ratio model. In Figure
2-2, we display a histogram of the difference of out-of-sample revenues for a particular instance
of the single product problem, using N = 200 samples. More specifically, for each of the 2000
out-of-sample revenue outcomes generated, we calculate the difference between the revenue under
SAA policy minus the revenue under MaxMin Ratio model. By calculating the statistics of this
histogram, we obtain a mean revenue difference of 133 and standard deviation of 766. In fact, we
observe there is an indication that the SAA obtains a small revenue advantage on a lot of cases, but
can perform much worse in a few of the bad cases.
We also obtained CVaR 5% = -2233 and the CVaR9 5% = 874. One can clearly see that the
downside shortfall of using the SAA policy versus the MaxMin Ratio can be damaging in the bad
cases, while in the better cases the positive upside is quite limited.
Up to this point, we have only demonstrated the revenue performances for a single illustrative
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Figure 2-2: Paired comparison between SAA and MaxMin Ratio
instance of the problem. The next step is to back-up these observations by repeating the experiment
multiple times and building confidence intervals for these estimates. We are also interested in find-
ing out if these differences appear when the number of samples changes. More particularly, we want
to know if the average revenue difference between the SAA and the MaxMin Ratio is significantly
different from zero and if the CVaR5% of this difference is significantly larger than CVaR95% (in
absolute terms).
In Figure 2-3, we plot the distribution of the average difference in the SAA revenue minus the
MaxMin Ratio revenue. More specifically, for each sample size N, we sampled 1000 times the set of
in-sample data of size N. Each one of these data sets is what we call an iteration of the experiment.
For each of these iterations, we solved the pricing policies and evaluated the revenues for another
2000 out-of-sample data points and evaluated the difference in revenues between the policies for
each of these points. This average difference obtained over those 2000 points correspond to one
particular iteration. The histograms in Figure 2-3 show the distribution of this average difference
obtained over all 1000 iterations of this experiment.
One can initially observe that for N = 200 the average difference lies clearly on the positive
side of the histogram, showing that the SAA performs better on average than the MaxMin Ratio.
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Figure 2-3: Average of the revenue difference: SAA - MaxMin Ratio
When N is reduced, the histograms move closer to zero. When N = 5, the average difference
seems to lie somewhere around zero, with a bias towards the negative side, implying that when the
sample size is small the MaxMin Ratio will often perform better on average. These observations are
confirmed by Table 2.1, where we display the mean average difference in the second column, with a
90% confidence interval (third column) calculated from the percentile of the empirical distribution
formed over 1000 iterations. When N = 5 and N = 10, the average difference in revenues between
the SAA and the Maxmin Ratio is in fact negative on the average of all iterations of the experiment,
although not statistically significant, since the confidence interval contains zero. In other words,
the confidence intervals suggest that there is not enough evidence to say the average difference in
revenues is either positive or negative. On the other hand, when N = 150 or N = 200, we can see
that with a 90% confidence level, the average difference is positive, meaning the SAA policy will
provide better average revenues than the MaxMin Ratio.
In Table 2.1, we also present the lower 5% and upper 95% tails of the revenue difference dis-
tribution. We can observe in this case that when the sample size is small, the two sides of the
distribution behave rather similarly. As N increases, we can observe the lower tail of the revenue
difference distribution is not very much affected and the length of the confidence interval seems to
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Average 5% CVaR 95% CVaR
N Mean 90% CL Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI
5 -79 [-1763,909] -2686 [-11849,-198] 2469 [676,6437]
10 -29 [-837,549] -2345 [-7195,-348] 2113 [609,4115]
50 78 [-115,324] -2260 [-4798,-382] 962 [300,1953]
100 103 [-17,252] -2355 [-4124,-735] 773 [310,1372]
150 122 [8,253] -2378 [-3758,-992] 721 [344,1174]
200 130 [31,249] -2418 [-3606,-1257] 691 [363,1068]
Table 2.1: Average and CVaR of the difference: Revenue SAA - Revenue MaxMin Ratio
decrease around similar mean values of CVaR5%. The upper tail of the distribution, on the other
hand, seems to shrink as we increase N. When N = 200, the upside benefits of using SAA rather
than MaxMin Ratio will be limited by an average of 691 on the 5% better cases, while the 5% worst
cases will fall short by an average of -2418. Moreover, with a 90% confidence level, we observe
that the CVaR5 % will be larger in absolute value than the CVaR95 %, since the confidence intervals
do not intersect. In other words, we have a statistically significant evidence that the SAA revenues
will do much worse than the MaxMin Ratio in the bad cases, while not so much better in the better
cases.
To summarize the paired comparison between the SAA and the MaxMin Ratio, we observed that
in small sample sizes, the MaxMin Ratio seems to perform both better on average and in the worst
cases of the revenue distribution, but the statistical testing for these results can't either confirm or
deny this conclusion. For large sample sizes, the results are more clear: with 90% confidence level,
the SAA will obtain a better average revenue than the MaxMin Ratio, but will pay a heavy penalty in
the worst revenue cases. This last conclusion can be viewed as intuitive, since the SAA model tries
to maximize average revenues, while the robust models like the MaxMin Ratio try to protect against
bad revenue scenarios. On the other hand, the better performance of the robust model over the
SAA using small sample sizes is not intuitive and understanding this behavior leads to interesting
directions for future research.
Before proceeding to the next experiments among the robust models, we should make a note
that similar paired tests of the the SAA with the other robust models (MaxMin and MinMax Regret)
were also performed and produced similar results as the ones displayed above using the MaxMin
Ratio. In the interest of conciseness, we decided not to display them here as they would not add any
additional insight.
In the following experiments we will perform paired comparisons between the different robust
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models. In Figure 2-4, we display the histogram of the paired comparison between the revenues
of the MaxMin Ratio and the MaxMin models. This histogram displays the distribution over 2000
out-of-sample data points in the difference in revenues for one particular iteration of the experiment.
Although the distribution seems skewed towards the negative side, the average is actually positive,
due to the long tail in the right-hand side. We would like to know for multiple iterations of the
experiment if this average remains positive and if the tail of the distribution is much larger on the
positive side, as displayed in this histogram. Moreover, we would like to compare these results for
multiple initial sample sizes.
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Figure 2-4: Paired comparison between the MaxMin Ratio and the MaxMin
Average 5% CVaR 95% CVaR
N Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI
5 577 [-322,2454] -1369 [-4072,-245] 3912 [997,10884]
10 341 [-202,1126] -1178 [-2847,-400] 3382 [1556,7367]
50 80 [-266,472] -1149 [-1924,-614] 3267 [2014,5132]
100 50 [-200,381] -1125 [-1619,-655] 3025 [1914,4116]
150 21 [-206,310] -1109 [-1522,-687] 3031 [1981,4079]
200 23 [-204,289] -1107 [-1481,-713] 2934 [1848,3925]
Table 2.2: Average and CVaR of the difference: Revenue MaxMin Ratio - Revenue MaxMin
The results of Table 2.2 show that the MaxMin Ratio does have a consistently better average
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performance than the MaxMin model for all sample sizes tested, but it is a small margin and the
confidence intervals cannot support or reject this claim. Also, we can see that the MaxMin Ratio
is more robust than the MaxMin, as the 5% best cases for the MaxMin Ratio (95% CVaR column)
are significantly better than the 5% best cases of the MaxMin (5% CVaR column). Note that for
N > 50 the confidence intervals for the 95% and 5% CVaR do not intersect, suggesting that with
a 90% confidence level, the MaxMin Ratio is in fact more robust than the MaxMin under this 5%
CVaR measure.
In summary, the MaxMin Ratio model outperforms the MaxMin in all areas. It displayed better
average revenues and shortfall revenues (5% CVaR) than the MaxMin for all sample sizes. It is
rather counter intuitive that the MaxMin Ratio model can be at the same time more robust and have
better average performance. This could be a result of the sampling nature of these models. More
specifically, the worst case revenues for the pricing problem are usually located in the borders of the
uncertainty set, which is a hard place to estimate from sampling. When using regret based models,
like the MaxMin Ratio, we adjust the revenues by the hindsight revenues. This shift in the position
of the worst-case deviations of demand can make it easier for a sampling procedure to work.
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Figure 2-5: Paired comparison between the MaxMin Ratio and the MinMax Regret
In the next experiment, we compare the two regret-based robust models: MaxMin Ratio and
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MinMax Regret. Figure 2-5 displays the difference distribution in revenues from the MaxMin Ratio
and MinMax Regret for one particular iteration of the experiment. We can see that there is a strong
bias towards the positive side, showing that the MaxMin Ratio performs better on average than the
MinMax Regret, but there is a small tail on the left with much higher values. When observing the
difference in revenues of these two models for 1000 iterations, we obtain the following Table 2.3 of
statistics.
Average 5% CVaR 95% CVaR
N Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI
5 -16 [-97,32] -232 [-796,-25] 106 [10,321]
10 -13 [-90,41] -341 [-2847,-91] 138 [29,350]
50 15 [-48,100] -483 [-1924,-231] 296 [76,415]
100 54 [-6,140] -458 [-1619,-267] 240 [94,386]
150 68 [9,159] -456 [-1522,-292] 260 [102,405]
200 83 [19,163] -462 [-1481,-309] 285 [115,409]
Table 2.3: Average and CVaR of the difference: Revenue MaxMin Ratio - Revenue MinMax Regret
We should first note that the scale of the numbers in Table 2.3 is much smaller than in the
previous paired tests, as we would expect the two regret models to share more common traits than
the other models we compared with the MaxMin Ratio.
The average difference between the MaxMin Ratio and the MinMax Regret is initially negative,
for small sample sizes. It later becomes positive for large samples and we notice the 90% confidence
interval for this average difference is strictly positive at N = 200. In other words, for large samples
the MaxMin Ratio performs better on average revenues than the MinMax Regret. On the other
hand, the 5% CVaR is approximately twice as large (in absolute value) as the 95% CVaR, although
without the statistical validation from the confidence intervals. This suggests the MinMax Regret
could be the more robust model between the two regret-based models.
2.3.2 Using random scenario sampling
In this experiment, we observe the behavior of the scenario based models when the sampling dis-
tribution is not the same as the true underlying distribution. Consider the following parameters for
the model: T = 2, n = m = 1, a = [200,200], b = [0.5,0.5], C = 120, o = 1000, s = 10. For
simplicity, we will also consider a box-type uncertainty set, where U = { 6: 16t| <; 15, Vt = 1, 2}.
In fact these are the same parameters as in the previous section. In contrast with the previous sec-
tion, in this experiment we will use a truncated normal distribution with a biased average as the true
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underlying distribution. More specifically, as the uncertainty set is defined with a box-shaped set
6t E [-15, 15], the underlying true distribution is sampled from a normal with mean 5 and standard
deviation 7.5 and truncated over the range [-15, 15]. On the other hand, we will assume this is
not known to the firm and we will be sampling scenarios from a uniform distribution over the un-
certainty set. These uniformly sampled points will then be used to run our sampling based pricing
models.
Average 5% CVaR 95% CVaR
N Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI
5 -165 [-3753,1649] -3620 [-15124,-318] 2997 [903,6895]
10 -6 [-1726,925] -2400 [-8952,-401] 2720 [760,5236]
50 -88 [-472,112] -1462 [-3748,-262] 1195 [280,2588]
100 -31 [-192,59] -941 [-2848,-200] 961 [285,2117]
150 -21 [-118,36] -692 [-2008,-203] 827 [177,1849]
200 -29 [-158,19] -872 [-2370,-195] 670 [200,1474]
Table 2.4: Using artificial sampling distribution:
- Revenue MaxMin Ratio
Average and CVaR of the difference Revenue SAA
Table 2.4 displays the paired comparison of the SAA revenues minus the MaxMin Ratio rev-
enues, in a similar fashion as the comparisons performed in Section 3.2. Note that the average of
the difference in revenues favors the negative side, i.e. the side where MaxMin Ratio solution out-
performs the SAA, suggesting that this robust solution will perform better than the SAA even on the
average. This result, although counter intuitive, appears consistent for both small and large sample
sizes, with the confidence intervals moving away from the positive side as the sample size increases.
The CVaR comparisons, on the other hand, are inconclusive.
Average 5% CVaR 95% CVaR
N Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI
5 875 [-417,2704] -1326 [-4438,-227] 4064 [1156,10306]
10 701 [22,1601] -1385 [-3824,-447] 3603 [2020,6349]
50 580 [247,1077] -1191 [-2603,-703] 3052 [1722,4614]
100 644 [355,1089] -1001 [-1553,-737] 2989 [1727,4718]
150 672 [361,1098] -962 [-1194,-724] 3015 [1764,4753]
200 659 [389,1082] -987 [-1338,-798] 2995 [1702,4783]
Table 2.5: Using artificial sampling distribution: Average and
MaxMin Ratio - Revenue MaxMin
CVaR of the difference Revenue
Table 2.5 displays the results of the paired comparison of the revenues in the MaxMin Ratio
model minus the MaxMin model. We can clearly see that in this case, where we used an artificial
sampling distribution, the MaxMin Ratio performs both better on average and in the worst-cases.
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The confidence interval of the average difference in revenues is positive even for the small sample
size of N = 10, distancing away from zero as N increases. As for the CVaR comparision, note that
for N > 100 the 5% better cases of the MaxMin Ratio are on average better by 2989, while the
5% better cases for the MaxMin are only better by an average of 1001. Note that the confidence
intervals around these values do not overlap, strongly suggesting that the MaxMin Ratio is more
robust than the MaxMin. Since the MaxMin is clearly dominated by the MaxMin Ratio, we will not
expose here the comparison of the MaxMin with the other models.
Average 5% CVaR 95% CVaR
N Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI Mean 90% CI
5 -33 [-157,57] -312 [-926,-50] 147 [15,479]
10 -35 [-133,51] -434 [-1205,-155] 227 [47,582]
50 2 [-86,82] -532 [-931,-376] 296 [124,419]
100 22 [-48,98] -526 [-801,-415] 327 [232,417]
150 31 [-26,92] -518 [-708,-446] 349 [266,409]
200 31 [-17,93] -533 [-682,-434] 390 [308,410]
Table 2.6: Using artificial sampling distribution: Average and CVaR of the difference Revenue
MaxMin Ratio - Revenue MinMax Regret
In the experiment of Table 2.6, we display the results for the revenues of the MaxMin Ratio
model minus the MinMax Regret model. Note that the MinMax Regret model appears to obtain
a better average difference than the MaxMin Ratio for sample sizes up to 10. As the sample size
increases to 50 and above, the MaxMin Ratio performs better on average. Besides this initial evi-
dence, either one of these results cannot be fully supported by the confidence intervals, which are
containing zero in all instances of sample size. On the other hand, we notice that theses confidence
intervals are moving away from the negative side as the sample size increases, which agrees with
our conclusion.
On the other hand, the CVaR comparison indicates that the MinMax Regret is in general more
robust than the MaxMin Ratio, as the 5% better cases of the MinMax Regret (negative side) are on
average larger than the 5% better cases of the MaxMin Ratio. This result is in fact supported by
the confidence intervals, which do not overlap (in absolute value) for sample sizes of N = 150 and
N = 200.
We should mention that comparing the MinMax Regret model with the SAA led to the same
results as the comparison between MaxMin Ratio and the SAA and therefore these results are not
displayed here as they do not add any additional insight.
To summarize the experiments performed using the artificial sampling distribution, where the
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samples provided come from a uniform distribution, while the true distribution is a biased truncated
normal, we observed that the SAA usually performs worse than the MaxMin Ratio on the average
revenue. The MaxMin Ratio model clearly outperforms the MaxMin model, both in average and
worst-case differences in revenues. When comparing the two regret type models, we have evidence
that the MaxMin Ratio should perform better on average than MinMax Regret for large enough
sample sizes, but the MinMax Regret is clearly more robust than the MaxMin Ratio.
2.4 Testing the model with real airline data
In this section we perform a study using real airline data, collected from a flight booking website.
Tracking a specific flight with capacity of 128 seats over a period of two months for 7 different
departures dates, we acquired the posted selling price and the inventory remaining for that given
flight. We assumed there is no overbooking allowed and salvage value is zero, since we don't have
any information about these parameters. Note that for each departure date, we have the same product
being sold over and over again. To make the data more consistent, we aggregated this data into 3
periods of time: 6 or more weeks prior to departure; 5-3 weeks; and 1-2 weeks. For each of these 3
periods, we averaged the observed price and derived from the inventory data the demand observed
by the company during the respective period. To summarize, we obtained 7 observations of price
and demand for a 3 period horizon. Figure 2-6 displays the data points observed and a possible
model estimation using a linear demand model. By multiplying price times demand for each period
in each flight we obtain an estimate for the flight's revenue of $29, 812+3, 791 (notation for Average
± Standard Deviation). Note here that since we have few data points, it does not make sense to talk
about the CVaR measure that was previously used to measure robustness in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Instead, the concept of sample standard deviation will be used to express volatility of the revenue
outcomes and therefore some form of robustness.
Using these 7 sample points, we perform a leave-one-out procedure to test the performance of
our pricing models, where for each iteration we select one of the samples to be left out for testing
and the remaining 6 points are used for training. During the training phase, a linear demand-price
relation is estimated for the 6 training points and the residuals will be the deviation samples P),
used to find the respective pricing strategies in our sample-based models. Using the test point that
was left out, we obtain the difference between the point and the line estimated with the 6 training
points, defining the out-of-sample deviation. It is important to emphasize that the estimation of the
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Figure 2-6: Price x Demand Estimation
Model Average
Actual Revenue 29,812
MaxMin 31,774
MinMax Regret 31,891
MaxMin Ratio 31,906
Sample Average Approximation 31,848
Table 2.7: Airline case: Revenue performance
t
Standard Deviation
3,791
1,740
1,721
1,713
1,984
for each pricing model
demand curve needs to be redone every time we leave a point out of the sample in order to obtain
the independence between the testing sample and the estimated demand function. After solving
the pricing models for each demand function, we can measure the out-of-sample revenue for each
pricing strategy using the left-out demand point. By repeating this procedure 7 times, we obtain 7
out-of-sample revenue results, which are summarized in Table 2.7.
The MaxMin Ratio outperformed all other models, demonstrating the highest out-of-sample
average revenue and lowest standard deviation. Compared to the actual revenue of the airline,
assuming there are no external effects, the MaxMin Ratio obtained a 7% increase in the average
revenue and a 55% decrease in standard deviation.
This study demonstrates, in a small scale problem, the procedure for applying our models on a
real-world situation. On the other hand, there are some aspects of the airline industry that were not
captured in this data set and are not considered by our models. When airlines make their pricing
decisions, they take into consideration, for example, network effects between different flights and
competitors' prices, which should be incorporated in future extensions of this model. A few other
facts that we overlook is the aggregation done over the periods of time, due to the lack of data, or
the fact that not every seat is sold at the same price at any given time, given that some people choose
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to buy their tickets with or without restrictions and connections. Therefore, these price-demand
points are not an exact depiction of customers' response to price, but it is the best approximation
we can achieve given the information that was collected. For these reasons, we cannot claim a
7% actual increase for the revenue of this flight, but instead this study suggests that there may
be room for improvement in the current pricing techniques used by the airline. For instance, the
methodology proposed here can be an easy improvement over the deterministic models that are
used to approximate revenue-to-go functions in revenue management heuristics.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we developed a framework to solve the network dynamic pricing problem using a
sampling based approach to find approximate-closed-loop robust pricing policies.
Throughout the chapter, we have shown how the adjustable robust pricing problem can easily
turn into a non-convex problem, which is intractable to solve using traditional robust optimization
techniques. Instead we proposed the sampling based approach where we can easily solve the sam-
pled problem as a convex optimization model. One question that arises from this approach is how
many samples do we need to have a performance guarantee on our scenario-based solution. To
answer this question, we introduced the notion of e-robustness and found the sample size needed
to achieve an E-robust solution with some confidence level. Moreover, we were able to extend this
result from the data-driven optimization framework to a random scenario sampling approach using
a relatively mild assumption on the underlying distribution.
Notice how the random scenario sampling bound is a powerful concept, given that we are now
able to use a data-driven methodology to solve a robust problem. Data-driven and robust opti-
mization have been generally considered two separate fields, since they use very different initial
assumptions of information about the problem. In this research, we are building a bridge between
data-driven optimization and robust optimization, which has not been explored very much. We
started with an intractable robust model and illustrated how to solve a close approximation to the
robust solution without any previous data, only with a likelihood bound on the underlying distribu-
tion.
Besides the theoretical guarantees mentioned above, we explored numerically the revenue per-
formance of the different models. Some of the key managerial insights of our numerical experiments
are:
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" The SAA has a risk-neutral perspective, therefore maximizing average revenues, regardless
of the final revenue distribution. It gets the best average revenue performance if the number of
samples is large enough and if they are reliably coming from the true uncertainty distribution.
On the other hand, the revenue outcome is subject to the largest amount of variation, with a
large shortfall in the bad revenue cases when compared to the robust models.
" The MinMax Regret model presented the more robust revenue performance when compared
with other models. The MaxMin Ratio model strikes a balance between the conservativeness
of the robust MinMax Regret and the aggressiveness of the SAA.
" All the Robust models, namely the MaxMin, MinMax Regret and MaxMin Ratio, will per-
form just as well as the SAA in average revenues for small sample sizes. For large sample
sizes, the robust models will have smaller average revenues, but also with smaller shortfalls
for the extreme revenue cases, in other words good for risk-averse firms. This advantage of
having more stable revenue distributions are present even for small sample sizes.
" The MaxMin model tends to be too conservative. It is usually dominated by the MaxMin
Ratio model both in worst-case revenue performance and in average revenues.
" The MaxMin Ratio and MinMax Regret have the most consistent performance when the data
set provided does not come from the true underlying distribution of the demand uncertainty.
As in the previous case, where the sampling distribution was the true distribution, the MinMax
Regret appears to be more conservative than the MaxMin Ratio.
Note that the methodological framework presented in this chapter is quite general and is not
limited to dynamic pricing. For instance, (Perakis 2009) developed a dynamic traffic assignment
model using a very similar framework. Because of the practicality of these models, we believe these
sampling based optimization models can easily be applied to many more application areas.
It would also be interesting to further research the Sample Average Approximation approach,
by possibly finding a theoretical performance guarantee based on the number of samples used and
comparing this with the bounds for the robust framework. We find that a specially promising direc-
tion of research will be to better understand the differences in behavior between the robust and the
SAA models when using small sample sizes. Also, more research can be done on showing under
which conditions can the affine policies achieve the optimal value of the fully closed-loop solution.
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2.6 Appendix
2.6.1 Notation.
We summarize here the notation that is used in throughout the chapter:
C : Vector of initial inventories for each resource.
T : Length of the time horizon.
6 : Vector of the realization of the demand uncertainty, containing one component for
each product and time.
U : Uncertainty set, 6 E U.
s : Vector of pricing decisions.
S : Strategy space, independent of the demand uncertainty.
Pj,t (s, 6) : Price of product j at time t as a function of the pricing strategy and the uncertainty
realized up to time t.
dj,t(s, 6) : Realized demand of product j at time t, given the pricing strategy and uncertainty.
o : Vector of overbooking penalties per unit of resource.
g : Vector of salvage values per unit of resource.
zv(s, 6) : Vector function that maps the pricing strategy and the realized uncertainty into
overbooked/left-over inventory.
w : Vector of slack variables to account for overbooked/left-over inventory.
At optimality, wl = zD1 (y, 6), while w+ is the amount of overbooked units and
w- is the left-over inventory.
f(s, 6) : Actual revenue given a pricing policy and realized uncertainty.
H* (6) : Perfect hindsight revenue, given some uncertainty vector.
hobi (s, 6) : The objective function for any given pricing strategy s, uncertainty 6.
obj can be one of three objectives: MaxMin, Regret or Ratio
hMaxMin(8, 6) = H(s, 6)
hRegret(s, 6) = U(s, 6) - fl*(6)
hRatio(s, 6) = i(s, 6)/f*(6)
z : Robust objective variable.
6 (i) : ith sampled realization of the demand uncertainty
N : Number of scenario samples, as in 6(1), .., 6 (N)
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x Set of all decision variables, which is the pricing strategy s and the robust objective z.
nx :Dimension of the strategy space.
f (x, 6) Short notation for all constraints in the pricing model.
Q True underlying distribution of the uncertainty with support in U.
P Sampling distribution, from which we obtain scenarios of the uncertainty 6.
k Bounded likelihood ratio factor between the sampling distribution P and the
true distribution Q.
VQ (x) Probability of violation, i.e., probability under the true distribution Q, that the
realized uncertainty will violate some constraints given a policy x.
e Robust level.
Risk of failure, or alternatively (1 - #) is the confidence level.
2.6.2 Illustration of the non-convexity issue.
Consider MaxMin robust problem with 2 time periods, single resource, single product, without
salvage value or overbooking, a linear demand function and a linear pricing policy, the function
h(u, v, 61, 62) for any fixed u and v is:
h(61, 62) = u1(a1 - biui + 61) + (U2 + v 2 ,161)(a2 - b2 (u2 + V2,16i) + 62)
The eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of this function are (-b 2v 2 ,1 + b2 2 v2,12+2)v 2 ,1, (-b 2v 2,1 -
b2 2 v2,12+ 2 )v 2,1. These will always have one positive and one negative eigenvalue. Therefore the
function will neither be convex nor concave.
2.6.3 Existence of an optimal solution.
In this section we prove there exists an optimal solution to (5). Note that the function f (s, 6) is
continuous with respect to s and 6 from the initial assumption on the demand function, a property
that is not modified by introducing the deviation component to the function. We first need to show
that f(s) = minbeu f(s, 6) is also a continuous function of s. For some A > 0:
f(s + A) - f(s) = min6eu f(s + A,) -mineu f(s, 6)
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Define the deviations 6 1, 62 the deviations that attain the minimum at the two optimization problems
above, J1 = argminEUf (s + A, 6), 62 = argminEuf (s, 6). These give us upper and lower
bounds:
f (s + A, 61) - f (s,6) f(s + A)-f(s) f(s + A,6 2) - f(s, 62)
By letting A -- 0, both sides will go to 0. It follows that:
limA'o If(s + A) - f(s)I = 0
Which implies that f(s) is a continuous function. Since S is a compact set, we use Weierstrass
Theorem to guarantee existence of solution to (5).
2.6.4 Proof of Theorem 1.
Before proving Theorem 1, we first introduce Lemma D.1 below that bounds the density of the
mode of a log-concave distribution.
Lemma 2.6.1 Let f be the density of a one-dimensional random variable X with standard deviation
o and mode M.
(a) If f is log-concave, then f (M) < V.
oVf
(b) If f is log-concave and symmetric, then f (M) .
Proof. Let F be the cumulative density of the random variable X and m be the median of X. Define
the isoperimetric constant as Is = infx min{F(x),-F(x))}, see Bobkov (1999) for more details about
the properties of the isoperimetric constant.
For any x < m, we have that F(x) 1 -F(x). Therefore, Is < and from the log-concavity
of f, we know that the reversed hazard rate is decreasing, then the minimum will be achieved at
the median. Similarly for the other side, for any x 2 m, we have that F(x) 2 1 - F(x). Therefore,
Is < F Q and from the log-concavity of f, we have an increasing failure rate i"Fx). Again,
the minimum will be achieved at the median. Since at the median F(m) = 1 - F(m) = 1/2, then
Is - f() = 2f(m).
From Bobkov (1999), Proposition 4.1, we have that Is 2 < -i2. For symmetric distributions the
median is equal to the mode, which directly implies the result for the symmetric case of Lemma
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2.6.1(b):
(2f(M)) 2 = (2f(m))2 2 < -> f(M) < 1
W- 
-0
For non-symmetric distributions, Lemma 2.6.1(a), we must find a relation between f(M) and
f(m). Note that since log f(.) is a concave function, the first order approximation will always upper-
bound the original function (as seen in Lemma 3.3 of Levi et al. (2010)). Therefore:
f'(m)
log f(M) log f(m) + fm (M - m)
f(m)
For non-differentiable distributions, note this relation is true for all sub-gradients f'(m) at
m. From the decreasing reversed hazard rate property of log-concave distributions, we have that:
d 41) 0, which implies that f((x) . When M > m, we get:
dx FX_ (x-F(x)_
f(m)
log f(M) log f(m) + F(m) (M - m)F(m)
From the increasing failure rate property of log-concave distributions, we have that A f"x >dx 1-F(x)-
0, which implies f(x) > f(x) Then for the case M < m, we have:f(x) - 1-F(x) *
f'(m) 1f(m)( )
- log f(M) -log f(m) + ((m - M) - log f(m) - f() (m - M)
Combining the relations above and the fact that F(m) = 1 - F(m) = 1/2, we obtain for either
M > m or M < m:
log f(M) log f(m) + 2f(m)IM - mI
Since any log-concave distribution is unimodal, we can use the relations in Basu and DasGupta
(1992), Corollary 4, to bound the distance between the mode and the median: |M - ml oV.
Therefore, log f(M) log f(m) + 2f(m)ao/5. Since (2f(m)) 2 < 2, we have that f(m) 1 
- ~ ~ U7 V2
which implies log f(M) < log- + 2 - 5 = log + /. Taking the exponential on both
sides we get f(M) -, which concludes the proof of Lemma 2.6.1(a). E
Using Lemma 2.6.1, we can directly obtain the likelihood ratio bound k on Theorem 1 by using
a bound on the density of the mode f (M) for log-concave distributions. Note that the uniform
sampling distribution has a constant density value of 1/(ub - ib) for each product j = 1, ..., n and
time period t = 1, ... , T, which implies a ratio bound of [(ub - 1b) ± for each product and time.
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Using the independence property, we can just multiply this bound nT times to get the desired result.
The symmetric case follows from the same argument.
2.6.5 Proof of Theorem 2.
Define xN as the solution of the scenario based problem for a sample of size N. The probability of
violation under the true uncertainty measure Q is defined as VQ(xN) - P Q 6 EA * (XN, E) >
0}.
Define B as the set of "bad" sampling outcomes that will cause the probability of violation of
the sampled solution to be greater than the E robust level: B ( {(l, ,Q()N) > 6.
The goal of this proof is to bound the size of B under the sampling measure P, i.e., Pp (B).
Let n be the dimension of the strategy space and let I be a subset of indexes of size n from the
full set of scenario indexes { 1, ..., N}. Let I be the set of all possible choices for I, which contains
(N) possible subsets. Let x, be the optimal solution to the model using only those I scenarios.
Define BI - {((), ... ,6(N)) : VQ(XI) > e}. Also based on this subset I, define the set of all
possible sampling outcomes that will result in the same optimal solution as the solution using only
the I scenarios: AN = {((), ... , 6(N)) : X N.
From Calafiore and Campi (2006), we have that B Ur (B1 ) AN). Therefore we need to
bound the sets B1 f AN under the measure P.
Note that using the Bounded Likelihood Ratio assumption, we have that for each point in B,
the condition VQ(xN) > E implies Vp(XN) > E/k. Similarly for each point in BI, we have that
Vp(x') > E/k.
Fix any set I, for example, the first indexes I = 1, ... , nz, then note that the set BI is a cylinder
with base on the first nz constraints, since the constraint VQ(x) > c only depends on the first nx
samples. Now take any point (6(1), .., 6(nx), 3(nx+1), ... 6(N)) in the base of BI, since we know it
will satisfy Vp(x') > E/k. For this point to be in B1 f AN, we only need to make sure each of the
samples 6(nx+1), ... 6 (N) do not violate f(xI, 6) 0, otherwise x, = XN will not hold as needed
in AN. Since we have that each N - nx samples are taken independently according the sampling
distribution P and Vp(x) > E/k, we have that:
Pp (B 1 O AN) < (1 - e/k)N-nx p (1 ) 6(nx) E base of B 1 )
K (1 - E/k)N-nx
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A bound on the whole set B can then be found by summing that bound over all possible subsets
inI.
P (B) < (Z) (1 - E/k)Nnx = #(N, c)
nX
2.6.6 Sample size bound for sampling with true distribution
The following theorem states the confidence level bound for the data-driven case where the sampling
distribution is the true distribution.
Theorem 2.6.1 From Campi and Garatti (2008), given the scenarios of uncertainty ((1), , 3 N)
drawn from the true uncertainty distribution Q. Let nx be the dimension of the strategy space X
and E be the robust level parameter Then define a "risk of failure" parameter #(N, E) as:
nx-1 /V
#(N, E) -E ji(I - e)N-i (2.7)
i=O
Then with probability greater than (1 - #3(N, E)), the solution found using this method is E-level
robustly feasible, i.e.,
PQ((J(1), . (N)) NVQ(x) <_ E) > (1 - /(N,c))
If we are given a desired confidence level # and a robust level E, it is natural to ask what is
the minimum number of samples required. This design question can be answered by numerically
solving for N the equation in (2.7). Calafiore (2009) has shown that by using the Chernoff bound
on the lower binomial tail, we can obtain an explicit formula for N that will guarantee that (2.7) is
satisfied.
Corollary 2.6.1 From Cala/lore (2009), if the sample size N follows:
2 1
N > - In - + nx +1
Then with probability greater than 1 - the solution to the sampled problem will be c-level robustly
feasible.
Numerically testing the bound:
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The goal of this experiment is to validate the results of Theorem 2.6.1, which is provably a tight
confidence/robustness bound for the data-driven robust problem. The bound from Theorem 2 is
less tight, i.e., requires more samples to achieve the same level of confidence. For this reason, it
is sufficient for us to test the tighter bound of Theorem 2.6.1 in order to verify the effectiveness of
both these bounds. Note that this experiment is done under the assumption that the data samples
provided are from the true distribution of uncertainty, the data-driven case.
To test the bound we consider a small instance of the MaxMin robust model, with a single prod-
uct (n = m = 1), two time periods (T = 2), a linear demand model and affinely adjustable pricing
policies. Using an adjustable pricing policy, the set of pricing decision variables has dimension
n, = 4, with one static price for each time period u1 , u2, an adjustable component v 2 and the ro-
bust level z. Note that we will use dummy variables for the net inventory w(') that are completely
determined by the other variables, therefore they do not count for the dimension of the strategy
space in our confidence/robust bound calculation. More specifically, the demand at each period is
given as a linear function of the price, where a is a constant demand term, b is the price elasticity of
demand and 6 is an additive uncertain component: dt(u, v, 6) = at - bt(ut + vt Zt_1 J(O) + 6t.
For simplicity of notation, we will not separate the case for the first time period, t = 1, where there
is no adjustability to be considered. Therefore, wherever you consider the case of t = 1, define
the summation from k = 1 to t - 1 as an empty sum, with zero value. Moreover, we will assume
6 lies within a box-type uncertainty set, which is widely used in the robust optimization literature,
defined as: U = {( 6 1, 62, ... , 6r) : 16t I F , Vt = 1, ... , T}. The experiments in this section can be
performed with any type of convex uncertainty set.
The parameters used for this test were T = 2, a = [200,200], b = [0.5,0.5], C = 100 and
F = [15,30]. For simplicity, we will consider a model virtually without overbooking or salvage
value: o = 10000, s = 10. We assume for this test that the uncertainty is uniformly distributed over
the uncertainty set. Moreover, we are sampling our data points from the same distribution. In other
words, we are testing the data-driven case, where the scenario samples 6(1), . (N) come from the
true distribution, possibly from historical data.
At each experiment, we draw N = 200 uncertainty scenarios to use in the optimization model
to determine the pricing policy and another 2000 scenarios to evaluate the out-of-sample perfor-
mance of this sampling-based pricing policy. Define the estimated probability of violation Z as the
proportion of the out-of-sample scenarios for which the constraints are violated under the scenario
based policy.
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Figure 2-7: Bound Test for N = 200: c x#
We repeated the experiment 300 times in order to obtain multiple instances of the problem,
each with a different probability of violation. In other words, we drew other samples of N = 200
scenarios and repeated the procedure described before. We counted the probability of violation Z
for each experiment and ordered the experiments in a decreasing vector. For any given failure level
,define the -quantile of this vector as the estimated robust level i associated with j.This means
that a proportion of the experiments we ran, have demonstrated a probability of violation greater
than e.
P(Z > e) =$s
From Theorem 2.6. 1, we also have a theoretical guarantee on this "risk of failure" #
n--1
P(Vg~ ~~ >N e)< (, )=e(1 - e)N-i0i=0
Using N = 200 samples, Figure 2-7 shows, with a dashed line, the theoretical bound on the
e-robust level (y-axis) for each possible failure level # (x-axis). The solid line shows the estimated
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s for the same failure levels 3. For example, one should read this graph as follows: for # =
0.0395, i.e., confidence level of 96.05%, the solution for the MinMax model is 4%-robustly feasible,
according to Theorem 2.6.1. In other words, assuming we have a good sample, there is at most a 4%
chance that the actual competitive ratio will be lower than the solution provided by scenario based
solution. When observing the number of violations that actually happened, the estimated probability
of violation, 3.96% of the simulations had a ratio below the sample based ratio. At confidence level
99.97%, the theoretical robust level is 7% and our estimated probability of violation was 6.05%.
Note how the estimated probabilities of violation are fairly close to the theoretical bound. In Figure
2-7, we present the outcome of the test with 300 experiments, but it is interesting to note that the
empirical line converges to the theoretical bound roughly within 100 experiments. Overall, we have
a strong empirical evidence that the bound in Theorem 2.6.1 is effective, if not in fact tight, for the
pricing problem.
2.6.7 Summary of optimization models in the numerical experiments.
Throughout the modeling section of the chapter, Section 2, we described the general framework
of the pricing models using simplified concise notation. In this section of the appendix, we will
summarize the full model instances used to run the simulations in Section 3, trying to be as clear
as possible in case the reader wishes to implement any of these models in a convex optimization
solver. Define the following model as the MaxMin:
max z
z,u,v,p,w,w+
Z < (ip (at -bp +6 - ((o -gi) + gw~i))
t=1 =1
T
SM(at - bi p( + 6(') < C + w('
s.t. < m n t-1 (2.8)
P = Uj,t + E oj'it ( M~(i1 o 0, Vt = 1, ..., T
=1 j'=
+ < w+ , V1 = 1, ... Im
w > 0, Vl = 1, ..., m
Vi = 1, ..., N
For the regret based models, define the perfect hindsight revenue as the solution of the following
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max
u,v,p,w,+
s.t.
T m
>pt (at - btpt + Jt) - E ((oi - gi)w+ + gwi )
t=11
T
M (at -btpt+t) C+w
t=1 (2.9)
Pt > 0, Vt = 1, ..., T
W1 < W+ V1 = 1, ..., Im
w > 0, Vl = 1, ..., m
Using the solution of the hindsight revenue * (()) for every sample of P) provided, we can
define the MixMax Regret model as:
max z
z,u,v,p,w,w+
z
t
T
M, A
s.t.
Pt=
WM~
w+ MW+I
T
(ip
=1M
I
(at - btp) +6t - ((i - )w+M
i=1
(at - btpi) + J) c +WM
m n t-1
U't + [,,[ Mjjo > 0
U =1 j'1 t E t '=
1=1 Y'=lt'=1
W+W
(2.10)
Vt = 1, ..., T
Vl = 1, ..., m
Vl = 1, ..., m
Vi = 1, ..., N
Similarly, the MaxMin Ratio model is defined as:
max z
z,u,v,p,w,w+
T
z < (Wp
t
s.t.
T
t=1
(at btpti 
+ 6M))-
-t ((o1
M (at - btpi) +6(i)) C< + w
1i= - +
mn n t-1
=1 j'=1 t'=1
Vl = 1, ..., m
Vl = 1, ..., m
Vt = 1, ..., T
Vi = 1, ..., N
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model:
+giwi) - U1* (3i)
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Alternatively, we will also use the Sample Average Al
mark, which can be defined as:
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2.6.8 Static vs. Adjustable policies.
In Figure 2-8, we display the out-of-sample revenues between the static and the adjustable policies
for the MinMax robust model. The static counterpart is defined the same way as in (11), but with
the price function consisting only of the static component uj,t. We can clearly see that the static
policy is dominated by the adjustable policy, which performs a better worst case revenue as well as
in overall revenue distribution. This is observation is exactly as we expected, since the adjustable
policy gives the model an extra degree of freedom, which should only improve the performance of
the model.
2.6.9 Network example: multiple products and resources.
For this experiment, consider a simple network problem, with m = 2 resources and n = 3 products.
The incidence matrix used is:
1
M =
0
1
1
1)
This can be viewed as the airline problem with two legs who is selling either the single leg itineraries
or a combination of both legs. We will again use linear demand functions with additive uncertainty
for simplicity. The reader should note that this is used here for simplicity of notation only and the
use of other demand and uncertainty models can be easily incorporated. We further assume the pric-
ing policies for each product/time-period to be affine functions of the accumulated uncertainty for
the corresponding resources consumed over the previous time-periods. For a given uncertainty real-
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Figure 2-8: Example of out-of-sample revenue distribution: Static vs. Adjustable policies
ization () and a set of pricing decisions u and v, define the prices at each period according to (3).
Instead of using more complex policies, which could include cross-product and time dependencies,
we use here a simpler policy as suggested in (3)(i.e. a policy for each product that depends only on
its own remaining capacity) because we simply want to illustrate how to apply this framework in a
network problem.
Note that the Q,_L1 X,-_ Mi,y-o , is the amount of unpredicted resources of type 1 consumed
by time t due to the realized uncertainty () up to time t- 1. The adjustable component of the pricing
strategy, ogi,, is the price impact on product j at time t from the consumption of resource 1.
We compare the trade-offs between the worst-case performance and the average performance for
each of these four models. The particular instance of the problem used in this experiment is: T = 2,
aj,t = 200, bj,t = 0.5 for all products j and time t, Ci = 120, ol = 1000, gl = 10 for each resource
1. These numbers were chosen to be somewhat similar to the case study displayed in Section 4. We
defined a box type uncertainty set, U = {(61, 32) : lt1 < 15, Vt = 1, 2}, and sampled data points
using a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of 15 and then truncated over the
uncertainty set U. For the optimization part, we used 200 samples to obtain pricing policies for each
method and simulated the out-of-sample performance of these policies using 2000 samples. Figure
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2-9 displays the revenue distribution for an instance of this problem with our four models. The
difference between the robust models does not seem significant, while the SAA presents a better
average and lower worst case revenues. In general, the results for the network cases are consistent
with the single product cases displayed in Section 3.
MinMax Regret MaxMin Ratio SAA
Figure 2-9: Example of out-of-sample revenue distribution for the network problem.
2.6.10 Nonlinear demand models.
Note that the numerical experiments of Section 3 were done using only linear demand functions,
although our framework can also deal with nonlinear demands. In this section of the appendix, we
simply demonstrate an application of the sampling based framework with a logarithmic demand
function defined as j(p) = a - b log(p) + 5, where the demand is a linear function of the logarithm
of the price plus some deviation 3. Using this demand function in a single product problem, we can
apply the same underlying models defined in the previous section. For example, define the MinMax
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Figure 2-10 displays the overall performance of the four different models under logarithmic de-
mand. As we have shown in this section, there is no particular difference in the methodology needed
to implement different demand models, as long as they satisfy Assumption 1. If we are provided
with historical data of price and demand realizations, the demand function should be chosen ac-
cording to the best possible fit to the data set and the uncertainty realizations will be the estimation
errors.
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Chapter 3
Consumer Choice Model For
Forecasting Demand And Designing
Incentives For Solar Technology
3.1 Introduction
Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology has greatly improved over the last two decades. With today's
technology, cheap and efficient rooftop solar panels are available to residential consumers with the
help of public subsidy programs. As the market for these solar panels develops worldwide, many
questions remain unanswered about how this technology is adopted by customers and how to design
incentives for its adoption. In this chapter we will develop a framework to model and control the
adoption process of solar technology. Furthermore, we will test our framework by developing an
empirical study based on the history of the German solar market.
Forecasting demand can be particularly challenging for new technologies that are not fully ma-
ture yet. More specifically, the cost of a new solar panel installation decreases as more solar panels
are sold, mainly due to improvements in the installation network and manufacturing of the PV
modules. These cost improvements are mainly induced by demand-driven economies of scale and
competition effects that stimulate cost cuts and research. Additionally, consumer awareness about
the technology will improve with the number of installed systems, which creates a second positive
feedback in the adoption process. In other words, the cost improvements and the information spread
through the consumer market will reinforce the demand process over time. These are commonly
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referred to as network externalities. These effects are particularly dominant at the early stages of
technological development. Also because of these network effects, governments interested in accel-
erating this adoption process may often want to subsidize early adopters.
In particular, one of the reasons why governments subsidize the installation of solar panels is to
promote the development of the solar technology so that it will become cost competitive with tra-
ditional sources of generation, therefore economically self-sustainable. The point where electricity
generated from a solar installation reaches the electricity grid price is usually called grid-parity, ei-
ther at the wholesale market price or at the higher end-consumer retail price. Estimates for reaching
this grid-parity point can be as early as 2013-2014 at the retail level or 2023-2024 at the wholesale
level (see (Bhandari and Stadler 2009)). Therefore, the main question that needs to be addressed by
policy makers today is not whether solar technology will eventually takeoff, but rather when it will
takeoff and whether something should be done to accelerate this process.
Most of the incentives devised today for solar technology come from governmental subsidies in
the form of installation rebates, feed-in-tariffs or subsidized loans. Recent reports by (IEA 2004),
(EEG 2007), (BMU 2008) and (EPIA 2009) provide great insights about the current status of solar
PV technology as well as the history of the subsidy programs behind it.
In this chapter, we study the problem from the perspective of the policy maker, where the goal
is to find the optimal subsidy value to offer customers willing to adopt these rooftop solar panels.
More specifically, we assume the government has a particular adoption target, within a given time
frame, and is able to offer a rebate to the customers adopting the technology. These targets are
very common among policy makers, as in the "1,000 rooftops" and "100,000 rooftops" programs
in Germany. (Jager-Waldau 2007) summarizes some target levels for renewable energy production
and photovoltaic adoption through Europe, as decided by the European Commission. One particular
example of such policies comes from (EUC 1997), a white paper from the European Commission,
which proposed a target adoption level of 500,000 PV solar installations across the European Union
by 2010. This number was surpassed by Germany alone, as the proposed target was very conserva-
tive. In our modeling framework we do not focus on the origin of the adoption targets, but rather
assume they are given.
Once these adoption targets are determined, understanding the purchasing behavior of potential
solar panel customers and how this will affect the overall spread of the technology is crucial for
minimizing the subsidy costs paid by the tax-payers. We provide a modeling framework to tackle the
policy design problem and also develop an empirical study of the German solar market to validate
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our assumptions and demonstrate how to apply this framework in a realistic practical setting. More
specifically, we calibrate our model using data from the solar market in Germany, which has a
history of strong subsidy policies. We further demonstrate how to forecast the future adoption
levels in Germany and how they can use this model to find optimal subsidy levels as a function of
their future adoption targets, as well as quantify the trade-off between adoption levels and subsidy
costs. Finally, we investigate the efficiency of the current subsidy policy in Germany.
The outline of this chapter can be described as: In the remainder of Section 3.1, we summarize
the main contributions of this chapter and discuss some of the relevant literature for this research
area. In Section 4.1, we define the demand model and the policy optimization problem. In Section
3.3, we conduct the empirical study on the German market. In Section 3.4, we analytically ex-
plore the structure of the policy design problem to develop insights about the optimal rebate policy.
In Section 3.5, we summarize the results of this chapter and outline some possible directions of
research that extend this work.
3.1.1 Contributions
In summary, the goal of this chapter is to propose a framework for designing subsidy policies for
the adoption of new technologies, while considering the impact of consumer behavior and cost
evolution dynamics in the overall adoption process. Our first contribution is the development of a
new practical policy optimization tool that policy-makers can apply to create comprehensive policy
recommendations. Furthermore, we test the applicability of this model with an empirical study of
the German solar market, where we demonstrate how to estimate the model parameters using real
data, solve the policy design problem and discuss insights about the state of the current policy in
Germany.
In the empirical study of the German solar market, we estimate our demand model using market
data from 1991-2007. We then use the fitted model to produce adoption level forecasts until the year
2030 and solve hypothetical policy design questions in order to obtain insights about the structure
of the system cost, the optimal solution and the efficiency of the current policy. We show that the
system cost of subsidizing is a convex function of the adoption target level. In other words, the
cost of subsidizing becomes increasingly more expensive as the adoption target increases. This is
partially due to the fact that the network externality benefits of early subsidies become saturated.
We observe this effect empirically in the German market study. We also prove it for the general
setting during our analytical study of the optimal solution.
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Finally, we demonstrate in our empirical analysis that the current subsidy policies in Germany
are not economically efficient. We show this by optimizing the policy while trying to replicate the
current forecast of the adoption path. For every possible adoption level in this baseline adoption
forecast, there exists a way to reach that given level and still achieve a lower cost for the system. In
particular, this is done by raising earlier subsidies and lowering future subsidies. This means that
if the German government is trying to achieve a certain target adoption level at some point in the
future, the current subsidies are suboptimal. We further prove that because of the decreasing nature
of the optimal rebate policy, if the German government is actually trying to optimize a social welfare
objective, the current policies are still suboptimal. We would like to bring special attention to the
novelty of this adoption target optimization approach for studying welfare efficiency without any
knowledge about the actual welfare function or solving the optimal welfare problem. In summary,
these results definitely raise a warning about the efficiency of the current policies in Germany.
The current Feed-in-Tariff program in place today in Germany is already in a phasing-out stage
(see Figure 3-1 or the report (EEG 2007) for further details). Our assessment indicates that these
subsidies should be higher now and lower in the future, while the magnitude of this change depends
on the actual objective of the German government. In other words, to achieve higher adoption levels
at lower cost, they can increase current subsidies and also the rate of decay for future subsidies
(faster phase-out).
3.1.2 Literature Review
Historically, the economics literature has focused on models for policy design with a social welfare
objective, not adoption target levels (see (Ireland and Stoneman 1986), (Joskow and Rose 1989) and
(Stoneman and Diederen 1994) for further references). On the other hand, the marketing literature
has focused primarily on diffusion models for new technologies without a policy design focus.
For further reference in diffusion models, see the seminal work of (Rogers 1962) and (Bass 1969)
or more recent review papers by (Mahajan, Muller, and Bass 1990) and (Geroski 2000). In this
work, we combine ideas from these fields to develop a policy optimization framework for solar
technology using a choice model of demand that incorporates network externalities. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first research to approach the policy-making problem from the target
adoption level perspective and apply it to real market data in an empirical setting.
The models for innovation with network externalities are quite familiar to economists. (Farrell
and Saloner 1985), (Farrell and Saloner 1986), (Katz and Shapiro 1986) and (Katz and Shapiro
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1992) began exploring the issue of technology standardization and compatibility, which provide
positive network externalities at first, but may later inhibit innovation. This effect can be particu-
larly important in the adoption of computer software and telecommunications, but not so much in
photovoltaic technology. (Chou and Shy 1990) argue that returns to scale on the production level can
also produce the same behavior as observed in cases of consumers with preferences that are affected
by direct network externalities. The cost reductions that follow the adoption process is commonly
known as the learning-by-doing effect. This effect has been widely studied since the seminal paper
by (Arrow 1962), and also more specifically for the case of photovoltaics, see (Harmon 2000), (IEA
2000), (McDonald and Schrattenholze 2001), (Nemet 2006) and (Bhandari and Stadler 2009).
The way that information spreads through the network of customers is another important effect
that has been given a lot of attention. How consumers become aware of a new product or gather
information about it's quality may determine the successful take-off of a new technology. (Elli-
son and Fudenberg 1995) propose a model of word-of-mouth information spread across consumers,
where the structure of the social network may lead to an inefficient herding behavior. (Vives 1997)
develops a model for social learning of public information where he shows that the rate of informa-
tion gathering is slower than socially optimal, with examples both in a learning-by-doing case and
consumers learning about a new product. In particular, (Vives 1997) develops a theoretical model
for social learning. In this model, the precision of public knowledge increases at a rate t 1/ 3 , where
t is the number of time periods. He admits that this particular functional form is a direct result of
his modeling choices, but the general idea that the amount of information gathered is concave over
time should remain valid regardless of the model. This is similar to one of our modeling assump-
tions. (Ulu and Smith 2009) have recently developed a model for how information spread affects the
adoption behavior of consumers, where they concluded that better information sources increases the
consumers' value function for adopting the technology but perhaps induces them to wait longer for
information gathering. (Aral, Muchnik, and Sundararajan 2009) argue that traditional methods for
estimating social contagion may be overestimating this network effect, while homophily between
consumers can explain a large portion of the technology spread.
The theoretical models mentioned above can provide intuition for the information spread ef-
fect, but are generally not applicable for designing a control policy for the adoption process. When
studying this effect in a practical empirical setting, it is common to assume a functional form for
how consumer utility is affected by some proxy measure of the information spread. For exam-
ple, (Shurmer and Swann 1995) advocate for the use of either a linear or log relation between the
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network size and consumer utility in a simulation based study of the spreadsheet software market,
whereas they note that a basic model without this effect makes very bad market forecasts. (Berndt,
Pindyck, and Azoulay 2003) also considers both a linear and a log effect of depreciated adoption
levels when estimating the diffusion of a pharmaceutical product. (Doganoglu and Grzybowski
2007) used a linear function to model the network externality effect on consumers' utility for an
empirical study of the German mobile telephony market. (Swann 2002) also studies the functional
form of network externalities in consumers' utility of adoption, proposing conditions for linear or
S-shaped functions, focusing on cases where there is a concrete benefit of network size after the pur-
chase, like in telecommunication networks. Using a more detailed model of the network, (Tucker
2008) uses individual measures of the agents' position on the social network to analyze their impact
on the overall adoption of video-conference technology within a bank. Her empirical study demon-
strates how agents that are "central" and/or "boundary-spanners" (between disconnected groups)
become more influential in the technological adoption process by creating a larger network exter-
nality. (Goolsbee and Klenow 2002) develop an empirical study of the diffusion of home computers
in the US, with emphasis on local network externality effects using geographic information of adop-
tion. In particular, they show that people were more likely to buy a computer if more people in their
local area had already adopted the technology. (Jager 2006) reaches a similar conclusion through a
behavioral study among adopters of solar PV technology, using a survey of residents of a city in the
Netherlands. In our model, we will use the log effect, as suggested in (Shurmer and Swann 1995)
and (Berndt, Pindyck, and Azoulay 2003), because it satisfies the concave behavior that we want to
model. We additionally tried other similar functional forms during our empirical study, but the log
effect presented the best fit.
Within the broader marketing literature, (Hauser, Tellis, and Griffin 2006) enumerates the mul-
tiple directions of future research that should to be explored by the marketing community. One such
direction is to improve our understanding of consumer response to innovation. We address this issue
by using a diffusion model based on the logit demand model. Our particular diffusion model can be
placed within the broader class of proportional hazard rate models. Developed by (Cox 1972) for
modeling the life time of an agent in a larger population, the hazard rate model has been widely used
in biostatistics and its application in marketing has been well documented in (Helsen and Schmit-
tlein 1993). In our case, the agent's life-time duration is the moment he/she makes the purchase
decision and adopts the technology. We diverge from the original Cox model in the particular func-
tional form of the adoption probability, where we use the logit demand derivation for the probability
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of purchase. All these models will result in the familiar S-shaped diffusion pattern. The particular
functional form chosen for our model is derived from the characteristics of consumer purchasing
behavior. Additionally, it was chosen because it provides good estimation results with the German
market data and analytical tractability.
Recent work by (Benthem, Gillingham, and Sweeney 2008) estimated a demand model with a
similar learning-by-doing effect on a study of the California Solar Initiative and (Wand and Leuthold
2010) used the same model on a study of the German market. These two papers assume there is a
known environmental externality cost that is avoided by PV installations and assume the government
tries to maximize the net social welfare of the system when deciding the subsidy policies. On the
other hand, these environmental costs are mostly deduced from the global impact of climate change
and it is not clear why governments would have an incentive to pay these costs. Furthermore,
according to their model, the net social welfare cost of solar incentives is mainly determined by
the difference in the interest rate used by the government and consumers. If these rates were the
same, there would be no cost for increasing the subsidies, only positive externalities. This social
welfare maximization approach assumes a perfectly efficient welfare redistribution system. In our
research, we don't need this assumption because we do not attempt to quantify the social welfare
benefits of solar technology. Instead, we directly use adoption targets as our policy optimization
objective, which we believe is a more realistic setting. To the best of our knowledge, our research
is the first work to apply a consumer choice modeling approach to understand the adoption of solar
technology with fixed adoption targets. We are also able to use this framework of adoption targets
to evaluate the welfare efficiency of the current German policy without making assumptions on the
environmental benefits of solar installations.
3.2 Model
We consider a modeling framework that can be divided in two parts: the demand model and the
policy-maker's problem. In Section 3.2.1 we develop a solar panel demand model based on the
customers' purchasing behavior and the network externalities that increase the incentives for future
purchases the more consumers adopt the technology. In Section 3.2.2, we propose an optimization
model for solving the subsidy policy design question. We have included a notation summary in
Appendix 3.6.1, which may be a useful reference while reading this modeling section.
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3.2.1 Demand Model
The first step to understand the adoption process of a certain technology is to understand the cus-
tomer behavior. At each time step (for example each year), we consider every household as a
potential customer who is given a choice between purchasing a solar panel or not. Let Mt be
the market size (number of households) and xt be the number of customers at a given time t that
have already adopted the technology, in this case rooftop photovoltaic solar panels. Define rt as
the rebate level offered by the government, which is the policy maker's decision variable in order
to control the adoption rate of the technology. Let qt (xt, rt) be the demand for solar panels at
time t. The technology adoption in the population is given by the discrete time diffusion process:
xt+l = xt + qt(xt, rt).
The demand model we propose in this chapter is centered around the average consumer's utility
profile, namely V(xt, rt). In order to maintain tractability and also due to the lack of additional
data for the empirical study, we will make the following assumptions:
Assumption 3.2.1
a) At each time period t, a customer will either buy an average sized solar installation (de-
noted AvgSize) or not buy anything;
b) After purchase, this customer is out of the market: no depreciation, resell or additional
purchase options;
c) The solar yield (electricity generation) and installation costs are homogenous across the
entire country;
d) Demand qt for solar panels at time t follows a logit demand model, which is a function of
the utility that consumers have for purchasing a solar panel at time t.
In particular, Assumption 3.2.1.d defines the demand qt as a logit demand function, which is
equal to the number of remaining potential customers times the probability that each of these cus-
tomers will make the purchase decision at time t. This customer purchase probability is what we
also call adoption or diffusion rate. For a review on diffusion models, see (Mahajan, Muller, and
Bass 1990).
The motivation behind the logit demand model comes from customers being rational utility
maximizing agents. With this in mind, define V(xt, rt) as the nominal utility that the average
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consumer has for purchasing a solar panel at time t. It is a function of the current state of the system
Xt and the rebate levels rt. Additionally, define Et,j as a random utility factor for a given customer
i at t that captures the heterogeneity of consumers' utility. It represents the utility impact of all
characteristics that different consumers have, for example geographic location, household sizes,
discount rate differences, or environmental conscience. Let Ut,i be customer i's perceived utility for
purchasing a solar panel at time t. This is given by:
Ut,j = V(xt, rt) + Et,i (3.1)
The logit demand model is one of the most common demand models used in the discrete choice
literature (see for example (Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1993; Train 2003) for further references on
discrete choice models). This is mainly due to its analytical tractability. This is also the reason we
use this model in our framework. The logit model assumes consumers are utility maximizing agents
and the heterogenous component et,i comes from an extreme value distribution. Therefore, at each
point in time, customers are given a random draw Et,i and will decide to purchase the solar panel if
the utility of purchase Ut,j is greater than zero (where zero is the utility of no purchase). Therefore,
the probability of adoption for any given consumer can be obtained by integrating the distribution
of et,j over the region Ut,i > 0. This gives us the well-known logit demand model:
ev(x,rt)
qt(xt, rj) = (Mt - zt) 1 + evt(xt,rt) (3.2)
The first term (Mt - Xt) represents the number of left-over consumers who have not purchased
a solar panel yet at time t and the remaining term is the probability of adoption for any of these
customers. Additionally, we need to assume the following:
Assumption 3.2.2
a) Consumers do not make a strategic timing decision when purchasing the panel. If their
private signal et,i is strong enough so that Ut,i > 0, then they will make the purchase at that
time t.
b) The heterogeneity random components et,j are uncorrelated across time periods.
One may argue that Assumption 3.2.2.a is a strong assumption, as consumers might be tempted
to wait for panels to become cheaper. Note that (Kapur 1995; Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2010)
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show that the presence of network externalities might encourage agents to wait and delay overall
adoption process. On the other hand, (Choi and Thum 1998) suggest that in the presence of network
externalities consumers do not wait enough to adopt a new technology, settling for what is available
instead of waiting for an improvement. Nevertheless, as we observed in the German market data
of Section 3.3 (see Figure 3-2), the Feed-in-Tariffs offered by the government are decreasing faster
than the installation costs after 2005. This gives the incentive for consumers to not be strategic
about their timing decisions. Before 2005, this was not the case, which suggests that strategic timing
behavior of consumers might have influenced the demand for panels and a more complex model of
consumer behavior might be necessary. On the other hand, using more complex models may lead
to estimation and tractability problems. Assumption 3.2.2.a can be interpreted as consumers being
short-sighted agents that can only maximize their utility within a given time period.
Assumption 3.2.2.b considers that each customer is given a draw of it's private utility shock
Et,i for that year, which is independent from the private shocks in previous years (e,,i for T < t).
This can be a stringent assumption, as people who have not adopted solar panels because they have
lower income or live in a region that has low solar irradiation will tend to not adopt in future periods
as well. These problems can be reduced by introducing demographic data into the demand model,
which would make et,i capture less of these fixed components of heterogeneity. For example, one
way to use demographic data into the demand model would be to introduce random coefficients
as in the BLP model (introduced in (Berry 1994) and (Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes 1995)). This
approach has been quite popular in the industrial organization literature recently. The main idea
behind the random coefficients model is that consumer's sensitivity to the monetary value of the
solar panel, the NPV of the project, should be heterogenous due to those demographic differences
between consumers. By using the distribution of each of these demographic components within the
entire population, we can use computational methods to find better estimates of the probability of
adoption. Although this would possibly lead to a more precise demand model, we choose to avoid
the BLP approach for the following reasons: we do not have sufficient data points to introduce
more parameters to estimate, given that we are working with yearly data over a span of 17 years;
we wish to maintain the analytical closed-form tractability of the demand function, as it will allow
us to explore insights about the structure of the optimal solution of the policy design problem (see
Section 3.4).
To fully specify the demand function described in (3.2), we need to define the nominal utility
of the average consumer, denoted by Vt (xt, rt). Consumers' perceived utility for adopting a solar
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panel should be a function of many parameters, including the monetary value of the investment
and the awareness that customers have of the given technology. The first component of V(xt, rt)
is the monetary value of an average solar installation purchased at time t, namely NPVt. This
component is equal to the government installation rebate to consumers rt plus the future discounted
cash flows dt minus the installation cost kt, all this is multiplied by the size of an average household
installation, denoted by AvgSize. That is:
NPVt(xt, rt) = (-kt(xt) + rt + dt) AvgSize (3.3)
In particular, we model the installation cost k(xt) as a decreasing function of the number of solar
panels sold xt. This is consistent with the learning-by-doing effect, that is, the more people adopt a
given technology, the cheaper this technology becomes in the future. In other words, the installation
cost can be expressed as a decreasing function of the installed capacity. For further references of
learning-by-doing in photovoltaics, see (Harmon 2000; IEA 2000; McDonald and Schrattenholze
2001; Nemet 2006; Sderholm and Sundqvist 2007; Bhandari and Stadler 2009; Yu, van Sark, and
Alsema 2009).
In our model, we represent the solar installation costs with a single term kt(xt), expressed in
E/Wp of installed capacity (nominal solar installation sizes are measured in Watt-peak, i.e. Wp,
which represents the electricity peak generation capacity in Watts under standard laboratory condi-
tions). In practice, there are many different parts in an installation of a solar panel. These include
the solar module, additional electronic components (also known as Balance-Of-System) and labor
costs. Ideally, we would want to model the evolution of each cost separately, since the module costs
evolve according to the global demand for solar panels, while the other costs decrease with the num-
ber of local installations. Nevertheless, given that we only have information on the total installation
costs for our empirical study, we simplify the cost evolution dynamics by defining a single cost
function for the solar installation. This cost function decreases with the number of installations in
the country. In particular, the log-log learning curve is the standard model in the learning-by-doing
literature. Let aj and b, be the installation cost parameters and vt represent a random technological
improvement factor for time t. Then the cost dynamics can be described as:
log(kt(xt)) = ar + b1 log(xt) + vt (3.4)
Finally, the discounted cash flow dt denotes the present value of the cash payments the customer
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will receive after purchasing the panel at time t. Note that in countries like Germany, where a
Feed-in-Tariff system is implemented, the customer will lock the price of the tariff on the year he
purchases the panel and will keep selling electricity at that price for the duration of the contract. For
example, in Germany this contract lasts 20 years (see the report (EEG 2007) for further reference).
Most estimates for the lifetime of solar panels suggest that they would last 30 years or more, but
given that this value is discounted to the present and the Feed-in-Tariff expires in 20 years, possibly
bringing the selling price to retail levels, the residual cash flow after 20 years will be very small
compared to earlier ones. For simplicity, we choose to consider the discounted cash flow of the
panel only for the duration of the Feed-in-Tariff contract. Let FIT (in 6/kWp) be the revenue
earned at each year for a panel bought at time t. This is the value of the Feed-in-Tariff contract
times the average annual electricity output of a 1 kWp nominal capacity solar panel. Besides the
electricity selling revenue, the consumer needs to pay yearly operation and maintenance (OMt)
costs (this is about 2% of kt every year). We further assume a discount rate of Jc (which is about 3
to 5%). Then the discounted cash flow is given by:
Tmod 1
dt = J.(+6), [FITt - OMt] (3.5)
r=1
With the discounted cash flow described in (3.5), the installation costs given in (3.4) and the
government installation rebate level rt, we obtain the net present value of the installation NPV
(see definition in (3.3)). For the remainder of this chapter, we consider dt as a given constant, as
defined in (3.5). In other words, we take the Feed-in-Tariff subsidies as data and the government can
further subsidize only by introducing upfront rebates rt. Negative rebates can also be used in our
model. This would imply a tax increase on the sale of the panels. Either way, for a fixed discount rate
, both forms of subsidies are equivalent from an average consumer's perspective. Behaviorally,
different forms of subsidies evoke diverse responses among customers and the net present value
might not be the best way to capture how consumers perceive this investment. Another possible
measure of investment quality would be the payback period (time until investment cost is recovered).
We will not focus on the discussions about the cognitive limitations of consumers or possible trade-
offs between different forms of subsidy. We use the more common economic definition of utility
that consumers are directly affected by the net present value of their investment.
As mentioned before, the second component that affects the consumer's perceived utility toward
the solar panel purchase is the awareness level of the customer about the technology. In particular,
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there are two network externalities that we want to emphasize in our model: learning-by-doing and
information spread. Because of these network effects, it might be cheaper for the government to
subsidize the early adopters in order to promote a faster overall adoption of the technology. The
first network externality, learning-by-doing on the installation costs, is modeled in (3.4).
The second externality is what we call information spread effect, or imitating customer behav-
ior, and it can be usually observed for most new technology adoption processes. It has been well
documented in the marketing literature (see for example (Mahajan, Muller, and Bass 1990)) and in
the behavioral economics literature (see for example (Jager 2006)). We provide a more in depth
discussion of the literature on information spread in Section 3.1.2. In summary, this effect happens
because consumers become increasingly more aware about a new technology as more people buy
the product. In our case, the more rooftop panels are adopted in a neighborhood, other consumers
in the same neighborhood will be more likely to adopt the technology as well (see (Goolsbee and
Klenow 2002; Jager 2006)). On the other hand, the marginal impact of this information spread on
the remaining customers should naturally decrease with the number of adoptions (see (Vives 1997)).
Therefore, the effect of this externality on consumer purchases should be a concave function of the
number of customers that have already adopted this technology.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, theoretical agent-based models for information spread through a
network provide useful insights about the overall effect, but are generally not practical for empirical
applications. In order to conduct empirical work on this subject, it is often common to assume a
particular functional form for how such network externalities affects consumer utility and aggregate
purchase behavior, as in (Shurmer and Swann 1995; Swann 2002; Berndt, Pindyck, and Azoulay
2003; Doganoglu and Grzybowski 2007). In this part of the model, the effect we want to cap-
ture is the development of consumer awareness and how it affects consumers' perceived utility of
purchase. In particular, we model this effect as a penalty function on the proportion of adopted
customers xt/Mt, which lies between 0 and 1. We propose the following limiting conditions for
this penalty function: If nobody has adopted the new technology, consumers are generally unaware
of the product and their perceived utility of purchase should go to -oo; If everyone has adopted the
technology, xt/Mt = 1, then this penalty should go to zero. Together with the concavity condition
mentioned before, we propose the use of a logarithmic relation between average consumer's per-
ceived utility and the adopted share of the population: V ~ log(xt/Mt). This functional form is
consistent with previous empirical work on technology adoption, in particular (Shurmer and Swann
1995; Berndt, Pindyck, and Azoulay 2003), where they also test a logarithmic relation between
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network externalities and consumer utility of purchase.
Assumption 3.2.3 The average customer's perceived utility for purchasing a solar panel is propor-
tional to the log of the ratio of adopted customers in the population, due to information spread and
consumer awareness of the technology: Vt ~ log(xt/Mt)
This functional relation in Assumption 3.2.3 is by no means the only choice for modeling the in-
formation spread effect while satisfying the concavity and limiting conditions. It was chosen mainly
due to the good fit demonstrated in our empirical study of the German solar market, compared to
other functional forms we tested (for example Vt - 1 - (xt/Mt)-1). Its simplicity and tractability
are additional advantages of this modeling choice, which are important both for estimation purposes
in Section 3.3.1 and for the analytical results of Section 3.4.
Gathering all the utility components described so far, define the average customer's perceived
utility for purchasing a solar panel at time t given by:
Vt(xt, rt) = aDNPVt(Xt, rt) + bD log(xt/M) + cD + 't (3.6)
The first part aDNPVt(xt, rt) denotes the monetary component of the utility, bD log(xt/Mt)
denotes the impact of the information spread in the consumer's utility, cD denotes the baseline
utility for making a solar panel purchase, and finally (t is a random demand shock for year t. Note
that aD, bD and cD are demand parameters that need to be estimated, while (t is a random utility
component. In particular, (t represents all unobserved demand shocks for a given year that affect all
consumers and cannot be captured in our data. This could for example represent a demand shock
due to a strong advertising campaign in that year. The definition of consumer i's utility function is
then given by adding the nominal average consumer utility with the heterogeneity component:
Ut,j = aDNPVt(Xt, rt) + bD log(xt/M) + cD + 't + Et,i (3.7)
As defined before in (3.2), we can now explicitly write the demand model as:
qt(xt, rt) = (Mt - xt) eaDNPVt(xt,rt)+bD 1og(xt/Mt)+cD+ t1 + eaDNPVt (xt,rt)+bD 1og(xt/Mt)+cD+(t (3'8)
In order to use the demand model defined in (3.8) and obtain statistically significant estimation
results, we need to make some assumptions.
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Assumption 3.2.4
a) {t is not correlated with NPVt(xt, rt) or log(xt/Mt);
b) 't is not autocorrelated with t,, for all r < t;
The correlation described in Assumption 3.2.4.a can be a problem for the estimation procedure,
but is usually treated with the use of instrumental variables. Autocorrelation, as described in As-
sumption 3.2.4.b, is a very common problem when estimating time series data. This problem can
usually be solved by fitting an auto-regressive model for these demand shocks together with the
demand model (for example, (t = azt-i + rt). In order to maintain simplicity of the model and
minimize the number of parameters to be estimated, we have assumed correlations are zero. Fur-
thermore, we have tested this assumption in the empirical study of the German market data and the
estimation output demonstrated no significant correlation.
In summary, the full demand model can be described by the following set of equations, for all
t = 1, ..., IT - 1:
Diffusion Process: xt+1 = xt + qt(xt, rt)
Logit Demand: q(xt, rt) = (Mt - xt) e 1o(Xt/Mt)+CD+t
1 + eaDNPVt(xt,rt)+bD log(xt/Mt)+cD+(t (3.9)
Net Present Value: NPVt(xt, rt) = (-kt(xt) + rt + dt)AvgSize
Learning-by-Doing: k(xt) = eaj+br log(xt)+vt
3.2.2 Policy-Maker's Problem
The discrete choice model framework described in the previous section can be used to solve a
variety of management and policy problems. In particular, policy makers are traditionally faced
with the problem of setting subsidy levels to stimulate the adoption of a technology up to a tar-
get level within a certain time frame. (Jager-Waldau 2007) provides some examples of renewable
energy/photovoltaic target levels for the European Union, although without clear implementation
guidelines. As an example of these target policies within a country, there was Germany's pioneer
"1000 Solar Rooftops" program in the early 90's. The next program, known as "100,000 Solar
Rooftops", started in 1999 with subsidized loans and expected to install around 300MWp of solar
panels within 6 years. The program ended before schedule in 2003 when the target was reached,
suggesting the subsidy might have been higher than necessary. This seems to suggest that without
further understanding of customer behavior and the dynamics of the adoption process, the policies
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can become short-sighted, possibly under/over-subsidizing.
Using our demand model defined in (3.9), the policy maker should find the optimal rebate levels
rt for t = 1, ..., T - 1 in order to minimize the total present value of the rebate costs, while still
achieving the target adoption level XT at the end of the planning horizon. In this chapter, we only
consider a deterministic model and therefore the random components vit and (t (from equations
(3.4) and (3.8)) will be set to zero. This work, to the best of our knowledge, is the first one to deal
with target policy optimization with a choice model approach and network externalities. Introducing
uncertainty into the policy optimization framework adds an extra level of complexity to the model
that would overshadow some of the insights that we are trying to obtain. Nevertheless, we believe
this is actually a very promising direction to extend this work. In Chapter 4, we consider a subsidy
design problem with uncertain demand. For this chapter we will focus only on the deterministic
counterpart of the policy problem defined in the following optimization model:
Costl(x1,x) =
T-1
min E 671rtqt(xt, rt)
r1,---,t=1
s.t. xt+1 = xt + qt (xt, rt), Vt = 1, ... , T - 1 (3.10)
q(xt, rt) =(t - Xt) eaD(rt-k(xt)+dt)+bD log(xt/Mt)+cD1 + eaD(rt-k(xt)+d)+bD log(xt/Mt)+cD
k(xt) = ear+br log(xt), Vt = 1, ... , T - 1
Note that parameters Mt, dt, 6g and x1 are given data, denoting respectively the market size at
time t, the discounted future cash flow of solar installations purchased at time t, the government's
discount rate, and the initial number of household solar installations sold before time t. The set
of parameters (al, bj) and (aD, bD, CD) allow us to define the cost evolution dynamics and the
demand function, respectively. These parameters need to be estimated using a historical data set,
as we demonstrate in Section 3.3.1. Note that we replace the NPVt(xt, rt) by (rt - k(xt) + dt),
in order to make the notation more concise. The average installation size originally included in the
NPV definition of (3.3) can be suppressed because we are estimating aD and this only causes a
proportional shift in the estimate.
The problem described in (3.10) can be solved numerically using a dynamic programming re-
formulation, where the state of the system is xt (the number of solar panels sold up to time t). The
adoption target condition can be enforced with a terminal system cost of zero if the target adoption
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level has been achieved and set to infinity otherwise.
0, ify > X7r
COStT(Y, XT) = ~ (3.11)
00, O.W.
At each step, the policy maker decides the rebate level rt. The immediate rebate cost observed at
each period is the rebate times the amount of people who adopted at that given time step: rtqt(xt, rt).
The objective of the government at each time step is to minimize the immediate rebate cost plus
discounted future rebate costs. Define for t = 1, ..., T - 1 the following cost-to-go functions:
Costt(Xt, XT) = min rtqt(xt, rt) + 6g Costt+1(xt + qt(xt, rt), XT) (3.12)
rt
It is easy to see that the solution of the dynamic program in (3.12) leads to a solution of the
original problem in (3.10). This is due to the fact that the state variable x decouples the problem
across multiple time periods. The second term in the cost-to-go function, XT, is used here as a fixed
parameter, i.e., some policy target that is known beforehand. We use this notation because we will
later explore the implications of changing the target adoption levels in the overall system cost (see
Section 3.4).
Note that the DP formulation in (3.12) can be numerically solved by discretizing the state-space.
Given that we only carry one state variable, we can perform a line search over rt at each period t
and efficiently compute the cost-to-go functions by backwards induction.
We can easily add further complexity levels to the model in (3.12), such as constraints on the
rebate levels and quantity caps on the number of subsidized panels (these are actually commonplace
in many countries). For example, in order to avoid strategic timing behavior of the customers,
we have argued that subsidy levels decrease at a faster rate than the costs improve. In order to
maintain that argument, we might need to introduce a decreasing rebate constraint rt < rt_1. For
that, we need to add another dimension to the state-space of the dynamic program to keep track
of previous rebate levels. Nevertheless, this is not much harder to solve, as 2-state DP is still
numerically tractable. In the remainder of this chapter, we focus only on the base model defined
in (3.10), without these extensions of the problem. We have implemented and tested some of these
constraints. Nevertheless, they do not add additional insight into the policy design problem that we
are dealing with.
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3.3 Empirical Analysis of the German Solar Market
In this section we perform an empirical study of the German solar market by estimating the demand
model described in Section 3.2.1 and using this model to produce forecasts for future adoption
levels of the solar technology and validate the model. Furthermore, we use these forecasts and
the DP formulation of the policy-maker's problem described in Section 3.2.2 to produce policy
recommendations.
We have gathered the following information on the German PV solar market data:
a) Number of households in Germany from 1991 to 2007
b) Forecasted number of households in Germany from 2008 to 2030
c) Feed-in-Tariff rates (E/kWh) from 1991 to 2007
d) Feed-in-Tariff forecasted rates (E/kWh) from 2008 to 2030
e) Average solar installation cost (E/kWp)from 1991 to 2007
f) Nameplate peak capacity (MWp) of solar panels installed in Germany from 1991 to 2007
g) Distribution of PV solar installation sizes made in 2009
h) Discount rate used by customers and government
i) Average annual PV solar electricity yield (annual kWh/kWp)
Sources for the data collected for this study include (IEA 2004; Schaeffer, Alsema, Seebregts,
Beurskens, de Moor, van Sark, Durstewitz, Perrin, Boulanger, Laukamp, and Zuccaro 2004; Wiss-
ing 2006; EEG 2007; PVPS 2008; Frondel, Ritter, and Schmidt 2008; EPIA 2009; Bhandari and
Stadler 2009), as well as the databases of the Eurostat (European Commission Statistical Office)
and the Federal Statistics Office of Germany.
The data for the Feed-in-Tariff rates both past and forecasted can be seen in Figure 3-1. The
average solar installation cost kt is displayed in Figure 3-2, together with the discounted cash flow
dt for a solar installation. This discounted cash flow data is displayed in Figure 3-2 and can be
obtained using the Feed-in-Tariff rates, discount rates and the annual solar yield data. The discount
rate used by customers and government is assumed to be 6c = 6_ = 95% (approximately equivalent
to the 5% interbank interest rate). Finally, we assume that average annual solar yield is 750 kWh
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Figure 3-1: Current subsidy policy in Germany
per kWp of installed peak capacity, which is derived by the average total amount of PV electricity
generated divided by the installed capacity in each year.
The nameplate peak capacity (MWp) of solar panels installed from 1991-2007, together with
the distribution of installations in 2009, will be used to estimate the number of residential instal-
lations done between 1991-2007. The resulting estimated number of solar household installations
together with the number of households in Germany is displayed in Figure 3-3. The details of these
calculations will be discussed next.
The data obtained for the amount o f historical solar installations was in the total cumulative
installed capacity of PV solar panels in Germany, including both rooftop and open-space instal-
lations. In general, these two types of installations are very different both in terms of size and
incentive tariffs. Modeling the adoption of both types of installations with the same demand model
can be inaccurate, but we could not obtain differentiated data about the size of installations from
1991-2007. According to (Reichmuth, Erfurt, Schifer, Kelm, and Schmidt 2010), such informa-
tion was not even collected for rooftop systems for this data range. Starting in 2009, Germany's
Federal Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur) requires all new PV installations to register their in-
stalled capacity. Using this new database, we obtain the size of all new solar installations performed
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Figure 3-4: Histogram of PV installations in 2009
in 2009. In Figure 3-4, we display a histogram with the installations in 2009 for each size ranging
from 1kWp to 50kW,. In fact the full data for 2009 includes very large installations, including some
solar farms of approximately 50MWp and 20MWp. Residential rooftop installations are usually
considered to be under 30kW,. This is also the criterion used in the Renewable Energy Sources Act
(EEG) to define the feed-in-tariffs for small scale installations. In fact, we observe in Figure 3-4 a
sharp increase in installation numbers exactly at 30kWp, as customers have a strong incentive not
to go over this limit in order to obtain the higher feed-in rates.
In order to differentiate residential installations from open-space installations, we will use the
proportion of installations sizes in 2009 to infer the number of residential installations from the total
aggregate installed capacity from 1991 to 2007. We understand this is a strong assumption, but it the
best we can do with the information that is available. In fact, the sum of all PV systems installed in
2009 is 3, 429kW,, while 42.84% of these were from installations under 30kW,. The total number
of installations under 30kW, was 122,863 (out of a total of 141, 278 new PV systems) and the
average size of these residential systems was 11.95kW,. To put things in perspective, these new
rooftop installations in 2009 broke yet another record for the number of installations in the country
and yet covered approximately only 0.32% of the households in Germany.
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Using the historical series of total installed nameplate capacity of solar panels in Germany (both
residential and not) together with the ratio of residential installations of 42.84% and the average sys-
tem size of 11.95kW,, we extrapolate the historical Xt adoption level, i.e. the number of residential
customers that had purchased a solar panel before each year between 1991-2007. The result is
displayed in Figure 3-3.
3.3.1 Fitting the Installation Cost and Demand Model
There are basically two estimations to be made from the data that was gathered: the cost function
and the consumer utility model. In particular, we need to estimate those five coefficients (a., bi)
and (aD, bD, CD). Note that the cost function appears inside the consumer utility model through the
NPV of the solar installation. If we try to estimate both relations together, the estimation will have
problems with the endogeneity of the system cost evolution in the adoption process. Therefore, we
can first estimate the dynamics for the cost of solar installations and then estimate the utility model
afterwards. The cost improvement function was estimated with a simple regression on the log-log
relationship between kt and xt, as defined in (3.4). Table 3.1 displays the estimation results. The
Estimate Std. Error
ao 3.05*** (0.0635)
b, -0.127*** (0.0065)
R 2  0.907
R2 0.893
Table 3.1: Estimation Results for the Installation Cost (Learning-by-Doing effect)
results of the cost dynamics fitted above in Table 3.1 can be translated into a perhaps more common
terminology of Learning Rate (LR) and Progress Ratio (PR). In particular, PR = 2 = 92% and
LR = 1 - PR = 8%. The significance level for the estimates in Table 3.1 are satisfactory, as
indicated by a p-value less than 0.1% (marked *** on the table).
The demand model defined in (3.8) can be expressed as a linear function of the utility parameters
that we want to estimate. Let At + - eDDNP g . . Then 1 -Mt-Xt -jleaDNPVt~bD1lo9(xt1Mt)±cD± t-
Mt-xt~i - 1
Mtxt - 1+eaDNPVt+bD og(zt/Mt)+cDe t . Therefore:
log Mt- ~ xt = log A = aDNPVt + bD log(Xt/Mt) + CD + t (3.13)
W M - xt+1 1 - sua
We consider the unobserved demand shock (t as the error measure and use a generalized method
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of moments approach to estimate the relation in (3.13). Note that a necessary condition for (3.13) to
hold is Mt > xt+1 > zt. This condition is generally true for the adoption of any new technology,
since demand is always positive and the market size is still far from the number of adopted customers
(see Figure 3-3). Table 3.2 displays the estimation results. The significance level for the estimates
in Table 3.2 are indicated by a p-value less than 1% for bD (marked **) and less than 10% for aD
and CD (marked *)
Estimate Std. Error
aD 0.164* (0.112)
bD 0.657** (0.240)
CD -2.891* (1.592)
R 2  0.957
R2 0.950
Table 3.2: Estimation Results for the Demand Model
The estimation results from Tables 3.1 and 3.2 seem to present a good fit to the historical data
for the cost and demand curves. We can now use our calibrated model to forecast future adoption
levels and solve the policy-making problem to obtain insights about the situation of the German
market.
3.3.2 Forecasting and Policy Optimization
Using the model estimated in Section 3.3.1, in Figure 3-5 we forecast the future baseline adoption
levels, xj3 , using forecasts of the number of households and future feed-in rates. Define this baseline
adoption path as the natural adoption process if we do not intervene on the subsidy levels (rt = 0).
Using the installation distribution in 2009, we can infer the total (both residential and non-
residential) PV installed capacity for the following few years, 2008-2013. In Figure 3-6, we compare
our results with a well recognized forecast benchmark from the European Photovoltaic Industry
Association (EPIA). Our baseline predictions for the total installed solar generation capacity in
Germany by 2013 are 11.5% above the EPIA conservative (status-quo) forecast and 10.4% below
the EPIA aggressive (stronger policy) forecast. This comparison serves as a sanity check for us to
trust the forecasting ability of our model.
Using the estimated model, we also demonstrate how to use the policy design tool developed in
Section 3.2.2 with a hypothetical adoption target. Starting from 2008, consider the target adoption
level for 2030 to be at our baseline adoption forecast at xB = 12.3%. In this case, we observe that
by readjusting the current subsidy policy, we can obtain net present value savings of 32.5 billion
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Figure 3-7: Optimal Rebate Policy: Target 12.3% by 2030
Euros, over the next 22 years. In Figure 3-7, we display the optimal rebate strategy. This strategy is
computed by numerically solving the dynamic program in (3.12) and it displays positive rebates in
the early stages and negative rebates after 2015. In other words, this rebate structure could translate
into an increase in subsidies in the first few years and the removal of some of the current subsidies
later on (possibly smaller Feed-in-Tariffs or higher sales taxes). The jerkiness of this plot is due
to the rough discretization used to solve the dynamic program. Note also that the rebate structure
is decreasing over time. This is consistent with the assumption that consumers should have no
incentives to be strategic about their purchase timing decision.
By looking at the structure of the optimal rebate path in Figure 3-7, we can see that there are
three forces defining this optimal policy: The first one increases the subsidies at the beginning of the
planning horizon, in order to kick-start the effects of the positive network externalities. The second
contradicting force comes from the discounted nature of the problem, favoring later subsidies. The
third force is a free-riding effect, where subsidizing is cheaper at later periods because network
externalities have already taken effect. The combination of these three effects will make the optimal
rebate path distribute rebates in a non-trivial manner. In other words, it is not optimal to waste all
our subsidizing efforts at the first stage, but instead there is an efficient way to distribute the rebates
along the time horizon with minimal cost to the system.
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Figure 3-8: Adoption Forecast: Target 12.3% by 2030
Figure 3-8 displays the adoption forecast using this optimal rebate policy and compare it to the
baseline adoption path. Additionally, Figure 3-9 displays the forecasted evolution of installation
costs under the baseline path and with optimized policies.
In order to understand the trade-off between the adoption target level established for the year
2030 and the cost it will incur for the government, we ran the policy optimization for multiple
target levels, ranging from 1% to 25%. In Figure 3-10, we observe that below a 16.3% adoption
level, the government can actually save money by optimally managing the subsidy policy. This
is consistent with Figures 3-7-3-8, where we display the optimal rebate and adoption path for a
particular adoption target of 12.3%.
In Section 3.4, we explore further the analytical structure of the optimal policy and target cost
function. More specifically, in Theorem 3.4.1 we prove that the government's cost function is
convex as a function of the adoption target, as we observed in Figure 3-10. This convexity result
requires some mild assumptions on the installation cost and demand model parameters which are
clearly satisfied for our empirical study. We also further analyze in Section 3.4.1 the behavior of the
optimal solution as we change the target adoption level for a two-stage problem, where we conclude
that one of the reasons why increasing the adoption targets becomes increasingly more expensive is
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Figure 3-9: Installation Costs: Target 12.3% by 2030
because of the saturation of the network externality benefits.
For our last experiment, we varied the target adoption deadline T from 2009 to 2030 and as-
sumed that the target adoption rate was our baseline estimate for the adoption level at that given
year, xB, as seen in Figure 3-5. We then optimized the subsidy policy for that given target x and
observed the government cost for achieving that same target level by time T. The motivation of this
experiment is to reverse engineer what could potentially be the government's current subsidy policy
motivation or determine if the current policy is suboptimal. If the government was in fact optimally
designing the current subsidies to reach an adoption target at any of these years, in theory, our base-
line should forecast the optimal adoption path to that target. In other words, the optimal rebate from
the optimization model should be rt = 0, for all t < T, and the potential cost improvement of
changing the subsidy policy should also be zero.
In fact, we observe that for any target deadline T between 2009 and 2030, there is a cheaper
way to achieve the same adoption level as the baseline forecast predicts, B . Figure 3-11 displays
the result of this experiment. We note that the potential cost savings is always positive for any target
adoption level in the baseline forecasted adoption path. This indicates that the current design of the
subsidies are not optimally designed for any potential adoption target.
Another hypothesis is that the government is actually maximizing some measure of social wel-
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fare, as opposed to trying to achieve some given target, and could potentially be optimal under that
objective. We discuss the welfare problem in more detail in Section 3.4.2. From Theorem 3.4.2, we
show that because the optimal rebate structure found by our dynamic program is decreasing in time,
i.e., rt > rt+1 (see for example, Figure 3-7), then our optimized adoption path is always above the
baseline adoption path x* > f (see Figure 3-8). Therefore the cumulative welfare benefits from
solar panel adoption will always be higher in our optimized solution. Our new solution will not
be necessarily the optimal welfare solution, but it will certainly provide higher social welfare than
the current baseline path. This shows that the government is still acting suboptimally, even from a
social welfare perspective.
The result that the current subsidy policy is suboptimal, both from a target adoption and from
a welfare perspective, needs to be evaluated carefully. Throughout our modeling process we have
made many assumptions about consumer behavior and the demand structure that need further ex-
ploration. Also, a few simplifying assumptions were made simply because of the lack of detailed
data on the solar market. That being said, we believe this empirical study developed a first step in
analyzing this issue and raises a clear warning sign about the economic efficiency of the current
policy. We believe these experiments can be further improved by updating the data set and possibly
using a more detailed demand model.
3.4 Analysis of the Policy-Maker's Problem
In this section, we explore some of the theoretical insights that can be obtained by analyzing the
structure of the optimization model we developed in Section 3.2.2 for the policy design problem.
Consider the problem faced by the policy maker in (3.10), where x1 is the initial number of solar
panels sold and XT is the given adoption target. As before, we control the adoption levels by
adjusting the rebate rates rt. For a full notation summary, see Appendix 3.6.1. We will make a few
technical assumptions about the parameters of the model that are necessary for the analysis:
Assumption 3.4.1
a) Mt > xt+1 > xt, for all t = 1, ... , T - 1.
b) b1 < 0.
c) aD > 0, bD > 0, andaD + bD 1.
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Assumption 3.4.1 .a means that we are only concerned with the problems where the market is
still under development and the potential market size is greater than the number of panels sold at
any point of our decision horizon. Assumption 3.4.1.b is true by the nature of the learning-by-
doing effect, which decreases installation cost with the number of installed panels. Assumption
3.4.1 .c is a technical assumption that we use to obtain convexity of the government's cost function.
Assumptions aD > 0 and bD > 0 hold due to the nature of the demand model, but the last part
aD + bD < 1 is not as obvious. The top-level intuition behind it is that the benefits of network
externalities such as learning-by-doing and information spread may have a concave impact on the
system cost. Without these network effects, the nature of the logit model alone could guarantee
convexity for the cost function. This assumption, aD + bD 1, guarantees that the concave network
effects do not overshadow the convexity of the demand model. In fact, this condition is easily
satisfied in the empirical study of Section 3.3.1.
We will now show that the total present system cost Cost1 (x 1, XT) is convex in the future target
adoption level. As the demand function q(xt, rt) is monotonically increasing in rt, we can easily
invert the relation and express the rebate as a function of the desired demand, qt.
r bD log(xt/M) + CD + t - log(-qt/(qt - Mt + xt))
rt (xt, qt) = k (xt ) - dt - -a
Note also, that demand is determined for a given a adoption path qt = xt+1 - xt
bD log(xt/Mt) + CD + 6 - log
rt(xt, xt+1) = k(xt) - dt - oD Mt -log (3.14)
aD
For simplicity, consider the following 3-period model (T=3), where x1 is the initial state and x 3
is the final target state. The only decision to be made is where the middle state x 2 should be placed.
Once X2 is decided, the rebates for both periods will be determined by ri(x1, x2) and r 2 (x 2 , X3 )
according to equation (3.14). By controlling directly the adoption path and not the rebates, we can
deal with a single variable unconstrained problem, instead of a two-variable problem with balance
constraints. Define the inside cost function:
Ji(X2 , x 3 ) = ri(xi, x 2 )(x 2 - x1) + or2(x2, x 3 )(x 3 - x2)
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Then the policy maker's problem can be reformulated as:
Costi(Xi, x 3 ) = min J 1 (x 2 , X 3 ) (3.15)X2
The following lemma will be used to show the convexity of the total system cost function.
Lemma 3.4.1 J 1 (x 2 , x 3 ) isjointly convex in x 2 and x 3 .
The proof of Lemma 3.4.1 is very heavy in algebraic manipulations and therefore placed in
Appendix 3.6.2 to streamline the reading. Given the convexity of Ji (x2, X 3 ) in x2, we know
that the optimal solution x2*(x 3 ) comes from the solution of the first order optimality condition,
(x2(x 3 ), X 3 ) = 0. From the joint convexity of J1, we can also obtain the following results.
Corollary 3.4.1 Let x*(x 3 ) be the optimal adoption path for a given target x 3 . Then Cost1 (x1, x 3 )
SJi (x2 (x3), X3) is a convex function of x3-
The proof of this Corollary 3.4.1 is a well known result from convex analysis and it comes
directly from the joint convexity of the inner function Ji (x2, X3 ) (for further reference see (Boyd
and Vandenbergh 2004)). We will use Corollary 3.4.1 in the proof of convexity for the T-period case
in Theorem 3.4.1.
Another interesting outcome of Lemma 3.4.1 is stated below in Corollary 3.4.2. This corollary
is derived from the Implicit Function Theorem (see (Bertsekas 1995))
Corollary 3.4.2 Let x2 (x 3 ) be the optimal adoption path for given target x 3 . Then the first order
optimality condition on X3 implies: d (X3) =- _d 2  (x*(X3), X3) (x*(x3), X3)
The above result, Corollary 3.4.2, will be later used to develop insights about the structure of the
optimal solution. For now, we will focus on the convexity result. In the original T-period problem,
we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.4.1 Costi (xI, XT) is convex in XT.
The intuition behind the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is to show convexity for an additional period
T = 4 and Costi(Xi, x 4 ) = minX3 Costi(Xi, 3 ) + 62r 3 (x3,X4)(x4 - X3). By induction, we
can show that the cost for any time horizon T is a convex function of the target. Once again, the
derivation of this proof is relegated to Appendix 3.6.3.
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This result may be useful in order to extend this model into many future research directions,
including solving the problem with uncertainty (with randomness in demand and/or technological
progress) or introducing multiple products (for example, different installation sizes). In these cases,
one possible approach would be to use approximate dynamic programming, which may require
some convexity structure of the value function.
3.4.1 Insights on the optimal solution
By examining at the 3-period problem defined in (3.15), we can obtain some insights on the structure
of the optimal solution and optimal system cost. Consider the first order condition: d (X* (X3 ), X3 )
= 0. By rearranging the terms of this equation, we obtain:
M1- ( x+i _ bD -1- (*-
X1)+)ri(,X2(X3))+ k'(X*(X3))X- - r2(X*(X3),z3) =0
aD(Mi - x +(X3)) aDX2(X3) aD 
-
This can be used to find the optimal mid-point adoption level x* (x 3 ), located where the marginal
cost of increasing the level in the first period is the same as the marginal benefit from the second
period. In the first period, for each marginal unit of x2 that we increase over the optimal, we incur a
marginal cost of the rebate price ri(xi, X£(x3)), plus a rebate adjustment of M 1 -x 1 (3) neededaD(M1-X2*(x3)
to meet the higher demand in this first period. In the second period, the marginal unit increase in x2
will lower the overall system cost (with discounting 3) by the rebate r2 (Xz (X3), X3) adjusted for the
network externalities gain k'(x* (x 3 )) - aD_x3) and also for the fact that we need to serve a lower
demand, which also affects the rebate level by -L. Strict convexity of J(x 2, X 3 ) in X2 guarantees
that this equation has a monotonically increasing left hand side, which means that there is a unique
optimal solution and it can be easily computed numerically.
It is only natural to ask how the optimal mid-point adoption level changes with the adoption
target level. From Corollary 3.4.2, we have:
dz* d2 J d2 -1
2 (X3 )=- (X2(x3),X3) 2d(x2(X3), x3)
dra dxsdx3 (dx2
We can then show the following properties of the optimal solution:
Proposition 3.4.1 Let x (x 3 ) be the optimalmid-point level. Then (z3) > 0, which implies that
the optimal X2 is strictly increasing in the target x 3 . If we also have that X2 - x 1 < M 2 - X3, then
we can also show 2 (x3) <1.
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See Appendix 3.6.4 for a proof of Proposition 3.4.1. We use this result to get intuition about how
the system cost changes as a function of the adoption target.
Consider the variation in the optimal rebate levels. We can express them as:
dr i , *( = [- 1 1 __
dx3 (X , X2 (X3)) = [aD(X(X3))X1 + avD(M-X*(X3)) dX3
dr2 Ix(3  IdX* (X'3), aD(X3-X*2(X3 )) +aD(M2 -X3)
[kx*(X3v) -_ 1 1X X3)L2\J aDX2*(X3) aD(X3-X2*cr3)) J x3)
The derivative of the system cost can also be expressed as:
dxt (Xi, X3) = $(X1, x*(x3))(X*(X3) - xi) + r1(xi, x* (x3)) (X3)
r2(z(3), X3)(X3 - x* (X3)) + 6r2(x* (X3), X3) (1 - 2(X3))
In order to develop intuition about the optimal cost variation, assume we are working under the
regime where Mt - xt+I >> xt+1 - xt, for both t = 1, 2. This is the case in any solar market today
and for the foreseeable future. For example, in the German case studied in the previous section the
amount of solar capacity installed is not even 1% of the potential market size. For this reason we
reformulate the optimal rebate derivatives with an approximation, where the terms M1 2-))
and (M2 -3) go to zero. The cost derivative can be approximated by:
dx (Xi, X3) a + ri(xi, x*(X3))] ((3)-+
5 + r2(X*(X3), x3) I - d2(X3)) + (3.16)
6(X3 - 22(X3)) k'(xz(x 3)) - D dx (X3)
Each new marginal unit of target adoption level X3 will need to be distributed into the first
and second period of sales determined by d2 (X3) and (1 - (x3)) respectively. Note from the
first term in the above equation that a marginal increase in the target level will increase the mid-
point level by d (X3) and each additional unit of mid-point adoption level will cost an additional
+ ri(xi, X (X3 )) to the system, where aD is the rebate adjustment due to increased demand inaD + r1
the first period. The cost of the additional target level units allocated to the second period will be
+ r2(x*(X3), X3) (I - x2 (X3)), where 1 is the adjustment in the second rebate price due
to higher demand. On the other hand, each unit of mid-point level increase will save the system some
money on the second period because of network externalities, which is represented by the last term
on the equation. The externality benefits affect all sales made in the second period (X3 - 2*(X3)),
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not just the new additional units required for the marginal target increase.
With the relation in (3.16), the policy maker can obtain the trade-offs of raising the target adop-
tion level, without having to resolve the entire system cost. If x 3 is already very high, it is likely
that the cost benefits due to the network externalities are saturated, as k'(x* (x 3 )) - 'D will
increase and approach zero as we increase X3 (note that k'(x) < 0 and k"(x) > 0). Then raising
the target levels become increasingly more expensive, which is one reason why the cost function
Costi (x 1 , x 3 ) is convex, as we concluded in Theorem 3.4.1.
3.4.2 Welfare Maximization
Perhaps more common in the economics literature, the objective of a policy optimization problem
can be expressed as a social welfare maximization problem. In this particular case, it is debatable
how one should quantify the benefits of developing the solar industry for a particular government.
There is obviously a global benefit for clean electricity generation, but the local benefits from avoid-
ing carbon emissions cannot be rewarded to a single state or country unless we develop an efficient
global carbon market. Other pollutants have more local impact, but in general pollution avoidance
cannot solely justify solar technology, as there are other technologies that are much more cost ef-
ficient (from wind generation to building retro-fitting). On the other hand, there are less tangible
benefits of stimulating the solar technology by a particular government. These include generation
portfolio diversification, peak-load reduction, development of a local solar manufacturing and in-
stallation industry.
For the reasons above, we have so far waived the welfare discussion and assumed that policy-
makers have a given strategic adoption target. We further demonstrated how the cost behaves for
different target levels, which could potentially aid policy-makers when setting such targets. If we
could quantify all the benefits of solar adoption, then we could use welfare maximization to find
these targets with a slight modification of our optimization model.
Suppose we are given a benefit function Beneitt (xt) which depends on the realized adoption at
each stage. This would be the case if there was a given price for C 0 2, at time t and every solar
panel installed saves the country that amount of money for avoiding carbon emissions. See for
example (Benthem, Gillingham, and Sweeney 2008) for an example of policy optimization with
carbon externality costs. Naturally, this function Beneitt(xt) should be increasing on the adoption
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level at xt. Define the social welfare objective as:
T-1
Welfare(x1, ...,XT) = E [Benefit(xt) - 6ctrt(xt,xt+1)(xt+1 - xt)]
t=1
The optimal welfare problem can be solved by maximizing the expression above, which can be
done numerically by solving a dynamic program. Next, we define a useful result connecting the
optimization for adoption targets with social welfare efficiency.
T heorem 3.4.2 Let xB be the baseline adoption path, where rt = 0, for all t = 1, ... , T - 1.
Consider xB as the adoption target in the optimization model (3.10) and let x* be the optimal
adoption path for this model. If the overall system cost is negative, Cost1 (x1, x ) K 0, and the
optimal rebate path is non-increasing, rt (, x* xt1) ;> rt+ i, t), then the welfare of the new
optimized path is greater than the welfare under the baseline path, i.e.,
Welfare(x1, x*, ... , xT* _1 2f ) > efr~1 .,z.1, XT
Note that Theorem 3.4.2 connects with our findings in the empirical study at the end of Section
3.3.2. In that part of the study, we argue that the current subsidy policy for the German solar
market is suboptimal, even from a welfare maximization perspective. The proof of Theorem 3.4.2
is displayed in Appendix 3.6.5.
3.5 Conclusions
In summary, we model the adoption of solar photovoltaic technology as a diffusion process where
customers are assumed to be rational agents following a discrete choice model. We show how
this framework can be used by a policy maker to design optimal incentives in order to achieve a
desired adoption target with minimum cost for the system. In particular, this policy design model
takes into consideration network externalities such as information spread and cost improvements
through learning-by-doing. To demonstrate the applicability of this framework, we develop an
empirical study of the German photovoltaic market and show how this model can be fitted to actual
market data and how it can be used for forecasting and subsidy policy design. Finally, we analyze
the structure of the optimal solution of the subsidy design problem to obtain insights about the
government's subsidizing cost and to understand how this adoption target optimization problem can
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be related to the welfare maximization problem.
We show in our numerical experiments that in the early stages of the adoption process, it is op-
timal for the government to provide strong subsidies, which take advantage of network externalities
to reach the target adoption level at a lower cost. As the adoption level increases, these network ex-
ternalities become saturated and the price paid for raising the adoption target becomes increasingly
more expensive. In particular, we are able to prove analytically that the system cost is a convex
function of the adoption target. This convex trade-off between adoption targets and subsidy cost
was also evident in our empirical study. We believe that this framework for quantifying the cost of
adoption targets could be a very useful tool for the policy-makers that design these targets.
We also observe in this empirical study that the current subsidy policy in Germany is not being
efficiently managed. There is a large potential real-world impact in this policy recommendation,
which can be further improved with a more detailed demand model and data collection. With the
current data and modeling set-up, we can argue the suboptimality of the German policy because
for every possible adoption target chosen along the baseline adoption path, there is a better way
to reach the same target at a lower cost for the system. More specifically, we can achieve that by
raising early subsidies and lowering future subsidies. Finally, we proved that even if the government
is maximizing social welfare instead of minimizing cost of achieving a target, the current subsidy
policy is still suboptimal.
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3.6 Appendix
3.6.1 Notation
The following notation summary is useful for reference throughout the chapter.
Mt
Xt
XT
T
qt
rt
kt
de
FIT
OMt
AvgSize
Tmod
NPVI
ai, bi
aD, bD, CD
Et,i
Ut,i
Vt
Costt(xt, XT)
Market size at year t, equal to number of households
Number of household solar panels installed up to year t
Target adoption level
Length of the policy time horizon, also known as target adoption deadline
Demand for household solar panels installed at year t (kWp)
Government installation rebate (E/kWp)
Solar installation cost at year t, including labor, module and hardware (E/Wp)
Discount rate of the customers and government, respectively
Discounted future cash flows of a solar installation (E/kWp)
Feed-in-Tariff at year t times the average electricity output (E/kWp)
Operation and Maintenance cost (6/kWp)
Average household installation size (kWp)
Lifetime of the module
Net Present Value of an average sized solar installation purchased at t (e)
Installation cost parameters, from learning-by-doing effect
Demand model parameters or consumer utility function parameters
Unobserved demand shocks at time t
Random utility component for customer i at time t
Utility of purchasing a solar panel for customer i at time t
Nominal utility that the average consumer has for purchasing a solar panel
Subsidy cost at time t, starting from adoption level Xt and reaching target XT
3.6.2 Proof of Lemma 3.4.1
The definition of J1 (x 2 , x 3 ) is given by:
J 1 (x 2 , X 3 ) = ri(xi, x 2 )(x2 - xi) + 6r2(x 2 , x 3 )(x 3 - x 2 ) = fi(x2 ) + f 2 (x 2 , x3)
We can prove the joint convexity by parts. The first part: fi(x 2) = ri(x1, x 2)(x 2 - x 1 ) needs
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only to be proved convex in X2. By taking the second derivative of this term in X2 we obtain:
d 2 f= (Mi - X1) 2 /(aD(M1 
- X2)2(X2 
- x1)) > 0dx 2
To prove joint convexity of Ji (X2, X3) it remains to show that the principal components of the
Hessian of f2 (X2, £3) are also positive. In particular we will split up the function f2 in two parts.
Choose ai, a 2 > 0 such that ai + a 2 = 1.
g1(X2, X3) = k(X 2 ) + al log (3-X2  - X2)
aD M 2 - X 3 )2
g2(X2, X3) = - 09(X2 + £ 2 log (3X) (X3 - X2)
aD aD (M2 -X3)
We can rewrite f2(X2, X3) as:
f2(X2, £3) = 91(2, X3) + g2(X2, 3) - d 2 + - bD l0(M 2)) (X3 - X2)
aD aD
At this point, we just need to prove joint convexity of gi and g2. In particular, we will show that
the principal components of the Hessian of gi and g2 are positive. For the first term, the first second
derivative is given by:
d 2 1 = k"(x 2 ) - 2k'(xt) + a£> 0dx2 aD(X3 - X2)
This is positive simply by verifying each term. Note here that k" (X2) > 0 and k'(X2) < 0 because
of the decreasing and convex nature of the learning function given by bi < 0.
It remains to show that the determinant of the Hessian of g is positive:
d2g1 d2g1  d2g1  2 >
dx2 dx2 dx2dx3  -
With some algebraic manipulations, we can show that the expression above reduces to:
k"(x 2 ) a1  M 2 - £2 - 2k'(X 2 ) M2 - 2 (k'(X2)
aD M 2 - x3) aD (M 2 - X3)2
In particular, k"( 2) = k(X2) and k'(x 2 ) = k (X2) = b k"(x2). Also k'(x 2)2
= k" (X2) Then the expression above becomes:
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k"(x2)a 1 ( M 2 - x 2  2 X2 k"(x2) a 1  M 2 -x 2  b k"(x2) >_ 0aD \M 2 - x 3 ) b1 - 1 aD (M2 -x3) 2  b1 - 1
This can be reduced to:
a1 M 2 -x 2  2x 2  bi
aD (M2 -x 3 ) 2 \2 - b1 - 1) - b - 1
In particular - > 0, then M2-- M 2 - X2 - 2) > M ) 2  > 1 where the last
inequality comes from M 2 > X3 > X2 of Assumption 3.4.1 .a. Also from Assumption 3.4.1 .b, we
have that 1 > b-p. Therefore the equation we want to prove can be implied if -2L, > 1, since:
bJ 1  aD-
a 1  M 2 -x 2  M 2x 2  al b1
aD (M2 -x3) 2 (M 2 X 2  b 1 - 1 aD bI - 1
Let a 1 = aD and we have proven the joint convexity of gi. For the joint convexity of 92 we
need to do a similar algebraic manipulation. Note that the first term in 92 is -bD 10g(x2)/aD is the
equivalent of k(X 2 ) in the proof of gi. The first component of the Hessian matrix will be:
d2g92 a)Oz2
_2 = bD/(aDx + 2bD/(aDx2) + > 0dx 2  aD(x3 -~ X2)
This is also positive. The determinant of the Hessian of 92(X2, X3) can be expressed as:
(aD/bD)(-bD/(aDx2) 2a2 -M 2-X
aD (M 2 -X 3 }
-
2 (-bD/(Dx2)_ y - (-bD/(aDx2))2 , 0
This is equivalent to:
a2 (M2 -x 2N 2 2 M 2 -x 2(aD/bD)(-bD(aD x2))  M- (M22 2) 2 - (-bD/(aDx2)) 5 0
aD (M2 - X3) aD (M2 - X3)2
(-bD/(aDx2 )) (aDbD)a2 (M2 - 1 - 2 M2 - X2 0
D M2 - X3 ) D (M2 - X3)
The expressions above will be true if (aDl bD2 M 2 -X2 - 1 ;> 0, which can be reformu-aD M 2 -X 3
lated into:
a2 (M 2 - x 3 2
bD - 2 - X2
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Since M 2 > x 3 > X2, we need to show only that a2 > bD, then:
a2 M 2 - X3 2
bD (M2 - X 2 )
In particular we had chosen 02 = 1 - ai = 1 - aD. From Assumption 3.4.l.c, we have that
aD + bD < 1, which implies that a2 > bD, which concludes our proof that 92 (x2, X3 ) is jointly
convex in (x 2 , X3 ). Together with the earlier proofs that gi and fi are jointly convex as well, we
have that J 1 (x 2 , X3 ) is jointly convex.
3.6.3 Proof of Theorem 3.4.1
Consider the 4-period problem (T = 4):
Costi(Xi,x 4 ) = min ri(x,X2)(X2 - xi) + or 2 (x 2 ,X 3 )(x 3 - x2) + 62 r 3 (X3 , x4)(x4 - X3 )X2,X3
min Cost1(x1, x 3 ) + 62r 3 (x3, X4)(X4 - X3 )X3
We need to show that Costi(Xi, x 3 ) + 62r 3 (X 3 , x 4 )(x4 - X3 ) is jointly convex in (x 3 , X4).
We already know that Costi (XI, x 3 ) is convex in x 3 from Corollary 3.4.1. Joint convexity of
r 3 (X 3 , x4)(x4 - X3) can be proven in the say way as we did for f 2 (X 2 , X3) (see Appendix 3.6.2).
The combination of these results implies that Costi (Xi, X4) is convex in X4. Define Cost (Xi, xT):
Cost1(x1,xT) = min Cost1(x1,xT_1) + jT- - 2 rT 1(XT 1, xT)(XT - XT-1)
XT-1
By induction we can easily show that Costi (x1, XT) is convex in XT.
3.6.4 Proof of Proposition 3.4.1
From Corollary 3.4.2, we have that L2(x3) = -d 2J(X( 3 ), X3 ) (zx7(x 3 ),X 3 ) . In par-
ticular:
(d2Jx) bD _ 1 1_____
(X (za),X3)=6 k'(X2)- ))<0
dX2 dX3 (2 aDX2 aD(M2 - X3) aD (X3 - X2)
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Furthermore,
d2 J
6 (k"(x 2 ) - 2k'(x 2 ) + bD b2 D 1 + (Mi - X1 )2
aDX 2  aDX2 aD (X3 - X2) / D(X2 - x1)(M1 )2
These equations will directly imply d (X3 ) > 0. In order to obtain d (X3) < 1, we need
to show d ((X3), X3) > - 2  (Xz(X3), X3), which can be seen by analyzing each term sepa-
rately:
k"(x 2) - 2k'(X2 ) > -k'(x 2 )
bD 2 bD bD
aDX2  aDX2 aDX2
(M 1 - X1)2 >
aD(x2 - Xi)(M1 - X2)2 - aD(M2 - X3)
The first two expressions are easy to verify. The third one is generally true from the dimensions
of the problem we are dealing with, but we introduce one more assumption to be rigorous: X2 -
X1 M 2 - X3. We know that - > 1 > 6, therefore with the additional assumption
X2 - i M 2 - X3 , we conclude that d (3) < 1.
3.6.5 Proof of Theorem 3.4.2
Let of be the baseline adoption path, where rt = 0 for all t > 1. Pick some arbitrary time T > 3
and set the adoption target for the optimization model (3.10) at xB and let x* be the new optimal
adoption path, with negative system cost Costi (Xi, Xo) < 0, and the optimal rebate path is non-
increasing rt(x*, x*+1) > rt+1(x*+1, Xt+2)-
If the system cost is negative, there must be a negative rebate along the rebate path. If all rebates
are negative, then the new adoption path x* is strictly below the baseline path of, which doesn't
reach the target adoption at x, therefore is a contradiction. Then there must be a rebate that is
positive as well.
From monotonicity of rebates, we can infer that the first rebate must be positive and the last
rebate negative and that there is a cross point in time 1 < f < T such that all rebates rt > 0 for
all t < f and all rebates are non-positive rt < 0 for t > T. We can further infer that if the adoption
level at the cross point is lower than the baseline level, x* < of, then from the non-positive rebates
after the cross point we cannot reach the target adoption xo, which is a contradiction. For the same
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reason, we can infer that z* > x for t> T. Since all the rebates are positive before the cross point,
we can further infer that z4 > x for t ; i as well. This implies that the new the adoption path
dominates the baseline path at every time step: * > x-
From the definition of the welfare function, we have that:
T-1
Welfare(xi, ... , XT) = E [Benefitt(xt) - 6t-rt(Xt, xt+1)(xt+l - xt)]
t=1
We know that:
T-1 T-1
Costi(xi, o) = [ [3 tr(*, *+1)(z*+1 - 4t*)] < 0 = S [t-lrt(XzB 4+)(4+ -XB)
t=1 t=1
Furthermore, we know that * > x and the welfare benefit functions are increasing, therefore:
Bene-fitt(z*) > Benefitt (x)
By adding all the welfare benefit terms and the cost, we obtain the original expression and
conclude the proof:
Welfae~zi -1 .. ~ , ox ) > Welfare(zi, of ..., B_1 Bf)
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Chapter 4
Designing Subsidies With Industry
Response Dynamics: Commitment vs.
Flexibility
4.1 Introduction
Subsidy programs for emerging technologies have come under special scrutiny over the last few
years. As the amount of money invested in these programs become more substantial in times of
financial hardship, researchers are trying to understand what are the key cost drivers for these poli-
cies. In this chapter, we argue that uncertainty around future subsidy policy decisions is one of these
cost drivers. In fact, policy flexibility may increase this uncertainty and cause unintended adverse
effects on the supply-chain of the new technology we want to promote. A few examples of this
problem can be observed in the solar subsidy programs implemented in Europe over the past two
decades.
In 1991, Germany created a pioneer incentive program that effectively created a market for solar
photovoltaic panels when the technology was not yet affordable to household consumers. By 2001,
the German government introduced a new feed-in-tariff program that would pay solar panel owners
50.62 Euro cents per kWh of electricity produced, more than 3 times the average retail electricity
price ((EEG 2007)). This new feed-in-tariff system kick-started a new solar industry and by the
end of 2011 there were more than 24.7 GW of installed photovoltaic capacity in Germany, which
represents roughly 37% of the total installed capacity worldwide ((EPIA 2011)). The subsidy pro-
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grams that supported this technological development have been readjusted every few years in order
to adapt to ever changing political interests, technological improvements and market conditions.
The effect that these policy adjustments have caused on the solar industry is not yet clear and this
research aims to shed a new light into this problem.
The Spanish solar program was perhaps less fortunate in that aspect. With a strong incentive sys-
tem put in place since the mid-90's, the entire country's industry of solar installations was brought
to a near collapse when the program was abruptly reduced amidst the 2008-2009 financial crisis.
The goal of this research is to study the effects of policy changes in the production decisions
from the industry. We will not focus on a large scale policy disruption, such as the Spanish case.
Instead, we will focus on a more controlled type of policy updating, like the German case.
Consider a government that has an adoption target for the technology to be achieved within a
given time horizon. The government introduces a different consumer subsidy level for each year
of the horizon. This subsidy is awarded to any consumer who purchases the new good during that
given year.
We develop in this chapter a two-period game model, where the government chooses a consumer
subsidy level for each period and the industry supplier chooses a production level for each period.
There is an exogenous demand for the product in each period that is uncertain, but with a known
probability distribution. The government can boost the demand level by increasing the subsidies.
The sequence of decisions made by the government and the supplier is different under what we call
committed and flexible settings. Under a committed setting, the government makes both subsidy
decisions at the beginning of the horizon, followed by the supplier. Under a flexible setting, each
period is played sequentially for both government and supplier. The key difference for the flexible
case is that the government can adjust his subsidy levels after observing the first period demand.
The objective of the government is to minimize the total expected government spending, while
achieving an expected target adoption level at the end of the horizon. The supplier wants to sim-
ply maximize profits. We model this supplier as multi-period profit maximizing newsvendor, with
inventory carry-over. Note that both players have a somewhat aligned incentive to promote the
technology.
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4.2 Contributions
Under some conditions on the price and cost evolution for the technology, we are able to obtain
the sub-game perfect equilibrium production and subsidy levels under both flexible and committed
settings. We observe that the optimal production levels for the first period are smaller under the
flexible setting. Furthermore, the subsidy levels are on average smaller for the committed setting in
both periods.
In order to analyze the total cost of the subsidy program for the government, we compute the
total spending as the combination of both sales and subsidies. The first counter-intuitive result we
obtained is that under a flexible setting, the government spending is more exposed to the variance
of the demand uncertainty. Instead of a hedging effect, the option of policy adjustment (flexibility)
decreases initial production levels, which makes the first period of the game less significant. By
putting more weight in the second period, the spending level becomes less diversified across the
two periods.
As a consequence, when looking at total average spending, we observed that under a flexible
setting the government has to pay a higher cost for achieving the same target level. This difference
becomes even larger as demand volatility increases.
The intuition behind this result can be explained as following: If too many customers acquire the
product early on, the government may be tempted to reduce the subsidy program in order to avoid
future costs. At first glance, it may seem that this policy flexibility is valuable for the government
to reduce the expected cost of the subsidy program. On the other hand, by preempting such a policy
change in the future, the industry might not want to produce too much in the early periods. With
our model, we show that by committing to a future subsidy level, independent of the early sales,
the government sends a signal to the industry to increase production levels in the early stages of
the game. When aggregating over the time horizon, the expected government spending for the
committed policy is smaller than the flexible policy.
The main contributions of this model can be summarized as:
" We expand the traditional multi-period inventory management (newsvendor) model to incor-
porate government incentives.
" Under policy commitment, the early supply-side service level is higher.
" Average spending levels of a committed subsidy policy are lower than a flexible policy.
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* Flexible policies are also more vulnerable (in average cost) to early demand volatility.
4.3 Model
In this section we develop the model described before. The government is choosing a rebate level
to offer consumers, followed by the supplier that chooses the production quantities. At the end of
each period, the uncertain demand is realized and the remaining inventory (if any) is left over for the
next period. The two settings mentioned before, committed and flexible, differ only on the timing
of the government's decision which will be explained in detail later. Under a committed setting, the
government chooses rebate levels for all periods before the horizon begins. In the flexible setting,
the rebate levels are decided at the beginning of each period, possibly changing as a function of
previously realized production and demand levels.
For ease of exposition, we will only consider a two period horizon model, t E { 1, 2}. It is
possible that the intuition built for the two period model can be reproduced for longer horizons,
as the different periods decouple given the state of the system, namely the left-over inventory and
the realized sales level. Because of that, it is not clear whether a longer time horizon would be
significantly more complicated to solve, but the comparison of policy commitment versus flexibility
should be evident even within a single time-period transition.
At the beginning of the horizon, the government has an average target level q of consumers that
should purchase the product by the end of the time horizon. This policy target is public information,
known to consumers and the industry. In order to achieve this target, the government will set
consumer rebates rt, for each time period t. Any consumer who purchases the product at that time
period, will be awarded that rebate. At each period t C {1, 2}, the supplier chooses production
quantities ut as a function of the current level of inventory xt and the rebate levels rt announced
by the government. The number of available units to be sold at each period is given by: Supplyt =
Xt + Ut.
Demand for the product at time t is realized as a function of the rebate levels rt and the nominal
uncertain demand Et. We call the random variable et the nominal demand because it is the intrinsic
demand for the product if no rebate was offered (rt = 0). Assume that for each additional rebate
dollar in rt, we obtain an additional be units of demand. This value bt is the demand sensitivity
to the rebate, which we assume to be constant and known by both government and supplier. This
demand can be formally defined as: Demandt = btrt + et.
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Assumption 4.3.1 We assume that the cumulative distribution of the uncertainty Et is given by the
continuous function Ft, which is known by both the government and the supplier This random
variable is bounded, Et E [At, Bt], always positive At > 0, and uncorrelated across time periods.
We further assume that the government target is larger than the average nominal demand at the
second period q > E [62 ].
Note that this distribution does not need to be the same across time periods. Also, the lack
of correlation between time periods is not necessary for solving the optimal policies, but only for
calculating the expected spending levels in Proposition 4.3.4. The technical assumption that the
target is larger than the second period nominal demand, q > E[62], is required for the proof of
Theorem 4.3.1 and should be true for any practical application. If the target was too small, q <
E[62], the rebate program might not be necessary to boost demand levels. Instead, we will focus our
model in applications where the rebate program is needed to drive demand levels up to the desired
target.
The sales level st for a given period t will be determined by the rebate level, the production
decisions of the supplier, and the realization of uncertainty. Given a supply level and a demand
realization at period t, the number of units sold st is the minimum of supply and demand: st =
min(Supplyt, Demandt) = min(xt + ut, btrt + Et). The inventory left for the next period will then
be xt+1 = xt + ut - st.
The objective of the government when implementing this policy is to minimize total expected
expenditures while still satisfying the given average sales target, q. More formally, for our two pe-
riod model, the objective is to minimize E[ris1 + r2s2] subject to an average sales target constraint:
E[si + s2] > q.
The objective of the supplier is to maximize total expected profits by choosing production levels
ut. There is a fixed linear production cost per unit ct for each unit produced, ut. The unit selling
price pt is assumed to be exogenous and fixed before the beginning of the time horizon. Units not
sold by the end of the horizon (t = 2) get sold for a salvage value denoted by p3. More formally,
the supplier's objective can be written as: E[p1si - ciUi + P282 - c2U2 + p3 X3 ].
In applications of designing subsidies for emerging technologies it is common to observe de-
creasing costs and prices over time. We formalize this assumption as following.
Assumption 4.3.2 The prices and costs are decreasing overtime. Also, prices are higher than costs
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and the salvage value p3 is smaller than any production cost.
P1> P2
C1 > C2
P1 > Ci
P2 > C2
C2 > P3
This is the base of the model definitions. We next formalize the difference between the two
proposed settings, committed and flexible, according to the timing of the government's decision.
4.3.1 Sequence of events: Committed vs. Flexible
In the committed setting, the government decides both rebate levels r1 and r2 before the beginning
of the time horizon. Following the rebate level decision, the manufacturer decides on the production
quantity for the first period u1 . After the first production decision is made, the first period demand
is realized Ei. The amount of inventory not sold is carried over to the second period. The manufac-
turer then decides the second period production quantity U2. Then the second period demand E2 is
realized.
In the flexible setting, the government chooses only the first rebate level ri. The supplier then
follows by choosing a production quantity ul and the first period demand is realized Ei. After the
first period is played, the government chooses the rebate level for period two, r2, followed by the
supplier's decision u2 and the demand realization E2.
The sequence os events for these two settings is displayed in Figure 4-1. For the remainder of
the chapter, we use the superscript c and f respectively to represent these two settings. We then
formalize the optimization problems faced by each player: government and supplier.
4.3.2 Committed setting
In the committed setting described before, the government moves first by choosing rebates and the
industry follows by the choosing production quantities. The optimal decisions by each party can be
viewed as a bi-level optimization problem. In the first stage, the government chooses a rebate policy
ri and r2 subject to the optimal production decision of the supplier. The optimal supplier policy is
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Committed
rlr2 U1 E1 U 2  62
Flexible
r1 U1 f1 '2 U 2  62
Figure 4-1: Sequence of events under committed and flexible setting
itself the solution to a profit maximization problem.
minri,r 2 o r1E[s1(xi, uc*(xi, ri), ri, e1)] + r 2 E[s2 (X2 , Uc*(X 2 , r 2 ), r 2 , E2 )]
s8t. E[s1(zi, uc*(zi, ri),ri, ei)] + E[s2(X2, c*(X2, r2), r2,'E2)] > q
ut (xi, ri)c, u'*(x 2 , r 2 ) = argmaxui. 2 20 p1E[si(xi, ui, ri, ct)] - ciui
+P 2 E[s2 (X2 , U2 , r 2 , 2)] - C2u 2  (4.1)
+P 3 E[X3 ]
Where: St(Xt, ut, rt, et) = min(xt + ut, btrt + Et)
Xt+1 = Xt + Ut - St(xt, ut, rt, et)
The formulation above misrepresents the fact that the production quantity uc*(X 2 , r2) is a func-
tion of first period demand uncertainty. To be more formal, the problem above should be formulated
as a 3-stage optimization problem, where the first stage is the rebate decisions, the second stage the
first period production decision, and the third stage is the second period production decision. The
second and third stage decisions are made by the same player, the manufacturer, but the first period
demand realization occurs between these two stages. In order to solve this problem, we will start
with the last period optimization problem of the manufacturer.
Define hc(x 2 ) as the second period profit-to-go of the manufacturer under the committed setting,
given the current inventory level X2. At the beginning of the second period, the manufacturer solves
the following problem to maximize the current profit:
hi(x2 ) = maxp 2E[min(x2 + U2, b2 r 2 +I 62)] - c2U2 +P 3E[max(x2 + u2 - b2 r 2 - 62,0)] (4.2)
U2 >0
At the first period, the manufacturer will solve the following problem in order to maximize the
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expected first period profit plus the profit-to-go of the second period.
maxpiE[min(xi + ui, biri + Ei)] - ciui + E[h (x 2 (ui, ri, Ci)))] (4.3)U1 0
Define the sales at period t as st(xt, ut, rt, ft) = min(xt +ut, btrt + Et). The left-over inventory
for the second period will be xi + ui - si(x1, vi, ri, el)
Also define u* (ri) and u* (x 2 , r 2 ) as the optimal ordering strategies under a committed set-
ting.
Given the optimal ordering strategy ut'*(ri), the inventory at the second period should be
x2 (ri, Ei) = xi + uc*(ri) - s1(x1, uc*(ri), ri, e1).
The government's optimization problem can be defined as the following (4.4):
min riE[s1(xi, uc*(ri), ri, Ei)] + r2E[ 2 (x2 (ri,i),u*(x2(ri,i),r2),r2,c2)]ri,r220 (4.4)
s.t. E[s1(x1,uc*(ri),ri,Ei) + s2(X2(ri,Ei),uc*(x 2(ri,ei),r 2),r2,c2)] > q
In order to solve the above optimization problems (4.5.2), (4.19) and (4.4), we define the fol-
lowing notation:
kc = F- 1 (1 - C1-C2(1 P1 p-C2)
kC = Fe-1 (1 _ C2 -P32 P2 p-P3/ (4.5)
vi = E[min(k, c1)]
o = E[min(kc,c2)]
Note that kc and kc are quantiles of the uncertain demand distribution. They are defined in a
similar way to the more common newsvendor quantile, denoting the optimal supply levels desired
by the manufacturer. The following lemma formalizes how they are used in the optimal ordering
quantities.
We will further assume that the manufacturer does not stay idle for the second time period,
u* > 0. This would not be the case when demand realized in the first period is too small, leaving
inventory too high for the second period. We will not consider these cases and this condition is
imposed mainly for technical reasons. If we did consider the case where the left-over inventory x2
is allowed to be larger than the desired supply level, the optimal first period production level uc*
would not have a closed-form solution. On the other hand, with a few simple conditions on the
demand uncertainty, price and costs, we can ensure that the left-over inventory is not larger then the
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next period's desired supply level. These conditions are stated in the following Assumption 4.3.3.
Assumption 4.3.3 In order to assure the manufacturer does not idle, we assume:
k 2 ki - A1
This Assumption 4.3.3 is not necessary, but it is sufficient to guarantee our no idling condition.
Since we had further assumed that the nominal demand Ei is always positive, A 1 > 0. One can
satisfy Assumption 4.3.3 if k' > k1. That means the target "newsvendor" service level of the
second period is larger than in the first period. In other words, in the absence of a rebate policy,
the manufacturer would try to serve a larger number of customers in the second period simply from
demand, cost and price conditions. This is clearly true in applications of developing technologies,
where markets are growing over time.
The second assumption, k' > xi, guarantees the first period production level is positive. If
there is too much inventory to begin the time horizon, the problem becomes too trivial.
With the assumptions stated above, we can derive the optimal ordering quantities.
Lemma 4.3.1 The optimal ordering quantities from problems (4.5.2) and (4.19) can be described
as follows:
u* (x, ri) = biri + k - x (4.6)
u2*(x2, r2) = b2 r 2 + k' - X2
With the definition of the optimal ordering quantity, the sales level can be reduced to: st =
min(ut + Xt, btrt + Et) = btrt + min(k', Et). The last term is a random variable, defined by the
minimum of the demand distribution quantile and the actual realization of demand. When taking
the expectation of sales, we refer to the notation v' and v' as the expected sales quantile.
We will further assume that the target adoption level q is large enough, otherwise we may have
to deal with the less interesting trivial cases where rt = 0. More formally, we want the target
adoption level to be at least twice as big as v' for each period.
Assumption 4.3.4 The target adoption level is sufficiently large:
q 2v' and q > 2v'
With the above assumption, we can define the optimal rebates:
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Lemma 4.3.2 The optimal committed rebate policy from problem (4.4), can be described as fol-
lows:
q vC(2bi+b 2) V_ _I bi + b2  2bi(bi + b2) 2(bi + b2 ) (47)
c= q _v(bi+2b 2) v1b1 + b2  2b2(bi + b2) 2(b1 + b2)
All proofs have been postponed to the appendix for ease of exposition. With the solution to
the committed problem, we will now describe the flexible problem, followed by a discussion of the
difference between them.
4.3.3 Flexible setting
In the flexible setting, the government moves first by choosing only the first period rebate and the
industry follows by the choosing production quantities. The optimal decisions by each party can be
viewed as a multi-tiered optimization problem. In the first stage, the government chooses a rebate
policy r 1 subject to the optimal production decision of the supplier ui. That production quantity is
subject to the government's policy for the second period rebate r 2 . That second rebate is subject to
the second period production decision. Because of this sequential dependency, we will define the
optimization problems of the flexible setting beginning with the end of the horizon.
Given a certain rebate level r2 and inventory X2 at the the second period, define h(x 2 , r 2 ) as the
profit-to-go of the manufacturer. This value can be determined by solving the following problem.
hf(X 2, r 2 ) = maxP 2E[min(x 2 + u2, b2 r 2 + E2)] - c2u2 +P 3E[max(x 2 + u2 - b2r 2 - E2, 0)] (4.8)
U2>0
The optimal production level ui (x2, r2) can be determined for any set (X 2 , r 2 ). Knowing the
strategy of the manufacturer, the government will set the rebate level r2 that minimizes the cost of
subsidizing. Given a level of sales in the first period si and remaining inventory for next period x2,
define g(s 1 , x2) as the the second period cost-to-go of the government. The optimal second period
rebate level r (Si, X2) and the cost-to-go g(si, x2 ) are determined by the following problem.
g(si, X2) = min 2  r2E[s2 (x2,ui(x2,r2),r2,1E2)] (49)
s.t. si + E[s 2 (x 2 , u2*(x 2 , r2), r2, E2)] > q
At the first period, the manufacturer knows only the first period rebate decided by the govern-
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ment ri. The optimal first period order quantity ut(xi, ri) should maximize both the immediate
expected profit plus the expected second period profit-to-go.
max p1 E[s(X1 ,u 1, r,) E)] - ciui
U1 >0
+E [h/(X2 (Xi, u1 , ri, Ei), r2(s1(Xi, u1, ri, Ei), x2(Xi, U1 , ri, E)))]
Sales in the first period are given by si(xi, u1 , ri, Ei) = min(xi + ui, biri + Ei) and inventory
in the second period is defined as x 2 (Xi, ui, ri, E1) = Xi + u1 - s1(xi, u1, ri, El).
Knowing the contingent order strategy of the manufacturer, u* (ri), the government must then
find the optimal first period rebate r* that minimizes both the immediate cost and the second period
cost-to-go.
max r1E[s1(u*(ri), ri, Ei)] + E[g(s1(u(ri), ri, Ei), X2(U*(ri), ri, ei))] (4.10)
In order to solve the above equations, we define the following notation in a similar way as we
did for the committed setting. We now use the superscript f to denote the flexible setting. Note that
the only difference between the committed and flexible definitions are in the denominator part of ki
and kf. We will further explore this difference in the following section.
kf = FE- 1 1 - cl-c21 i ( P1 -2
kf = F-1 (1 _ C2 -P32 e2 P2-P3 (4.11)
vf = E[min(kf,cEi)]
v = E[min(kf,E2 )]
We will again use a similar assumption to guarantee the manufacturer does not idle production.
The reasons are similar as we developed for Assumption 4.3.3.
Assumption 4.3.5 In order to assure the manufacturer does not idle, we assume:
k> > kf - A1
kf > x1
Using the notation above we obtain the solution for the optimization problems described before.
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Lemma 4.3.3 The optimal ordering quantities and rebate levels from from problems (4.23)-(4.26)
can be described as follows:
u1 (xi, ri) = max(biri + kf - xi, 0)
uf*(x 2 , r 2 ) = max(b2r2 + kf - x 2 , 0)
$= q vf(2bi+b 2) v f (4.12)
b1 + b2  2b1 (b1i+ b2 ) 2(bi + b2 )f
f*( q - si -v 2
2 b2
In particular, using the optimal rebate and ordering for the first period defined above, we calcu-
late the expectation of the sales level E[si] = bir f + vf. Using this, the expected rebate level for
the second period will be:
q Vf fq v{b1 +2b2) v1E[rf*(si, X2)] = q - 1  (4.13)bi + b2  2b2 (b1 + b2) 2(b1 + b2 )
4.3.4 Insights
In this section, we develop the key insights extracted from the model. All the proofs have been
postponed to the appendix.
When comparing the flexible and committed settings we introduced above, the first thing to
notice is the difference in the optimal stocking levels for any fixed rebate level. Since P2 > C2, we
can state the following result:
Proposition 4.3.1 The relation between the two settings' optimal stocking levels and expected sales
will be governed by the following equations:
k ,> k
ke = kf 2 2 (4.14)
VC > f
V2 = V2
Proposition 4.3.1 is the building block of all our insights. This difference in ordering levels will
drive differences in sales and rebate level. Note that the key difference between the kc and kf is
that the denominator inside the inverse distribution function is given by pi - P2 in the flexible case
and pi - c2 in the committed case. This denominator represents the marginal profit from selling an
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extra unit at that given period. In the flexible case, this profit is given by the price in the first period
pi, offset by the opportunity cost of selling in the second period, P2. In the committed case, the first
period profit is offset by the second period cost c2 .
With this key difference in the optimal stocking levels, we can compare the expected sales
outcomes.
Proposition 4.3.2 The total expected sales meets the government target: E [si +s ] = E [s +sf] =
q. Additionally, the expected difference in sales from flexible to committed setting will be:
E[sc - sf1 = 12 (VC - vf) > 0
E[sc - sf] = - 2(bb 2) (vi - vf) < 0
The fact that average total sales equals the target is not surprising, as the government uses this
condition within it's optimization problem. Proposition 4.3.2 above quantifies the average amount of
sales that is postponed to the second period when the game dynamics is changed from a committed
setting to a flexible setting. In order to understand the effect of this postponement on the total
government spending, we need to further analyze the optimal rebate levels.
Proposition 4.3.3 Under a committed setting, the rebates are on average lower than under a flexi-
ble setting.
rC* < r f*1 r 1  (4.16)
rj* < E[rl*(si1)]
Using the results from Proposition 4.3.2 and Proposition 4.3.3, we can compare the expected
level of spending from the government. Under a committed setting, the spending will be given by
E[Spendingc] = E[sc]rc + E[s]rc, as rebate levels are set deterministically before hand. Under a
flexible setting, the government spending is defined as E[Spendingf] = E[sf]rf + E[sfrf]. Note
that the rebate for the second period under flexible setting is now a random variable and therefore
cannot be taken outside the expectation trivially. The following Proposition 4.3.4 derives the average
spending levels for the government under the two settings, after a few algebraic manipulations.
Proposition 4.3.4 The average government spending levels can be defined as follows:
E[Spendingc] = (bir' + v')rc + (b2 r' + v')r(
S r + ( 2E + 2 (4.17)
E [Spendingf ] = (bir{ + v{ )r f + (b2 E[rf ] + vf)E [rf ] + V AR(minfk,6}
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Note that as demand volatility increases, namely on the variance of the first period demand, the
spending level of the government increases only under a flexible setting. This is easy to see when
defined the spending levels for the second period in the flexible case: E[sf rf]. Since they are both
a function of the first period demand Ei, the expectation of the product will depend on the second
moment of Ei. This result from Proposition 4.3.4 presents the first key counter intuitive insights.
Flexibility is not a good hedging mechanism, as it is making the government more vulnerable to
demand volatility. We formalize next the difference in total average spending from the government
under a committed setting and a flexible setting.
Theorem 4.3.1 The governments spends on average more money under a flexible setting than under
a committed one.
E [Spending!] > E [Spendingc]
More specifically, the difference in spending levels will be given by:
E[Spendingf]- E[Spendingc] _ vAR(mink{,e1})+
+4b1(bZ±b 2 ) 2b1(v' - vf)(2q - v') + b2 (v,) 2 - b2 (vf )2
The proof is described in the Appendix section. Note that the difference in average spending
levels will increase with the variance in the first period demand.
4.4 Conclusions
Flexibility is often seen as an asset in most operations management applications. In the problem
we are studying in this chapter, where the government is designing consumer subsidies, policy
flexibility is a liability for the government. This counter intuitive result comes from the fact that
industry is strategically responding to the policy design and will under invest in the early stages of
the horizon if uncertain about the policy level at later stages.
This result carries a very significant qualitative insight for policy makers. The constant read-
justment of the subsidy policies used in the past can cause serious adverse effects in the production
incentives. Perhaps Germany should not be revising their policies as often as they did.
Among the many possible improvements of the model, it would be good to investigate if these
results extend for more than two time periods and with multiple competing suppliers. It would also
be important to study the case where prices and costs are endogenous parameters of the system,
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possibly evolving together with the sales levels. We conjecture that extending the time horizon
should not affect our main insight about positive value of policy commitment. It is not clear how
competition and endogeneity will affect the outcome of the game.
This model still has a lot of improvement opportunities, but it provides already a very important
lesson about the value of commitment. Using the current framework, it would be also useful to
understand the effect of the rebate policy on consumers and industry surplus. This chapter focuses
only on the government spending level. The combination of these effects will lead to a better
understanding of the economic efficiency of the subsidy program.
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4.5 Appendix
4.5.1 Notation Summary
The following notation summary is useful for reference throughout the chapter.
xt : Initial inventory at the begining of period t
ut : Production quantity that supplier chooses for period t
rt : Rebate level that governement chooses for period t
bt : Demand sensitivity to rebates at period t
et : Nominal demand for the product in the absense of rebates at period t
Ft : Demand distribution, Et ~ Ft
At, Bt : Lower and upper bound of the demand distribution, Et E [At, Bt]
pt : Selling price of product at time t E {1, 2}
p3 : Salvage value for remaining inventory at the end of horizon
ct : Production cost per unit at time t
Supplyt : On-hand supply level at time t, Supplyt = Xt + ut
Demandt : Demand level at time t, Demandt = btrt + Et
st : Sales level at time t, st = min{Supplyt, Demandt}
k : Ordering quantile at period t under setting j E {c, f}, committed or flexible
: Expected sales quantile at period t under setting j E {c, f}, v = E[min(k , Et)]
Spending : Expected governement spending under setting j E {c, f}
4.5.2 Proof of Lemma 4.3.1
Define h' (X2) as the second period supplier's profit-to-go function and H2(X2, U2) as the second
period supplier's objective function. Consider the supplier's problem second period problem defined
below:
h2 (x 2 ) =max Hc(X2 , U2 )
= max p2 E[min(x2 + U2 , b2 r 2 + 62)] - c2 u2  (4.18)
2-0
+p3E[max(X2 + U2-- b2r2 - E2, 0)]
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Let f 2 be the. solution of the first order condition of the problem above, which follows:
P 2P(x 2 + U2 b2 r 2 + 62) - c2 + P3 P(x 2 + U2 - b2 r 2 - 62 > 0) = 0
Which is equivalent to:
P2(1 - F 2 (x2 + G2 - b2r 2 )) - C2 + p 3FE2 (x 2 + 6t2 - b2 r 2 ) = 0
The unique solution to the first order condition can be isolated from the equation above:
62 = b 2r2 - X2 + Ff = b2 r 2 - x 2 + kc
2  P2 - P3
Additionally, the second derivative of the objective function will be given by:
d2Hj(x2 , U2) = -P2fE2 (x 2 + U2 - b2 r 2 ) + P3fe2 (x 2 + U2 - b2 r2 ) 0dus
Note here that fe2 is the pdf of 62, which is always positive. Since P2 > P3, the second order
condition is satisfied and ft 2 is the maximizer of the unconstrained problem.
From Assumption 4.3.2, we have that c2 > P3. If this was not the case, the supplier could
produce an infinite number of units during period t = 2 at a cost below the salvage value, making
infinite profit. Since c2 > P3 ,n the limit u2 -+ 00, the objective function goes to: Hj(x2 , U2) -
-oo. From continuity of the objective function H2(x 2, U2), there is a solution of the maximization
problem above, which must be either at the boundary u 2 = 0 or at the first order condition U2 = 112.
Furthermore, since the objective value is finite at U2 = 0 and -00 at U2 -+ oo, the objective
function Hj(x2, U2) must be non-increasing in U2 for U2 > fi 2. Therefore, the optimal second
period ordering level in the committed setting is given by:
u2(x2, r2) = nax(b2 r 2 - X2 + kc, 0)
At the first period, the manufacturer will solve the following problem in order to maximize the
expected first period profit plus the profit-to-go of the second period.
maxp1E[min(x1 + ui, biri + Ei)] - cini + E[hj(x2 (x1, ui, ri, 61)))] (4.19)
u1 >0
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Define the following first period production quantity:
01 = biri - x 1 + ki
We will next show that this quantity satisfies the first order condition of the problem in (4.19).
First, note that under this policy and Assumption 4.3.3, we obtain the no idling condition. If there
is any left over inventory, it will be given by:
X2 = xi + ft1 - biriE, = ki - Ci kc < b2 r 2 + kc
The first inequality above comes from Assumption 4.3.3 and the second from the non-negativity
of the rebates. Therefore, the optimal second period ordering policy simplifies to u2(X2, r2) =
b2r 2 - X2 + k'.
Under the optimal ordering policy, the profit-to-go is given by:
h(x 2 ) =P2 (b2 r2 + E[min(k', 62)] - c2 (b2 r2 - X2 + k') + P3E[max(k' - 62,0)]
Define the derivative of the expected profit-to-go function:
dE[hc] ~ dh2 dx
= (E = (C2) (F1 (XI + ui - biri))
du1 dx2 du1
Therefore the unconstrained first order condition of (4.19) can be expressed as:
Pi(1 - FE (x 1 + u1 - biri)) - c 1 + C2FE (x 1 + U1 - biri) = 0
Note that fil is the unique solution to the expression above. Additionally, the second order
condition is satisfied as:
-pife, (x 1 + ui - biri)) + c2fEj (x 1 + U1 - biri) < 0
The second order condition above is satisfied since Pi > P2 > C2 and the pdf fj is always
positive. Therefore, the optimal solution is either u1 = fil or in the boundary ui = 0. From
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Assumption 4.3.3 we obtain that 6i1 > 0, therefore:
u*(xi, ri) = biri - xi + kc
4.5.3 Proof of Lemma 4.3.2
Consider the committed government problem:
minri,r 2 >o riE[si(xi, uc*(xi, ri), ri, ei)] + r 2 E[s2 (x 2 , Uc*(x 2 , r 2 ), r 2 , E2 )]
s.t. E[si(xi, uc*(xi, ri), ri, Ei)] + E[s 2 (X2 , u *(X2 , r 2 ), r 2 , E2 )] q (1 2 (4.20)
Where: st(Xt, 'ut, rt, Et) = min(xt + ut, btrt + Et)
Xt+1 = Xt + Ut - St(Xt, 'Ut, rt, Et)
Using the optimal production quantities, uc*(xi, ri) and U*(X2, r2), defined in Lemma 4.3.1,
we obtain the expected sales level: E[st(xt, ut, rt, Et)] = btrt + E[min(kg, Et)] = btrt + o. The
optimization problem then reduces to:
minri,r 2>o ri(biri + vc) + r2 (b2r2 + V)1 2 (4.21)
s.t. (b1r1 + vc) + (b2 r 2 + vc) q
The objective function is increasing in both ri and r2, and the expected sales is a continuous
function. Therefore, the optimal solution must occur when the constraint is tight. We can solve the
problem by first isolating r1 = (q - vc - b2r 2 - vo)/bi. The remaining problem is:
minr2 >o q 1vc 2r2-V (q - b2 r2 - v') + r 2 (b2 r 2 + V) (4.22)
Note that the objective function is clearly convex in r2. By taking the first order condition, we
obtain:
c= q vc(b1 + 2b2 ) vS b1 + b2  2b2 (b1 + b2 ) 2(b1 + b2 )
The first period rebate value follows from the target constraint:
c= q vc(2bi + b2 ) V _bi + b2 2bi(bi + b2) 2(bi + b2 )
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Note that these values will be positive from Assumption 4.3.4. Therefore, r'* and r'* are the
optimal committed rebate policies.
4.5.4 Proof of Lemma 4.3.3
Similar to the optimal solution of the committed case, we will solve the flexible problem by iterating
backwards. The derivation of the last stage, namely the second period production level U2, will be
the same as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.1. In particular, the problem is described by:
hf(x 2 , r 2 ) = max P 2E[min(x 2 +u2, b2r2 +c2)]- c2u2 +P 3E[max(x2 +u2 - b2 r 2 -62, 0)] (4.23)2 ~U2 -O r+2 -22PEmxX+U
The optimal ordering quantity can be expressed:
u*(x 2 , r2) = max(b2r2 - X2 + kf, 0)
The government second period decision will be given by:
g(si, x 2 ) = minr r 2 E[s2 (X2 , u*(x 2 , r 2 ), r 2 , 62)]9(81 X2)- mir2 2(4.24)
s.t. si + E[s 2 (x2 , uj*(x2, r2), r 2 , 62)] > q
Note that using the optimal ordering quantity, we obtain:
E[s2(X2, U2, r2, 62)] = b2r 2 + E[min(kf, 62)] = b2 r 2 + Vf
It is easy to see that the objective function is increasing in r 2 and also the left hand side of the
constraint. Therefore the optimal solution will occur when the constraint is tight:
f* q - s1 - vf
r2 (s1, x2) = q -
The manufacturer will solve the first period production quantity with knowledge of the govern-
ment rebate strategy for the second period. The problem can be described as:
max p1E[s1(x1,ui,ri, 1 )] - cluiU1 0 (4.25)
+E[hf (x2(X1, u1, ri, Ei), r*(s1(x1, u1, ri, e) 2zure))
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As in the committed setting, we will also assume that the manufacturer does not idle in the
second period and later verify that this is indeed the case. Note under the optimal second period
ordering policy hf - P2 (b2 r 2 + vf) - c2 (b2 r 2 - x 2 + kf)+P 3E[max(kf -62,0)]. When combined
with the second period rebate policy, we obtain: hf = p2(q-si) -c2(q-si -x 2 )+P 3 E[max(kf-
62, 0)]-
Note that si = min(x1+ui, biri+Ei). Then dE[hf]/dui = -p 2 (1-Fe, (x1+ui-biri))+c2 .
By taking the first derivative of the objective function in (4.5.4), we obtain:
Pi(1 - Fe, (xi + u1 - biri)) - c1 - P2(1 - Fel (x1 + u1 - biri)) + C2 = 0
Therefore, the first order condition reduces to: (P1 -P2)Fel (x1 + ui - biri)) = P1 - C1-P2+c2.
Note also that the second derivative is negative, since pi > p2, which implies that the objective
function is concave.
It is easy to see that the following first period production quantity uniquely satisfies the first
order condition propose above:
it = b1r1 - x1 + kf
Since from Assumption 4.3.5 we have that x1 :; kf, we know the optimal solution is positive:
f* f
U1  U 1
Under this policy, si(xi, i 1 , ri, Ei) = biri + min(kf, ei). Additionally, x2 = x1 + u 1 -
si = kf - min(kf, 61). The second period rebate policy will be determined as: rf*(si, x2) =
q - b1r1 + min(kf,ci) - vi
b2
The first period government problem is defined as:
max r1E[s1(x1, u*(ri), r 1 , 61)] + E[g(s1(x1, u*(ri), r 1 , e1))] (4.26)
ri
Note that from the solution of the second period rebate problem, we have:
q - s1 v q - (b1r1 + min(k, e1)) - vm
g(si) = b2V2 (q - si) = 2 (q - (biri + min(kf, Ei)
The optimal rebate quantity for the first period can be obtained by solving the first order condi-
tion of the problem (4.26). We further note that the second derivative is always positive, indicating
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the function is convex. The solution to the first order condition is stated below:
p q vf(2b1+b 2 ) o fbr +b 2  2bi(bi + b2) 2(bi + b2)
4.5.5 Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
From the definitions of the ordering quantiles in (4.5) and (4.11) we have: k' = Fj (1 - __
and kf = F,- 1 (1 - .__
We assumed the distribution of E to be a continuous distribution with full support on [At, Bt].
Since the function F 1 1 is increasing, we need only to show. 1 - c-_2 > 1 - c-2 . This can
be implied from pi - C2 > P1 - P2, which is true from Assumption 4.3.2: P2 > c2 . Therefore,
k' > kf. For the second time period, the relationship is trivially true from the definition kC = k.
Additionally, from the definition of the expected sales quantiles in (4.5) and (4.11), we have:
vC = E[min(ky, ei)] and vf = E[min(kf,,Ei)]. Note that min(kc, EI) ;> min(kf, c1) for any value
of El. Since the distribution is fully supported in [A1 , B1 ] and we know that A 1 < kf < kc < Bi, so
there will be some measurable part of the distribution where the inequality is strict: min(ky, ei) >
min(kf , E1). Therefore, we obtain v' > vf. The relationship v = vf is trivially true.
4.5.6 Proof of Proposition 4.3.2
Using the optimal ordering policies and rebate levels from Lemmas 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, we obtain
the expected sales levels as;
E[st] = E[min{xt + ut, btrt + Et}] = btE[r*] + E[min{kj, et}] = btE[rj*] + i4
Where j can be either c or f for committed or flexible setting respectively. The first and second
period expected sales level will be given by:
b1q b2v b1 v2E[s3]= +
b1+b 2  2(b1 +b 2) 2(bi+b 2)
b2 q b1v b2 vE[si] = +b1+b 2  2(b1+b 2) 2(b1 +b 2 )
Note that the average sales maintain the same structure between the two different settings j E {c, f}.
The only difference is on the first expected sales quantile v' and vf. We can now calculate the
difference of expected sales, where the terms without vi and vf will cancel each other therefore
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obtaining the desired result:
E[s' - s{] = 2(bb 2 ) (vC - vf) > 0(4.27)
EM[s - s] = - 2(6b 2 ) (v - vf) < 0
It is also easy to see that E[sj] + E[si] = q, for both j E {c, f}, which is a good sanity check for
the solution. This is to be expected since the government uses this condition as a tight constraint in
the optimization problem.
4.5.7 Proof of Proposition 4.3.3
From the definitions of the optimal rebate levels in Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, we obtain the difference
between the first period rebate in the flexible and committed settings is given by:
r* - r =- 2b 1 + b2  [ - f] < 02bi(bi + b2)[vIV1<
From Proposition 4.3.1, we know the second term is positive, v' > vf. Therefore, the rebate level
in the committed setting is smaller: r'* - r, < 0. For the second period rebates, we calculate the
expected difference in rebates:
ry* - E[r (s1)] = - 1 + < 02(b 1 + b2 ) 2(b 1 + b2 )
The difference is driven by the v > vf from Proposition 4.3.1.
4.5.8 Proof of Proposition 4.3.4
Under a committed setting, the expected spending levels for each period is easily obtained since
the rebate levels are deterministic. Spendinge = E[s1]rc* + E[s2]rc*. The expected sales will
be given by E[st] = min{xt + ut, btrt + et}. Under the optimal ordering policy of Lemma 4.3.1,
we obtain E[st] = btrc* + E[min{k, Et}] = btr'* + vo. The first relationship is proven. Under
a flexible setting, we obtain a E[sl]rf* = bir,* + vf in a similar way for the first time period.
For the second period, note that both rebate and sales are random variables. Therefore, using s2 =
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bf rP + min{kf , E2}, we obtain the expectation of the product will be given by:
= [(b 2 (q - s1 - vj|b2+ min{ks,E 2 }) (q - s1 -vf||b2
= E [(q- s1 -v)2 /b 2 + E [min{kf,E 2}(q - Si -vf) /b 2
= E q-s1-v /b 2 +V AR[q - s-v]/b 2
+E [min{k, E2}(q - vf) /b2 - E [min{kf, 2}(1)] /b 2
Using si = birf + min{kf, E1}, we obtain:
E[s2 rf*(s1)]
= (q - E[s1] -V2 /b 2 + VAR[s1]|b2 + - 2
-E min{kf, E2 1(birf* + min{kf, E1})] /b2
= (q - E[s1 ] - v 2 b2 + VAR[s1]|b2 +v(q - 2- v 1(br(*|b2
-E min{kJ, E2} min{kf, E1}] /b 2
From independence of Ei and E2, we get:
= (q - E[s1] - v / |b 2 + VAR[s 1 ]/b 2 +vf (q- v)/b2 - v (blrf*)/b 2 - vfvf /b 2
With some algebraic manipulation, we obtain:
E [ssr*(s1)] = (q - E[s] -v) (q - E[s1]) /b2 + VAR[min{kf, l1}]/b 2
By using the definition of r2* = (q - si - V') /b2 we get:
E[s2r*(si)] = (b2E[rf(si)] + vJ)E[rf(si)] + VAR[min{kf, E1}]/b2
This concludes the proof of the proposition.
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E [s2rf *(s1)]
4.5.9 Proof of Theorem 4.3.1
Since v2 = V2, we will replace both of them by simply v2. With some algebraic manipulations, we
obtain:
d VAR(min{kf, E})E [Spendingf] =21
V - Aqb 2v2b1 - 4qvf b2b1 +4b 1b2q2 + 2vfb 2v2b1 - (v{)2 b
4b 1 b2 (b1 + b2 )
Similarly, for the committed setting we obtain:
-vE2b 2 - 4qb2v2b1 - 4qvib2b1 + 4b1b2q
2 + 2vib2v2b1 - (v,) 2 b2
E peningc 4b 1 b2 (bi + b2 )
When calculating the difference in spending, many terms cancel each other, leaving the follow-
ing relation:
E[Spendingf] - E[Spendingc] - VAR(min{k{ ,e1 }) +
+4b1(b +b 2 ) -2b1( vf)(2q - vc) + b2 (vc) 2 - b2 (vf)2
Note that VAR(min{kf, e1}) > 0 is trivially true. We also know that from Proposition 4.3.1:
vi > vf > 0. Therefore, we get both 2b1 (v' - vf) > 0 and b2 (vy) 2 - b2 (of)2 > 0. The remaining
middle term (2q - v) is also positive from the assumption that the target is large enough that the
rebate solution is non-trivial: q > E[E2), which is itself larger than the expected sales quantile:
q> E[E2] > E[min(kc, c2)] = v. Therefore, we obtain the concluding result.
E[Spendingf] > E[Spendingc]
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The initial question that was posed in the introduction of this thesis is one that will always intrigue
researchers, as it carries very significant implications for the real world. "How much should a
company charge for its product?" That same question can be asked by a variety of decision makers,
with different objectives in mind. In this thesis, we first we examined at how firms adjust their prices
to maximize profits. When promoting new technologies, it is often the government that has a vested
interest in boosting sales by offering price incentives. In all, this thesis tries to shed some light on
new modeling frameworks that can potentially benefit different types of decision makers.
The literature on dynamic pricing and revenue management is quite vast. The research exposed
in Chapter 2 builds on top of two different optimization methodologies that are often used sepa-
rately for this pricing problem: robust and data-driven optimization. By building a bridge between
these two fields, we construct a tractable and practical sampling-based solution framework that can
be used effectively to price complex multi-resource products within a fixed time horizon. The con-
tributions are both theoretical and practical. We showed how robust the sampling-based solution is
depending on the number of samples used. When samples are not available, we proposed a new
scenario generating technique that enables the manager to get provably robust solutions using the
same data-driven optimization model. From the practical side, we showed how the robust solution
performs well for risk averse managers, especially when using a small sample size. This can be
of great value to managers, who can now confidently use this optimization tool to better protect
themselves from the downside risk of their pricing policies.
On Chapter 3, we explored how policy-makers should design price incentives for solar panels.
We used a discrete choice model to forecast adoption levels while considering the important net-
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work effects like learning-by-doing and information spread. Stimulating these network effects is
one of the main reasons why governments invest in these subsidy programs. We proposed a new
framework for policy optimization that minimizes the cost for the government while still achieving
desired adoption levels. This framework was validated through an empirical study of the German
solar market. Using historical data to estimate the demand model parameters, we analyzed the fore-
casted adoption levels and re-optimized the future subsidy levels. The main insight of the empirical
study was that the current policy is not efficient. We further proved that there is no possible social
welfare measure that could potentially justify the current program. Because of the network effects,
our model suggests that Germany could save money by increasing near-term subsidy levels and
phasing out the program faster. The adoption levels would still be higher than current forecasts and
the overall program will be a cheaper for the government. This empirical result should be taken
as a warning flag rather than a policy recommendation, as it obviously depends on many model-
ing assumptions and the limited amount of data we obtained. Nevertheless, it demonstrates the
practicality of our policy-making tool and how policy efficiency can be evaluated and improved.
As a drawback to our modeling framework in Chapter 3, we only consider the learning-by-doing
effect as a supply-side implications of the policy decisions. When firms are strategically responding
to policy-maker's decision, the policy optimization problem can be much more complicated. In
Chapter 4, we address this issue from a theoretical perspective. We propose a two-period game set-
ting, where the government designs price incentives while a supplier (e.g. solar panel manufacturer)
reacts to the subsidy policy by adjusting the production levels to maximize profits. In particular, we
focus on the trade-offs between commitment and flexibility for the policy-maker. When faced with
uncertain demand, flexibility to postpone decisions is usually seen as an operational advantage. We
show this is not the case for the government in this setting. By committing to a long-term policy
before hand, the government encourages the supplier to produce more in the early stages. The total
average cost of the subsidy program will be lower under a committed setting than a flexible set-
ting while achieving the same adoption targets. This research has only scratched the surface on the
way policy-makers and firms interact, but it already provides some potentially useful policy rec-
ommendation. This counter-intuitive message that flexibility is a liability is a powerful insight that
policy-makers should be aware of when designing future policy programs.
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